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Abstract
This thesis explores situated visualization design to expand current design methods
and approaches in information visualization. Situated visualization is an emerging
concept in information visualization that takes into account the environment such
as spaces, people, and activities that visualizations are placed in which requires
considering the context of use of data visualizations during the design process.
This thesis presents findings on situated visualization design from two empirical studies as well as a literature survey and a theoretical exploration of situatedness.
The first study provides findings from sketching and ideation workshops for situated visualization design and gives insights into the use of different ideation
activities and sketching materials for early-stage design. The second study investigates situated manual self-tracking through an autobiographical and a co-design
study that explores the long-term use and lived experience of situated self-tracking
visualizations, contributing design implications for visualization design and data
entry. Lastly, this thesis contributes a literature survey that provides an overview
of the current status of research in situated visualization, including commonly
used definitions, application areas, visualization types and methods. Building onto
the findings from the literature survey, this thesis expands the prevalent notion of
situatedness through five perspectives on situatedness (space, time, activity, place,
community).
This work builds the foundation for a design approach for situated visualization
which actively takes situatedness into account throughout the whole design process,
is grounded in real-world applications, and puts people at the center. Thereby,
this thesis expands current design approaches in information visualization and
provides opportunities for visualization design in new application areas.
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Resumé
Denne afhandling undersøger design af situerede visualiseringer for at udvide
nuværende designmetoder og -tilgange i informationsvisualisering. Situerede visualiseringer er et spirende begreb inden for informationsvisualisering, som tager
højde for det omgivende miljø, såsom rum, mennesker og aktiviteter, visualiseringerne er placeret i, hvilket kræver, at man undervejs i designprocessen gør sig
overvejsler om den kontekst, datavisualiseringerne skal bruges i.
Denne afhandling præsenterer resultater angående design af situerede visualiseringer fra to empiriske studier samt ved en litteraturgennemgang og en udforskning af teoretiske begreber for situering. Resultaterne fra det første studie kommer
fra skitserings- og idégenereringsworkshops om design af situerede visualiseringer
og giver indsigt i anvendelsen af forskellige idégenereringsaktiviteter og skitseringsmaterialier til brug i de tidlige stadier af designprocessen. Det andet studie
undersøger situeret manuel selv-tracking gennem et autobiografisk studie og et
co-design-studie, som baseret på en udforksning af langtidsbrug og deltagernes
personlige erfaringer med visualiseringer til situeret selv-tracking har resulteret
i forslag til, hvordan man kan designe visualiseringer og data-input. Sluttelig
giver litteraturgennemgangen et overblik over den nuværende tilstand i forskning i
situerede visualiseringer, inklusive hyppigt anvendte definitioner, anvendelsesområder, visualiseringstyper og metoder. På basis af konklusionerne fra litteraturegennemgangen udvider denne afhandling den førende forståelse af “situerethed”
(situatedness) gennem fem perspektiver (rum, tid, aktivitet, sted, fællesskab).
Dette arbejde lægger fundamentet til en designtilgang til situeret visualisering,
der aktivt tager højde for situerethed igennem hele designprocessen, og som har rod
i virkelige anvendelsesområder og sætter mennesket i centrum. Dermed udvider
denne afhandling nuværende tilgange til design i informationsvisualisering og giver
derigennem mulighed for visualiseringsdesign inden for nye anvendelsesområder.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The field of information visualization has historically been concerned with displaying data visualizations on desktop computers for domain-experts that carry out
analytical data analysis tasks [195, 248]. As a result of this, information visualization
has predominantly been presented decoupled from the physical world [248], at first
confined to stationary displays on traditional desktop computer setups and later
moving to exploring other display form factors such as large displays [14], tabletop
displays [115], and mobile devices [142, 145]. To a large extent this has been intentional to enable the development of data visualization tools and systems that can
be used on a variety of platforms and devices supporting a multitude of different
data sets [248], which has contributed to the wide spread of data visualization tools.
However, data is often intertwined with the spaces that people interact in and
their existing activities and practices. Situated visualization [173, 246, 248] is a
concept that has received increasing attention in the area of information visualization as a “visualization that is related to and displayed in its environment” [246,
p. 1118] or a data visualization that is displayed in proximity to relevant “physical
referents” [248] — in other words, as a notion that explains the relation of data
visualizations with their physical environment. As such, situated visualization
has the potential to serve application areas outside of those that are traditionally served by information visualization by surfacing data where it is relevant to
people in relation to relevant spaces, people, and activities. Prior work has explored application areas such as public visualization to display visualizations in
urban spaces [47, 48, 52, 173], work environments to support work activities insitu [197, 237], wearable visualization [180], and situated visualization in home
environments [204].
With regards to visualization design, the information visualization community
has similarly largely dealt with problem-oriented visualization design studies that
focus on domain experts as a target audience [176, 219]. However, designing data
visualizations that actively take into account the situated nature of data and visualizations requires a different design perspective to information visualization.
Making situatedness a focus of data visualization design remains an open research
3
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topic for exploration [248]. In my thesis, I focus on situated visualization design,
which means the design of data visualizations that make situatedness a focus point
throughout the design process. In my research, I am concerned with how to design
for situated visualization by exploring what situatedness means for data visualizations as well as design considerations and design methods that take into account
factors such as context of use, the physical space, people, and activities that data
visualizations are displayed in. With this, I aim to expand current information
visualization design approaches by providing insights into data visualization design
that makes situatedness a key area of focus.
Situated visualization is part of broader developments in information visualization that strive to expand data visualization, its application areas, and technologies
to a broader range of contexts. Movements towards engaging larger audiences
with data visualization in more personal and non-work contexts include personal
visualization [109] and casual information visualization [195] as well as work on
public visualization [173] which has been concerned with making data available
to people in urban spaces. More technology-focused visions such as visualization
beyond the desktop [202], ubiquitous analytics [71], and immersive analytics [162]
aim at targeting novel technologies such as AR, VR, or large displays as display
technologies for data visualization.
The field of human-computer interaction has undergone similar developments
with regards to theoretical and methodological research focus points and application areas. With the shift from second to third wave HCI [19, 20], research in
HCI started shifting from considering primarily work settings to technology use in
people’s homes and everyday life, thereby increasingly concentrating on individual
experiences and emergent use of technology. Applying these developments in
HCI to information visualization, one could argue that research in information
visualization has largely focused on second-wave applications in work settings
for domain-experts. However, the field is increasingly moving into third-wave
application areas as seen by previously mentioned trends towards casual and personal information visualization [109, 195] and the inclusion of larger audiences
and different non-work-related application areas.
In my research, I draw both from information visualization and from Human–Computer Interaction where my subject of study, situated visualization, originates from the visualization community, but my methodological and theoretical
approach is routed in human-computer interaction. The field of human–computer
interaction has had a long history of theoretically and methodologically viewing computing and technology as essentially situated in the social and material
world with theoretical perspectives such as situated action [225] and activity theory [18] and visions like ubiquitous computing [240], situated and ambient displays [183, 250], and context-aware computing [214]. Therefore, I have focused
on approaching situated visualization design from a primarily HCI perspective
drawing from these theoretical developments and research areas. My research is
located at the intersection of second and third wave HCI. I draw theoretically from
second-wave perspectives on situatedness in HCI as well as methodologically on
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participatory methods. With regards to application areas, I explore both work as
well as personal use settings that focus more on experiential aspects of situated
visualization from third wave HCI.
To explore a design approach for situated visualization, I have investigated the
following questions in this thesis:
• What are methods for ideation for situated visualization that account for the
place being designed for?
• What are strategies to study long-term use of situated visualization and what
can be learned from that for situated visualization design?
• How is the concept of situatedness used by the information visualization
community and how can broader aspects of situatedness be incorporated for
the design of visualizations?
This thesis addresses these questions through two empirical studies as well as a
literature survey and perspectives on situatedness. In the first study, I contribute
findings from collaborative sketching and ideation workshops for situated visualization design (Chapter 7) which includes a study I have conducted with a local
food bank (see Chapter 4). The second study provides findings on designing and
living with situated self-tracking visualizations through an autobiographical and
a co-design approach (Chapter 8). Lastly, I contribute a literature survey on the
current state of research on situated visualization and expand on perspectives of
situatedness (Chapter 9).

1.1 Overview of the Contents
In the following chapter (Chapter 2), I will give an overview of related literature
in both information visualization and human-computer interaction of current
research in situated visualization, related areas in information visualization, related
historical developments in HCI, and information visualization design. In Chapter 3,
I describe the methods I used during my PhD project and my motivations for
my research approach. Next, in Chapter 4, I give an overview of the two cases I
have worked on during my PhD project: the Food Bank, and situated self-tracking,
applying perspectives of situatedness that I developed in the context of my literature
survey (Chapter 9). Chapter 5 provides a summary of my projects in terms of
contributing to the development of a design approach for situated visualization. In
Chapter 6, I reflect on the thesis as a whole and discuss potential future work.
The publications that make up my thesis work are included in chapters 7,
8, and 9. Chapter 7 presents my work on sketching and ideation activities for
situated visualization design that I did in collaboration with researchers from the
University of Calgary on collaborative workshops for situated visualization. In
Chapter 8, I present an empirical study on situated self-tracking visualizations

6
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that I explored through autobiographical design and co-design. Finally, Chapter 9
presents a literature survey on the current state of situated visualization as well as
the development of five perspectives on situatedness for situated visualization as
explored through six case studies.

Chapter 2

Related Work
During my PhD, both literature from information visualization and HCI have influenced my research. In this chapter, I give an overview of the related research
for situated visualization. I first introduce the concept of situated visualization as
it has been used in the current literature with common application areas. Then I
provide an overview of historical developments in HCI that are related to situated
visualization and present related areas in information visualization. Finally I give
an overview of the role of design in information visualization.

2.1 Situated Visualization
In the following, I give an overview of work in situated visualization including
definition and common application areas.

Definitions
The concept of situated visualization has been primarily used in the area of information visualization and has been described in multiple ways as a certain type
(or categorization) of a data visualization. Situated visualization was first defined
by White and Feiner [246] as “a visualization that is related to and displayed in its
environment”, which they described in the context of SiteLens, a hand-held AR
system to support site visits for urban planning that has become a common exemplary project for situated visualization. Willett et al. [248] expand on White and
Feiner’s initial definition by introducing the concept of a physical referent which is a
“physical object or physical space to which the data refers” [248, p.463] and a situated
data representation is therefore “located close to the data’s physical referent(s)” [248,
p.462]. Willett et al.’s conceptualization of situated visualization builds on the commonly used visualization pipeline [31] in information visualization and extends it
by adding a logical and a physical world component that bridges data and data representations with their physical referents. Willett et al. also differentiate between
embedded and situated visualizations based on the proximity and visual alignments
7
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of visualizations to physical referents where embedded visualizations are physically
aligned with their physical referents and situated visualizations are presented close
to their physical referents. They also discuss concepts of spatial and temporal
indirection to describe the distance between data referents and data representations. Vande Moere and Hill [172] define situated visualizations as “embedded in
a real-world, physical environment” in the context of urban visualization and as
being contextual, local, and social. Deviating from White and Feiner [246] and
Willett et al. [248], Vande Moere and Hill put forward the socio-cultural context and
community aspects of data visualizations in their definition as primarily relevant
for urban visualization in public spaces. In the area of augmented reality, situated
visualization has been used as a possible application area for AR technology [215].
The AR community has traditionally had a broader understanding of the concept
“visualization” than the information visualization community [123]. While several
AR examples visualize data, the term visualization as it is used in augmented reality
often refers to information in general that is surfaced in an interface [256].
In my manuscript (see Chapter 9 for details), I survey the current corpus of
literature on situated visualization that explicitly refer to their work as such, and I
provide an overview of situated visualization research including commonly used
definitions of situated visualization, methods, visualization and data types, and
technology. As a brief overview of the findings from this survey, we found that there
is a strong focus on AR technology in the current body of work as well as limited
engagement with target audiences as exemplified by a focus on lab studies, however
with some notable exceptions. With regards to defining situated visualization, the
visualization community has approached the concept of situatedness for situated
visualization mainly as a representational issue, focusing on the relation between
the data, the visualization and spatial properties of the environment.

Application Areas
In the following, I will highlight a selection of current relevant examples and common application areas for situated visualization. Note that I also include examples
here that do not specifically refer to the concept of situated visualization but can
still be categorized as situated visualization to provide a wider range of cases.
Work in the area of urban and public visualization has explored the displaying
and collecting data in public settings where data is relevant to local issues, places,
and communities, thus situating data visualization within these urban places.
Public polling on local topics and displaying data visualizations of the results
has been explored in a number of projects. Work on spatially distributed public
polling displays [48, 51, 52] has investigated how to include local communities and
facilitate the process of deploying and situating polling within urban environments.
Koeman et al.’s [136] work on visualizing Mill Road involved public polling and
displaying the results by spraying visualizations on the street, similar to the Tidy
Street project [15] where the energy use of households was also sprayed on the
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street itself. Street Infographics [47] likewise uses urban infrastructure to show data
visualizations on demographic data of a street in the form of a street sign.
Chemicals in the Creek [189] is another project on civic participation that
situates data physicalizations [119] on water permit violations as an installation on
the Chelsea Creek. Data physicalization has been used in a number of other projects
to situate representations of data in relevant spaces. Cairn [85], for instance, is a
physicalization that facilitates both data tracking and visualization of activities in
a FabLab. Other data physicalizations include Physikit [107] a system to display
environmental data through ambient physicalizations, Econundrum [211], an
installation of climate impact of dietary choices, and Loop [212], a physicalization
of personal activity tracking data.
Other work in home environments and self-tracking has investigated ways
to integrate data visualizations into personal spaces and facilitate data tracking
practices. Focusing on aesthetic considerations of visualization designs, Rodgers
et al. [204] place artistic ambient visualizations of energy use in home scenarios.
Self-tracking and reflection on data in the home has been studied by Thudt et
al. [231] through the creation of personal data physicalizations as well as by Pina et
al. [190] on tracking of sleep data for families on a situated display.
Wearable visualizations are a way to situate data representations on clothing
which has been explored in education to teach children about anatomy and physiology through a wearable interactive e-textile shirt [180] as well as in sports to
facilitate awareness for basketball players [187] and in running groups [163].
While situated visualization research has frequently focused on non-work
scenarios, there are a number of projects that situate data visualizations within
work environments to support work activities including the Corsican Twin [197]
project with maintenance workers and building managers as well as Situated
Glyphs [126, 237] which involved supporting workers in a hospital ward through
glanceable situated information displays.

2.2 A Historical Perspective
Situated visualization as a concept has largely been used and coined by the area
of information visualization, but the idea of displaying data in relevant spaces
has been explored since the early days of research in ubiquitous computing and
HCI. In the context of ubiquitous computing [240], Fitzmaurice introduces “Situated Information Spaces” [79] as a concept that centers the connection between
information and physical objects or spaces to organize and access information
through spatially-aware palmtop displays. Other early work in ubiquitous computing [240] focuses on presenting data in situated and ambient ways such as
Natalie Jeremijenko’s Live Wire (Dangling String) [120] which can be seen a situated
physicalization [248] that shows network traffic at PARC through the motion of a
wire hanging from the ceiling. Inspired by ideas of calm computing [241, 242], the
emerging research area of ambient displays [250] focused on using the architectural
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space to display information in subtle ways moving to peripheral awareness and
perception of information. A prominent project is the ambientROOM [116] which
explores various modes of presenting ambient information through displays of
light, sound, and movements. Other examples in the area of ambient displays and
media include the Hello.Wall [196], a wall-sized display that shows information
through light patterns, PinWheels [117] a museum installation that shows invisible
information flow through physical movement, and the History Tablecloth [83] that
emits halos where objects are left on a table to show the flow of objects in the home.
With evolving and more ubiquitous display technology becoming cheaper and
more readily available, the area of situated and pervasive displays [54, 183] started
to explore displaying contextually relevant information on situated and public
displays in various different form factors. While ambient displays focused on
showing small amounts of information peripherally and in subtle ways, research
on pervasive displays focused on presenting more explicit information related
to spaces in application areas such as work environments [38, 44], or in public
spaces [26]. Research has looked into a variety of different topics such audience
behavior, how to facilitate engagement with displays, or interaction techniques for
pervasive displays [54]. Early examples of situated displays are the Hermes office
displays [37, 38] that enable remote messaging through small, distributed displays
outside of offices and InfoCanvas [224], an artistic situated display of personally
relevant information.
Context-awareness [61, 214] is another concept that originates from ubiquitous computing as the ability of a system to detect the situation it is being used
in and react and adapt accordingly, thus enabling context-based information delivery. The area of context-aware computing relates to situated visualization in
foregrounding taking the situation of use of technology into account and making
that the focus of design. Context-aware computing developed with the increasing
availability of mobile devices that were equipped with sensory capabilities such
as the use of GPS and cellular networks to detect the location of devices. This
enabled explorations of systems that could sense and respond to the situation of
their context of use [2, 36]. While early explorations of context focused on location
as the main mechanism for context, the ubiquitous computing community soon
started to develop broader conceptions of context. Schmidt et al. [216] stated that
“there is more to context than location”, arguing for a broader view of context that
uses a wide range of sensory inputs to detect the situation of use. This led to the
development of further context frameworks [10, 62] and conceptual models of context [255]. In a shift from technology-focused concepts of context, the ubiquitous
computing community developed alternative models of context such as context as
a dynamic construct [88] and focusing on non-spatial aspects and seeing context
from a human perspective [12]. In a move away from context as a representational
problem, Dourish [67] argued for context as an interactional issue, in that context
is dynamically constructed through interaction as opposed to a set of properties
that can be modelled through sensory input.
In parallel to these more technologically driven developments in ubiquitous
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computing, as computers became part of a variety of different contexts of use [92],
HCI and CSCW developed various theoretical concepts that see computing as
fundamentally socially and culturally situated in the material world. This is particularly relevant for situated visualization to conceptualize and expand concepts
of situatedness in information visualization. Suchman’s work on situated action
points out that “every course of action depends in essential ways on its material
and social circumstances [225, p.70]. Drawing on ethnomethodology, Suchman
provides a critique of the then prominent planning model of cognition for the
design of interactive systems that sees action as a sequence of pre-defined goals
and plans that a person executes. Instead, Suchman describes human action as
situated and characterizes behavior as an improvised activity within the physical
and social environment and circumstances of a person. With the introduction of
Activity Theory [18] to HCI as a conceptual framework, came a focus on activity
as a unit of analysis where technology mediates real-life activities that are seen
as inherently social and involve different tools and artifacts in the material world.
Building on phenomenological approaches, Dourish turned towards embodiment
as a fundamental principle for interaction as “the creation, manipulation, and sharing of meaning through engaged interaction with artefacts” [65, p.126] In addition,
various work has examined the role of place in HCI and CSCW [67, 100] moving
away from a spatial focus for technology design to focus on concepts of place that
center historically and socio-culturally embedded meaning of locations. This includes Harrison and Dourish’s work on space and place [67, 100] for CSCW design,
Fitzpatrick’s locales framework [80], and Bannon and Ciolfi’s [45] interpretation of
Tuan’s work [235] on the experiential perspective of space and place. These theoretical developments provide a basis for conceptualizations of situatedness for situated
visualization and have served as the base for the perspectives of situatedness as
described in Chapter 9.

2.3 Beyond the Desktop: Related Areas in Information
Visualization
Information visualization has historically largely been concerned with focusing
on support of analytical tasks of domain-experts using traditional desktop applications to analyze data [195, 248]. Situated visualization has been part of recent
developments in visual analytics and information visualization of visions and research agendas that advocate for moving beyond traditional desktop applications
and supporting a wider population of people with data visualization.
In a call to move to “visualization beyond the desktop”, Roberts et al. [202]
lay out a vision of the future of data visualization based on current technological
developments that highlights the opportunities of different modalities and technologies for data visualization. Related to that, Elmqvist and Irani coined the term
“Ubiquitous Analytics” [71], a ubiquitous computing approach to data analytics
to enable sense-making of data with devices embedded in the physical environ-
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ment. Ubiquitous Analytics suggests a paradigm shift for data analytics on the
basis of technological advances that enable interaction with data in a variety of
different settings. “Immersive Analytics” [9, 162] is another research initiative in
visual analytics that is motivated by the emergence of novel display technologies
such as AR, VR, and large displays that offer new ways of displaying data with the
aim of immersing people in their data analysis tasks. In parallel to these developments, “Situated Analytics” [72, 229] has been developed as a concept that draws
from visual analytics and augmented reality to facilitate data analytics within a
physical environment. Situated Analytics foregrounds data analytics in relation
to relevant physical objects, spaces and, persons focusing on AR technology as
a presentation mechanism. Related to that, Ens and Irani propose the concept
of “Spatial Analytic Interfaces” [74] that aims at leveraging spatial interaction to
support situated analytical tasks. Focusing on challenges related to displaying data
visualizations on mobile, devices, mobile visualization [42, 145] strives to address
topics such as adapting visualizations to small, mobile displays and developing
interaction techniques for mobile devices. All of these visions and concepts focus on visualizing data and enabling data analytics in settings not traditionally
targeted by information visualization through novel emerging technologies with a
focus on creating new data visualization and analytics opportunities enabled by
technological innovation.
Other strands in information visualization have also been concerned with
displaying visualizations in non-traditional ways and application areas focusing
especially on enabling data visualization for non-experts and facilitating data visualization for a broader range of people. Casual information visualization [195] and
personal visualization [109] prominently depart from approaches in information
visualization that center domain experts to instead support data visualization in
personal and everyday settings for a wide population of people. Constructive visualization [111] is a related paradigm for the creation of data visualizations with
the aim of democratization of data visualization that enables non-experts to create
and engage with data visualization through units or tokens as building blocks. In
similar movements, work on public visualization [47, 136, 172] involves visualizing data in urban spaces to facilitate citizen engagement including research on
public polling [49, 51, 52, 136] and displaying locally relevant data in urban settings to raise awareness [47, 189, 227]. Data physicalization [119] aims at encoding
data within physical artefacts which can be an opportunity to engage larger audience and to display data in situated ways [248]. Ambient visualization [171] is
another proposed related area in information visualization that applies principles
from ambient displays and ambient media to information visualization to focus
on the presentation of data visualization in subtle ways to facilitate peripheral
awareness. Offenhuber [181] offers a different approach to data visualization altogether called “autographic visualization”, building onto prior work on indexical
visualization [182], which follows a visualization approach that starts with material phenomena to make traces visible, situating the visualizations by anchoring
them in their underlying physical phenomena. Research in these areas is related
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to situated visualization as projects often display data visualizations in situated
ways where the data is relevant to people in a variety of settings such as public
and personal spaces and as such often serve as application domains for situated
visualization(see also Section 2.1).

2.4 Visualization Design
Design in information visualization that relates and engages with people and the
context of use of visualizations is primarily discussed in the context of visualization
design studies. Visualization design studies have been characterized by Sedlmair et
al. [219] as involving real-world problems of domain experts where visualization
researchers try to solve these domain-specific problems by creating and validating
a visualization system and then reflect on their experiences. Moving away from positivist notions of knowledge creation, Meyer and Dykes [169] take an interpretive
perspective on visualization design studies as a method of inquiry that is situated,
specific and complex and produces a variety of knowledge contributions. They
propose six criteria of rigor for visualization design studies (informed, reflexive,
abundant, plausible, resonant, transparent). Based on Meyer and Dykes’ work,
Rogers et al. [205] report on a one-year long visualization design study collaboration with evolutionary biologists that implements a set of these rigor criteria
throughout the process. On the role of design in information visualization, Vande
Moere and Purchase [173] propose a framework of possible roles of design in information visualization that includes next to the common visualization studies also
visualization practice and visualization exploration and they argue that designers
seek to find a balance between utility, soundness, and attractiveness in visualization
design.
There are a number of different models that provide guidance on the visualization process and decision-making for researchers to draw upon when conducting
visualization design activities that focus on designing visualizations for specific
domains. Munzner’s nested model for visualization design and validation [176] is
one of the most prominent design decision models for information visualization.
The model consists of four nested layers (domain characterization, data and task
abstraction, encoding and interaction, and algorithm) and provides guidelines on
how to evaluate each of the levels based on threats of validity on each layer. An
extension of the nested model, the nested blocks and guidelines model, developed
by Meyer et al. [170] provides more fine-grained guidelines for design decisions
within and between layers of the nested model. With regards to the design process,
Sedlmair et al. [219] provide guidelines for collaborative visualization design studies
and propose a process consisting of 9 stages (learn, winnow, cast, discover, design,
implement, deploy, reflect, and write) drawing from HCI methods and proposing
different methodological approaches for the different stages. To bridge the gap
between design activities and design decisions, McKennna et al. [165] present a
design activity framework composed of four activities (understand, ideate, make,
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deploy) and McCurdy et al. [164] introduce action design research for visualization
design as a tool to account for people and context in shaping the design of artefacts,
the design, and research. In approaching more specific challenges in the design
process, Hall et al. [95] propose design through immersion as a design approach for
transdisciplinary visualization projects proposing immersion of researchers in the
target discipline to bridge the gap between visualization researchers and domain
experts.
Information visualization design studies and the associated design decision and
design process models are mainly focusing on creating problem-driven visualizations for domain-experts aiming at solving data analysis problems for specific tasks.
In contrast, situated visualization is more focused on coupling data visualization
with the environment that people act in and supporting their activities and existing
practices. For situated visualization, there are additional design considerations
with regards to how to situate and where to place data visualizations, how to decide
what data is relevant, how to engage with people and places, and what methods
are suitable to design situated data visualizations. The information visualization
community has taken a more prescriptive approach for visualization design studies
and design decisions with specified stages and tasks. In my thesis, I instead took
an exploratory approach to design for situated visualization where I drew from
methods in HCI as HCI has a long history of engaging with places and people
and examining computing within the context of use (see Section 2.2) Sedlmair et
al. [219] and McKenna et al. [165] have likewise drawn from HCI methods for their
frameworks. Research in personal visualization [109] has similarly argued to adapt
methods from other fields like HCI [230] and have brought forward the importance
of considering context and ecological fit of visualizations [109, 204].

2.5 Summary
In this chapter, I have mapped out the current research landscape on situated
visualization including definitions and application areas. I provided a historical
context from HCI, ubiquitous computing, ambient displays, context-awareness
and theoretical discussions related to situatedness. I also discussed related topics
in information visualization as well as visualization design and the relation to my
research approach.

Chapter 3

Methods and Process
In this chapter, I describe my methodological approach and the process and methods I used. First, I give an overview of my general approach and my application
of the triangulation framework, followed by the methods I used including sketching and ideation workshops, autobiographical design, co-design, and a literature
survey and perspectives on situatedness.

3.1 Process
In my PhD, I set out to investigate strategies for situated visualization design. To
achieve this, I took a qualitative approach as my research goals were more openended and exploratory which fits well with qualitative methods [17]. To also account for the inherently situated nature of my research topic, I wanted to get deep
insights into people’s experiences and study situated visualization in real-world
contexts [206]. For working with people during the design process, I focused on
participatory methods (collaborative workshops and co-design) to account for
people’s perspectives to actively involve them in the design process.
In the following, I give a short overview of the projects and process of my PhD
work. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of my different projects.
I started out my PhD with an initial review of current literature on situated
visualization in information visualization. This gave me an overview of the research
area and pointed me towards a gap in design approaches and methods for situated
visualization. I also drew from literature in HCI, which influenced my research
methodologically as well as theoretically to develop and expand perspectives on
situatedness.
I began my empirical work at a local food bank where I investigated the potential
use of situated visualization in the Food Bank’s warehouse to support people’s work
activities. The project included observations at the Food Bank as well as a sketching
and ideation workshop with Food Bank workers. My findings from the Food Bank
gave me insights into the complex nature of designing data visualizations for a
15
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Figure 3.1: Triangulation approach: My PhD project involved the following activities: A: initial literature review B: sketching and ideation workshops for situated
visualization design at a food bank, C:: situated self-tracking through autobiographical design, D: situated self-tracking through co-design, E: a literature survey and
development of perspectives of situatedness.

specific place in a situated manner which informed my next project on situated
self-tracking.
My second empirical study on situated self-tracking explored design and longterm use of situated visualization through an autobiographical and a co-design
study. The project involved designing and living with manual self-tracking visualizations on dedicated situated displays. The self-trackers served as a way to investigate
the long-term use of situated visualization and explore design implications for
visualization designs and data tracking mechanisms.
Finally, my keyword-based literature survey involved providing a systematic
overview of current research in situated visualization including commonly used
definitions and concepts. My empirical work from the Food Bank and the situated
self-tracking project informed me in questioning current notions of situatedness in
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the information visualization literature and motivated me to initiate the development of further perspectives of situatedness.
I followed Mackay and Fayard’s [158] triangulation framework as a perspective on the process of my PhD work. Triangulation in HCI is a framework with
the objective of approaching the same topic or research question from different
perspectives by using multiple methods to gain a deep understanding of the topic.
These different perspectives include observations of real-world phenomena such
as how people use technology, design of artefacts, and theory to conceptualize
a topic. These perspectives inform each other throughout the research process.
Figure 3.1 shows and overview of my projects in chronological order and how they
relate to each other through the perspectives of theory, design, and observation.

3.2 Methods
In the following section, I describe the methods I used throughout my PhD project
which includes empirical work on sketching and ideation workshops for situated visualization design, an autobiographical and a co-design study as well as a literature
survey and perspectives on situatedness. The procedures of each of the individual
methods are described in detail in my publication and manuscripts, so I focus on
giving a broad overview and summarizing my motivations and additional details
for choosing these approaches in the broader context of my PhD work.

Sketching and Ideation Workshops
In the context of my project with the Food Bank (for details on the Food Bank case
see Section 4.1), I conducted two sketching and ideation workshops: one, as a pilot
workshop with researchers at the university in Aarhus to evaluate the workshop
format and one at the Food Bank with volunteers and employees. I conducted these
workshops to investigate the potential of using situated visualization in the Food
Bank to support work activities. With the workshops, I explored information needs
of workers, potential placements of situated visualizations, and possible display
form factors. The workshops involved sketching on whiteboard sheets in different
form factors and placing the whiteboard sheets with sketches directly in the space
of the warehouse of the Food Bank where people would want to see them.
I decided on a collaborative workshop format to facilitate discussion between
all participants involved. To integrate all stakeholders into the design process, I
chose a mix of volunteers and permanent employees as workshop participants.
The sketching activities involved two phases with individual ideation first, followed
by a group discussion to both support including opinions by all participants and to
also facilitate discussions between the different parties involved.
Using sketching [29, 89] for ideation serves the purpose of supporting participants in externalizing their ideas and providing a tool for communicating ideas
to other participants. Both collaborative workshops [130, 134] as well as sketch-
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ing [166, 203] are methods that have been described and used to facilitate design
activities for information visualization.
I chose a situated approach to sketching where participants sketched and
ideated within the space they were designing for, the warehouse of the Food
Bank. Ideating in the target environment is beneficial for designing for a physical space [69, 96] and approaches like bodystorming [185] and embodied sketching [161] are related methods that highlight the value of ideation in the place being
designed for.
The data collected included recordings of the workshop and photographs of all
the sketches of participants with their respective placements within the warehouse.
For the data analysis of workshop materials , I transcribed recordings of the workshop, coded the transcript to identify themes in the discussions, and grouped and
categorized sketches and their placements. In Chapter 7, I combined my findings
from my sketching and ideation workshops with findings from researchers from
the University of Calgary that had independently conducted similar workshops as
mine. Together, we distilled a set of findings for design activities for early-stage
design of situated visualization using different sketching materials and ideation
activities.

Autobiographical Design
After exploring sketching and ideation of situated visualization, I set out to investigate prototyping and designing as well as long-term usage of situated visualizations
focusing on the topic of situated self-tracking. I conducted an autobiographical
design study on situated manual self-trackers that included me and my two coauthors Wesley Willett and Jo Vermeulen that involved designing, prototyping,
and using self-trackers in weekly design cycles over the course of ten months by
ourselves. All trackers were designed to be situated in relevant places to explore the
impact of relevantly situating self-trackers in personal spaces.
Autobiographical design is research method in HCI that has been defined by
Neustaedter and Sengers as “design research drawing on extensive, genuine usage
by those creating or building the system” [177, p. 514]. Autobiographical design is
part of an increased interest in the HCI community on first-person research methods [155], such as autoethnography and autobiographical design, as an addition
to more traditional research methods. Autobiographical design fit well with my
endeavor of exploring long-term situated self-tracking as this approach is suited for
long-term use [177] of systems to attain deep knowledge insights into the effects
and impact of technology, particularly in personal and intimate spaces [58], that
would be difficult to access otherwise [56, 155]. Additionally, as autobiographical
design allows fast tinkering [177], choosing an autobiographical design approach
enabled me to rapidly prototype situated self-trackers in short design cycles and
multiple iterations and to quickly respond to changing requirements.
My interest in situated self-tracking was sparked through my collaboration
which researchers from the University of Calgary through our joint project on
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sketching and ideation workshops for situated visualization, that included workshops on situated self-tracking that had been conducted in Calgary as part of an
ongoing project on situated self-tracking. This collaboration and further discussions on potential projects that would fit with my research then resulted in my stay
abroad at the University of Calgary where I conducted most of my autobiographical
design study. My motivation on doing autobiographical design research was driven
by a mix of personal curiosity of trying out and building self-tracking technology for
myself, which I did not have prior experience in, coupled with my research interest
in situated visualization, with situated self-tracking being a fitting possible application area. Neustaedter and Sengers [177] point out a “genuine need” as a perquisite
for autobiographical design research that Desjardins and Ball [56] further discuss
the dual role of researcher and private person through a “co-shaping of design and
research”. For this project, my personal interest and my research interests aligned
in that it allowed me to follow both while carefully balancing my dual role in the
project.
For documentation and record keeping throughout the design process, I chose
a diary study approach as the main mechanism for data collection to reflect on
the experiences of using the situated self-trackers. We used a combination of
photographs and written diary entries, that we stored in a shared cloud storage
to make our reflections available to the other co-authors. Conducting a diary
study [33] is beneficial to elicit in-situ reflection on long-term use of technology
and it enabled us to document our reflections in a lightweight manner that we
could update whenever we had observations we wanted to capture. The data we
captured throughout the process consisted of photographs, screenshots of the
trackers, and diary entries. For the data analysis, as the study process consisted of
alternating periods of design and use, we kept up an iterative reflective process of
reading each other’s diary entries and discussing them in weekly meetings resulting
in an ongoing reflective analysis of our experiences and observations. At the end of
the autobiographical design study, each author first reflected on all the material
individually, and then in group discussions we characterized a common set of
themes.
Autobiographical research yields generative insights into long-term usage of
technology, rather than generalizable results and is in its nature subject to subjectivity [177] as it centers the researcher as an essential part of the research and
process. To broaden my perspective on my experiences of designing and living
with the situated self-trackers, I relied on the weekly meetings with my co-authors
to compare and discuss our experiences and to critically question my own insights and reflections. In the next step of the project, we additionally integrated six
people into our design process to complement the autobiographical design study
through a co-design study, which I will describe below. Autobiographical design
and autoethnography has been previously combined with other methods such as
interviews [34, 102].
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Co-Design
As part of my project on situated self-tracking, I conducted a co-design study with
six participants that followed the same process as the autobiographical design
study with some adaptions. My goal with involving additional people into the study
was to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the design and long-term
use of situated self-trackers that did not solely rely on my co-authors’ and my
reflections. The co-design study was intended to act complementary to the autobiographical design study by including broader perspectives and expand on our own
self-tracking designs and observations. In that, the autobiographical design study
also served as a learning process and trial of the procedures of the co-design study
as well as developing the technical infrastructure to enable prototyping of the selftrackers. Using a co-design [21, 209] approach fit with our initial autobiographical
design approach in its main commitment of giving participants an active role in
the design process and creating technology that suited their needs and fit into their
existing practices. In our co-design process, we centered participants as experts of
their own lived experience to enable participants to actively shape the self-tracker
designs and tailor them to their unique living situations. In the co-design process, I took on the role of a facilitator [209] to support the ideation and design of
self-trackers, implement the self-trackers, and provide support and adaptions to
self-trackers throughout the process. We retained the same diary study approach
and main design phases as in the autobiographical design study with some adaptions including an initial brainstorming and sketching session to come up with
possible self-tracking designs and a debriefing interview at the end of the study.
Co-design has previously been used to study self-tracking [121, 156, 193] to create
self-trackers that are highly customized to meet people’s needs and expectations.
All participants collected their reflections in diary entries and by taking photographs throughout the use period of the self-tracker. The data analysis process
consisted of analyzing the diary entries, photographs, and debriefing interviews
in a similar iterative process as in the autobiographical design part of the study,
including all authors to identify and categorize themes that we then combined with
the findings from the autobiographical design study.

Literature Survey and Perspectives on Situatedness
Through reviewing related work on situated visualization throughout my PhD
studies, I found that a technological framing of situatedness as a relational issue
of spatial properties was common in the literature of information visualization
influenced by visions such as situated and immersive analytics [162, 229]. In my
projects on sketching and ideation and on situated self-tracking, I worked with the
concept of physical referents by Willett et al. [248]. While the concept was beneficial
in providing a common terminology and a conceptual framework to talk about
situatedness, I, however, found that focusing on representational properties was
limiting in describing situatedness in my cases. For instance, in the Food Bank case,
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we realized that proximity to physical referents was not always desirable and for
the situated self-trackers we found that they were often situated in general spaces
to support tracking activities rather than in proximity to a clear set of referents.
Through ongoing discussions with colleagues on these issues, I set out to further
investigate situatedness for situated visualization that more broadly explores the
material and social circumstances of visualizations. To that end, I started with
an exploration on how situatedness was used in the current literature on situated
visualization by conducting a systematic keyword-based literature survey that
analyzed how the literature currently uses the term as well as common approaches,
technologies, data, and visualization designs. As HCI has grappled with various
conceptualizations of situatedness, context, place, and how technology fits within
people’s existing practices and spaces, I drew from theoretical developments from
HCI to provide broader perceptions of situatedness in the area of information
visualization.

3.3 Summary
This chapter provided an overview of my research process and methods of the
different projects I have worked on during my PhD. My research has focused on
qualitative, participatory, and first-person methods to explore situated visualization
design including collaborative workshops, autobiographical design, and co-design
as well as a literature survey and development of a theoretical exploration of situatedness.

Chapter 4

Case Studies
In this chapter, I give an overview of the two cases I have been working on during
my PhD project, the Food Bank and situated self-tracking, and how they relate
to the perspectives of situatedness I developed. The perspectives of situatedness
include space, time, activity, place, and community and are presented in detail in
Chapter 9. In the papers on my cases (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), I refer to situatedness with framework of Willett et al.’s [248] physical referents which has been a
useful conceptualization to provide terminology to describe situated visualization.
In this chapter, however, I instead analyze my cases through the lens of the perspectives of situatedness that I conceptualized towards the end of my PhD. While these
perspectives are not explicitly discussed in the papers of my previous projects, they
have been a part of considerations that took place throughout my PhD project and
evolved over time. In my cases, the social and material circumstances that visualizations were placed in were more relevant in informing the design of visualizations
rather than representational, spatial characteristics between data visualizations
and the physical environment. To provide a more generative source for design for
situated visualization, we drew from literature in HCI to develop five perspectives
of situatedness that function as tools for reflection.
In both of my cases, I have focused on small displays as a target technology
to display data visualizations. Situated visualization is often associated with AR
technology where visualizations are presented as overlays over the physical space
and infrastructure that the data refers to [72, 215, 229]. However, for both the
Food Bank and situated self-tracking, permanent visibility of visualizations and
technology that does not require new infrastructure or instrumentation of people
through technology with head-mounted displays was important. For the Food Bank
particularly, it was essential that technology would not be disruptive to existing
work practices and would not require training to keep the barriers for volunteering
low. Small displays for situated self-tracking provided high and permanent visibility
of visualizations as well as a useful prototyping platform facilitated through the
availability of a current web browsers to develop the trackers.
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Figure 4.1: The warehouse of the Food Bank

4.1 The Food Bank
I started my PhD with a project at a volunteer-run Food Bank in Aarhus where
I investigated integrating data visualizations into the Food Bank’s warehouse to
support their work activities. In the following, I will give a more detailed overview
of the Food Bank and my research activities at the Food Bank as Chapter 7 only
provides a very concise description.
The Food Bank (Fødevarebanken) is a non-profit organization that aims to
reduce food waste by distributing surplus food to social organizations such as
shelters, children’s homes, and schools. It has been in operation since 2008 and
has three distribution centers in Copenhagen, Kolding, and Aarhus where food is
stored and redistributed. The Food Bank receives donations from partnerships with
companies such as producers, wholesales, large supermarket chains, and specific
events. Companies can either request pickup of donations or deliver food directly
to the distribution centers. The reasons for donor organizations producing surplus
food are multi-faceted and range from packaging misprints to delays in the distribution chain, overproduction, damaged goods, and issues related to expiration dates.
The Food Bank operates on a volunteer-basis. Additionally, each of the distribution
centers has a small number of paid employees for administrative and organizational tasks of running the Food Bank which includes managing the logistics of
redistributing and re-packaging food in the warehouse, planning delivery routes,
training and on-boarding of volunteers, and handling cooperation with donors and
recipients.
The Food Bank operates in a warehouse where donations are received, stored,
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and re-packaged for redistribution. After arriving in the warehouse, goods are
registered and scanned and then packed for the individual delivery routes based on
experience on how much and what types of food the recipients want while aiming
to minimize food waste at the Food Bank due to expiration dates. Volunteers
distribute food on delivery routes to social organizations that pay a handling fee to
the Food Bank in return. There are several delivery routes each day and volunteers
usually go on the same delivery routes with the same three people as personal
contact to people at the social organizations is important to them. Volunteers are
often retirees and younger students or unemployed people that volunteer half a
day once a week at the Food Bank. The staff briefs volunteers before each shift
to inform them about special food items and quantities. Before going on a route,
volunteers load food into to a van from prepared pallets for each route. At each
stop on the route, volunteers negotiate with recipients about taking items that are
currently in stock. After the route, staff have a debriefing meeting with volunteers
and leftover food is either stored again at the warehouse or needs to be disposed.
Staff and volunteers usually have a shared lunch together after volunteers return
from their route.
The Food Bank has to work in compliance with local food safety regulations.
To store food in the warehouse, there is a longer-term dry-storage for goods with
longer expiry dates as well as a cold-storage with a fridge and freezer to store more
quickly perishable items. The vans similarly have a cold-storage and volunteers
have to check the temperature in the van regularly. The Food Bank also has to
document all items that they receive as well as where they are recirculated to by
scanning the item’s barcodes when they arrive and when they are handed out to
the recipients.

The Food Bank Research Project
The Computer-Mediated Activity (CMA) group at Aarhus University started a collaboration with the Food Bank that lasted throughout 2018. The project involved
multiple participants including Food Bank employees and volunteers, researchers
from Aarhus University, as well as people from recipient and donor organizations.
Research activities included meetings, observations, interviews, design workshops,
and design proposals. My line of inquiry was part of an effort to investigate how
the data of the Food Bank could be used to benefit the Food Bank’s work processes.
My project focused on how to integrate the Food Bank’s data into their warehouse
through situated data visualization to support their work activities.
My research activities started with an initial meeting with employees of the Food
Bank where we discussed the potential of using small distributed situated displays
that show data visualizations within the warehouse of the Food Bank to support
their work processes. After the initial meeting, I conducted a site survey of the
warehouse as well as participant observations [223] in the Food Bank to familiarize
myself with their work procedures. I participated in one of the delivery routes with
two other volunteers where we delivered food to several recipient organizations. In
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Figure 4.2: The workshop at the Food Bank.

parallel, my colleague Henrik Korsgaard conducted observations in the warehouse
on scanning and packaging goods for the delivery routes. We agreed with the Food
Bank management staff on holding a sketching and ideation workshop in the Food
Bank with volunteers and employees to explore the possibility of using situated
visualization within their warehouse.

Workshop
Together with two colleagues, Henrik Korsgaard and Jo Vermeulen, I conducted
a two-hour workshop at the Food Bank in Aarhus that explored different form
factors and possible placements of situated visualizations. Two staff members of
the Food Bank and two volunteers participated in the workshop. We provided
magnetic whiteboard sheets in a variety of different form factors, representing
different display sizes. We additionally provided participants with data cards with
management data from the Food Bank as well as three small e-paper displays as
exemplars. Participants sketched with colored markers on the magnetic whiteboard
sheets that they could attach them to different magnetic surfaces or use adhesive
putty to place them anywhere. Together with the participants, we visited several
pre-selected locations in the warehouse of the Food Bank based on our prior site
visits and observations. We asked participants at each of the locations to sketch
information on the whiteboard sheets that would be useful to them and to place
them where they would want to see them. Participants could freely choose which
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Figure 4.3: Sketching material, data cards, and technology probe for the Food Bank
workshop.

whiteboard sheets sizes to use. Participants sketched first individually at each
location and afterwards we discussed the ideas within the group. To wrap up the
workshop, we discussed all of the ideas and the participants created a ranking of
the best ideas.
The sketches created by participants spanned various topics to support different work activities at the Food Bank. As we did not restrict ideation, not all
ideas produced by participants were data visualizations. Instead, often ideas were
related to showing just information or instructions in the Food Bank. The following provides a selection of ideas created by participants (see also Figure 4.4 for
examples):
• Instructions for new volunteers and categorizations of different types of food
that workers can look up to support sorting and packing of delivery routes.
• Reminders of specific information for routes and goods for the briefing interview before every delivery route both at the whiteboard for general information as well as in the van when distributing the goods.
• Information related to expiration dates on boxes as well as displays on boxes
to show information about the products inside.
• Visualizations of the Food Bank’s internal data in the changing room about
how much food has been received and delivered in the current month.
• Information about goods currently in the freezer.

Perspectives on Situatedness
In the following, I reflect on the different perspectives of situatedness as described
in Chapter 9 in relation to ideas from participants produced during the workshop.
While most of the ideas generated during the workshop focused on work activities
at the Food Bank, I will highlight how some of the ideas created by participants are
relevant or related to the other perspectives.
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Figure 4.4: A selection of sketches from the Food Bank workshop created by participants and placed in the warehouse of the Food Bank.

Space From a spatial perspective, the sketches and ideas of data visualizations
or displays of information from the workshop were all located in the warehouse
of the Food Bank which creates a general connection to the work space. Some of
the generated ideas related directly to certain objects, like goods on pallets and
products inside of boxes to show expiration dates of food or information about the
receiving organization of the goods. In these cases, the proximity between data
and the objects was relevant for how the data representations were situated. In
other cases, practical considerations hindered a direct spatial connection between
objects and data, for instance, due to low temperatures in the freezer, information
about goods inside would rather be displayed on the outside of the freezer door. In
most of the examples, data would be displayed in proximity to certain workstations.
Examples of workstations were a location where goods were packaged for delivery
routes and one where incoming goods were scanned and entered in the Food Bank’s
database. However, the work activities taking place in that area were more relevant
to how the data representations were situated than other attributes like spatial
proximity or distance. As task support of workers was the primary driving factor at
the Food Bank, a solely spatial perspective in which data is associated with certain
goods, pallets, or shelves would not have been as useful.
Time Temporally-relevant data representations in the Food Bank were related
to expiration dates where the exact point in time of when products expire was
important. In most other cases, temporal relevance of information in relation to
the work activities was most relevant. Information was often specific to the current
day depending on what products the Food Bank had received as well as specific
information that was only applicable for a certain delivery route. In these cases, the
situatedness from a time perspective regarding when information was relevant was
created through the shared work practices that took place in the space of the Food
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Bank.
Place Preserving the role of the Food Bank as place that is a volunteer-based organization was a theme that was relevant throughout the workshop. One discussion,
for instance revolved around whether to show data of how much food each of the
different distribution centers had delivered which caused objection by one of the
Food Bank managers. The management was against causing competition between
the distribution centers as volunteers should not be motivated by efficiency as a
reason to volunteer. In other cases, the placement for visualizations related to the
Food Bank’s achievements as an organization required careful consideration as
different spaces in the Food Bank’s warehouse fulfilled different roles through their
embedded meaning as a place. For instance, the kitchen was seen as a place where
people socialize with staff and other volunteers and should therefore not be used
for displays of visualizations.
Activity The work activities in the Food Bank were most relevant for situating
information and data visualizations as the activities of volunteers and permanent
employees primarily determined information needs in the warehouse. The activity
perspective was the main focus during our involvement with the Food Bank as it
was the most salient perspective in considering the context of use of the Food Bank
as a work place. The majority of visualization ideas revolved around supporting
work activities in the Food Bank: instructions and information for new volunteers
to support them with packing food for delivery routes, information about certain
types of foods and donors when sorting food, and route specific information for
the briefing before going on a route. In these cases, the deciding factor where
visualizations were placed and were useful was in relation to work activities where
visualizations and information displays could mediate and support the activities of
the workers.
Community The Food Bank as a volunteer-run organization also forms a community of people with a common goal in reducing food waste and redistributing
food to support social organizations. Some of the ideas revolved around creating
an awareness for the shared achievements of the people working at the Food Bank.
For instance, one idea included a visualization of the amount of goods received
and delivered by the Food Bank with the goal of making these achievements visible
to volunteers and to motivate volunteers. Here, the changing room was chosen as a
placement as it was considered as a quiet place that encourages reflection on the
shared achievements after a day of work.

Reflections
During our involvement with the Food Bank, a focus on supporting work activities
solidified throughout our engagement through meetings with the Food Bank management, observations, and the findings in the sketching and ideation workshop.
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We did not restrict participants in their ideation to ideas concerning work activities
to get a broad set of different ideas. However, the approach we took in visiting
primarily places that were related to work activities likely influenced participants
to focus on ideas in these areas. In this case, based on our prior observations and
in line with the goals of the Food Bank, we had decided to focus on visiting places
where work activities took place during the workshop as work activity support was
a salient design perspective.
Another possible salient perspective for situatedness at the Food Bank could
have been a community-centric approach. In this case, ideas of design interventions could have focused on supporting the Food Bank as a community with a
shared concern regarding combating food waste and working as a volunteer-based
community. Community-focused ideas from the workshop included visualizations
of achievements in communal areas such as the changing room. To focus more
on a community-centric approach, ideation activities could have focused on the
communal spaces as well as concentrating more on investigating motivations of
Food Bank volunteers and employees, what comprises the Food Bank as a community, and how the situated visualization could help to support the Food Bank
community.

4.2 Situated Self-Tracking
I explored the potential of situated self-tracking visualizations during my stay
abroad through an autobiographical design study and a co-design study that involved rapid prototyping of situated and extended use of self-trackers. This project
was part of ongoing research activities at the University of Calgary on situated
self-tracking which also involved the sketching workshops that were included in
Chapter 7. Self-Tracking is a research area that is concerned with supporting people
to track various aspects of their everyday lives such as fitness, data, food or mental
health data [40, 86, 156, 253]. However most tracking activities take place on desktop applications and mobile devices decoupled from the phenomena and activities
they represent. In this project, I instead explored lightweight manual self-tracking,
situated in relevant places to support a variety of tracking activities embedded into
people’s existing spaces and practices.
Using web technologies, we prototyped a total of 30 self-trackers on smartphones and tablets that were dedicated and always-on and combined data input
and data visualization on the same display. The project consisted of two main
phases: an autobiographical design study, that involved me and my two co-authors,
Wesley Willett and Jo Vermeulen, and a co-design study with six participants. We
used an iterative prototyping process where we rapidly prototyped self-trackers in
design cycles where each design cycle consisted of the phases planning, prototyping and use and reflection. We combined this with a diary-study approach where
we documented reflections and photographs of trackers in-situ. We used the same
process in both the autobiographical design study and the co-design study, with
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the difference that the co-design study included a sketching and ideation meeting
in the beginning and a debriefing interview in the end. The sketching and ideation
meeting involved collaborative sketching with the participant in person or remotely.
Details on the process can be found in Chapter 8.

Figure 4.5: A selection of sketches of co-design participants. From left to right:
morning routine tracker, door shock tracker v2, plant tracker.
The self-tracking designs included a variety of different trackers (see Appendix B).
Most trackers were intended for personal use (21/30) and the rest of the trackers
were used by multiple people (9/30). The application areas included food and
cooking (6/30), work habits and productivity (4/30), exercise routines (3/30), family
health and hygiene (2/30), as well as other applications such as plant watering,
static shocks from an office door, clothing colors, and snooze patterns.

Perspectives on Situatedness
For the situated self-tracking project, we leveraged several of the perspectives as
the self-tracking applications spanned a wide range of different application areas.
In the following, I will discuss a selection of self-trackers that were relevant for each
of the respective perspectives.
Space Spatial relationships between trackers and physical objects that the tracked
data was referring to were relevant in some instances. This included both of the tea
trackers that were placed next to a tea pot and next to a shelf with teas respectively
as well as the fermentation tracker next to the water kefir jar and the cookie tracker
next to the cookie jar. In these cases, the trackers were situated in proximity to
physical objects that were related to the tracked data which facilitated tracking
practices as the objects served as visual reminders to track data.
The two map-based trackers (plant tracker and cat tracker) tracked spatial data
in the form of locations on a map (plants watered in an office and places where a cat
was sleeping or sitting in an apartment) which directly mapped the visualizations to
the space the data was referring to and where the trackers were placed in. The exact
placements of trackers, however, was influenced more by convenience of tracking
activities, for instance, situating the plant tracker next to the sink where the activity
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of watering plants typically started or the cat tracker in a central location of the
apartment.

Time As all trackers were manual, people were in control over when to record data.
The time of tracked events was recorded when people decided to track data rather
than being completely accurate with regards to the occurrence of phenomena that
were being tracked.
For all trackers, an important design decision was how much data to show on
a tracker. The amount of historical data shown in visualizations ranged from the
last two days (door shock tracker v2), the last seven days (snooze tracker and door
shock tracker) to a month (snooze tracker v2) or all data accumulated. Depending
on the tracker, more or less data was relevant in the context of use. For instance, for
the door shock tracker, the second version only showed data from the last two days
rather than a whole week as more distant data was not as relevant as the issue of
static shocks varied from day to day depending on factors such as air humidity. In
other cases, such as with the snooze trackers, the second version of the visualization
showed more data (a month rather than only a week) to get a better overview of
sleeping habits. Situatedness in relation to time was in these cases created through
the relevance to the situation of use and the phenomenon that were tracked where
temporally distant or close data could be more or less meaningful depending on
the tracker.

Place Place played a role in the context of situating self-trackers in home environments and personal spaces. For some of the self-trackers that people were
placing in their homes, aesthetic considerations were considered important. For
instance, for the clothing tracker, the productivity tracker, and the tea preference
tracker the general design and color scheme of visualizations and self-trackers
matched the existing interior of people’s homes. This relates to how people see
their homes with embedded meaning and how technology has to fit into a home
environment’s aesthetic. Similarly, placing self-trackers in people’s homes created
a connection between the visualized data and the home as a place where people
live together with other people. Multiple trackers were used by two people living
and engaging in the tracking activities together, such as the fluid intake tracker and
the bathroom and diaper dashboard where the trackers made data on activities in
the home visible and meaningful.

Activity Multiple trackers were situated in relation to relevant activities as activities were often also the phenomena that were being tracked. This included, for
instance, work-related trackers such as the work-break tracker, the productivity
tracker, and the thesis tracker that all tracked work-related activities and were thus
situated in places where these work activities would take place, such as in an office.
In these cases, the situatedness from the trackers mainly came from relevance to
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the tracked activities. Other trackers that recorded activities were the tea trackers,
the snooze trackers, and the morning routine trackers.
Community As most trackers were for personal use, a community perspective
was only relevant for the trackers used in shared spaces by multiple people. This
included the trackers in a shared office space: the plant watering tracker and the
door shock trackers. The static shock trackers became part of a communal activity
of figuring out frequency and reasons for static shocks and how to counteract them
which included multiple interventions by members of the lab to come up with
solutions for the issue. The plant tracker was used to keep track of the shared
responsibility of the members of the lab to take care of the plants in the office. This
especially became meaningful during the COVID-19 pandemic when on top of
helping the coordination of plant watering, the tracker also became a tool to show
the presence of people that were still allowed in the lab.

Reflections
Overall, the self-trackers were situated with the goal of both supporting tracking
practices as well as facilitating reflection on the tracked data where it was most
relevant. For different trackers, this made different perspectives of situatedness
more or less relevant depending on the people using the tracker and the tracked
phenomena. To support these goals, each tracker was unique to the circumstances
of the person tracking the data tailored to their personal preferences. For each of
the self-trackers, we let participants (or ourselves for the autobiographical design
part) decide which focus was most salient and let that guide design considerations
regarding situatedness.

4.3 Summary
In this chapter, I highlighted how the different perspectives on situatedness can
be applied to the two cases I have worked on during my PhD project. While not
all perspectives were equally relevant for the two case studies, I showed how it
can be useful to consider different aspects of situatedness and making conscious
decisions during the design process to focus on specific aspects of situatedness.
Explicitly considering and focusing on a perspective is also an opportunity to reflect
on alternative design opportunities and explicitly align the design goals with how
to approach a project. Space as a perspective can be useful as a starting point by
taking into account the spatial properties of a place and how that relates to data
and visualizations. However, looking beyond spatial aspects can reveal additional
design opportunities and give deeper insights into how data and placements of
data visualizations relate to a space and the people acting in it.

Chapter 5

A Design Approach for Situated
Visualization
In the following, I briefly summarize the design methods in the two cases I have
worked on and describe how they contribute towards taking situatedness into account during the design process. Based on this, I provide a preliminary description
of a design approach for situated visualization by consolidating characteristics that
were constitutive for the design in my cases. Lastly, based on these characteristics,
I discuss and point towards promising methods for future situated visualization
design.

5.1 Reflecting on the Case Studies
Food Bank
Participant observations at the beginning of the process served the function of both
getting familiar with the actual physical spaces that people operate in as well as
learning about the work practices and organizational structures at the Food Bank.
This was beneficial to get an understanding of the context of use that our research
activities would take place in and what aspects of situatedness would be relevant
for the project. In this case, focusing on supporting work activities of volunteers
and employees proved to be a salient focus and perspective on situatedness for
prospective design activities.
We used participatory methods through collaborative sketching and ideation
to actively integrate people into the design process. This served the purpose of including different perspectives of different stakeholders (volunteers and employees).
Through integrating different stakeholders, we got to base our design activities on
people’s existing practices and their experience of their work and work place. With
this, we could better understand what type of data and information would be useful
to workers and the connection to the work activities and the physical work place.
We physically situated the sketching activities within the target environment
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by visiting different places in the warehouse and asking participants to place their
sketches of ideas in the physical space where they would like to see them during
work. Situating the design activities was beneficial for ideation for specific places
and work activities in the warehouse of the Food Bank and also eliciting requirements for the placement of data visualizations and displays of information and
how these relate to the space and work.
To sum up, in the research activities with the Food Bank, we approached sketching and ideation of data visualizations and taking situatedness into account by first
getting familiar with the physical work place and work activities through participant
observations, then using participatory and collaborative methods to integrate representatives of involved stakeholders into the design activities, and lastly physically
situating design activities in the Food Bank. This enabled us to distill design implications and practical requirements with regards to information needs, placement,
and level of detail of visualization as well as an understanding of the dynamics and
tensions of the context of use.
Situated Self-Tracking
Similarly to the Food Bank study, we used participatory methods through a codesign approach with participants to account for people’s perspectives. Instead of
creating general designs that would work for larger audiences and tracking activities, we started with the individual experiences of each person, either ourselves or
the participants, to design trackers that fit into people’s practices and environments.
Based on these individual self-tracking designs, we explored reuse and the potential
for tracker templates that could be useful for broader self-tracking scenarios. To
achieve situatedness of self-trackers, we focused for both the co-design and autobiographical design study on basing designs on personal experiences to create unique
self-tracking visualizations that were tailored to each person’s circumstances and
personal spaces. We let participants guide the ideas of self-trackers based on their
personal interest to create self-trackers together with participants that matched
their individual tracking goals. In the autobiographical design study, we similarly
created self-trackers that we were personally interested in and that we wanted to
explore.
We used iterative prototyping with quick design cycles of use and reflection
of self-trackers which enabled rapid feedback on whether trackers needed to be
adapted with regards to data visualizations, data input mechanisms, or placements.
This flexibility in design adaptations allowed us to situate self-trackers appropriately
in our own and participant’s spaces and tailor them to specific places where tracking
practices fit into people’s existing routines. The long-term use of self-trackers
enabled us to get insights into the use and design of self-tracking visualizations
that developed over time.
In sum, in the situated self-tracking case, we approached taking situatedness
into account by using participatory and first-person methods to base design activities on people’s personal experiences, using a flexible, iterative design process
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to rapidly adapt self-tracking designs, and conducting a long-term study of selftrackers to distill design requirements and design implications. This enabled us to
get insights into the lived experience and long-term use of situated self-tracking
visualizations and determine design implications on how to integrate self-trackers
into people’s spaces and routines over time.

5.2 Distilling a Design Approach
The following provides description of characteristics that I see as significant for
a situated visualization design approach based on the two cases I have worked
on. This is a preliminary description of a situated visualization design approach
that requires further elaboration and investigations into design methods and cases.
With this description, I aim to consolidate characteristics of my approach to data
visualization design that I have used in my projects and the ways in which I actively
considered situatedness for data visualization design as a reflection and summary
of my projects.
A design approach for situated visualization takes into account the situatedness
of data and data representations throughout the whole design process, is grounded
in a real-world context and puts people at the center.
• Taking into account the situatedness of data and data representations entails the conscious effort throughout the design process to consider how data
representations are situated within the environment.
• Grounded in a real-world context means that the design efforts are taking
place in a realistic real-world context and are grounded in applications used
by people in their physically and socially situated environments, not solely
based in a lab or otherwise artificial environment.
• Put people at the center means that the design of data visualizations is motivated by and grounded in people’s practices or experiences, which are used
as a starting point and base throughout the design process.
While working on this conception and my two case studies throughout the
process of my PhD, I have reflected on the nature of situated visualization and
how to achieve situatedness through the design process. Situated visualization
has primarily been used by the information visualization community as a concept or a categorization of a certain type of data visualization as a complement
to traditional data visualizations where visualizations can be either situated or
non-situated [248] depending on the degree of situatedness to which the data visualization is embedded into the physical environment. Situated visualizations
are therefore commonly contrasted with data visualizations in application areas
traditionally served by information visualization research that look into supporting
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analytical tasks of domain experts on desktop computers. However, categorizing a
visualization as “non-situated” is difficult as, for instance, a visualization viewed
on an office desktop computer might also be situated within a work environment
that includes people, activities, and the work space. However, this leads to the
predicament that if every visualization is situated, then the concept loses meaning.
Dourish [66] discusses a similar issue with regards to embodied interaction that if
all actions are embodied, the concept becomes meaningless. Following Dourish,
instead of seeing situated visualization as a categorization of a certain type of data
visualization, considering situated visualization as a design approach that makes
situatedness the central concept that drives the design, provides an alternative
framing for situated visualization. With that, the focus lies instead on the process
of how to achieve situatedness of data visualizations as best as possible rather
than focusing on the specifics that make a visualization situated or non-situated.
Viewing situated visualization as a design approach for information visualization
provides a different lens to situated visualization that centers how to approach the
design of data visualizations that actively consider situatedness throughout the
design process. In the following section, I will reflect on methods that are useful for
such an understanding of situated visualization in relation to the design approach
characteristics and related work.

Reflections on Methods
With regards to my description of a design approach for situated visualization,
similar points have been part of HCI research for a long time through the use of
participatory methods [21], in the wild studies [206], and efforts in information
visualization to include human factors in research [234] as well as the importance of
field studies and engaging with target domains in visualization design studies [219].
Taking situatedness into account means making that the center throughout
the design process to guide design activities. I see situatedness with respect to the
five perspectives of situatedness (space, time, place, activity, community) I have
described in Chapter 9. These perspectives are not necessarily supposed to be
an exhaustive or final list of perspectives, but rather a possible starting point of
how to view situatedness for data visualization. The different perspectives can give
insights into what aspects to consider during the design process, what activities
are appropriate given the design goals, and who to engage with. To decide what
perspective(s) are most salient for a case, engaging with the domain first and,
considering the stakeholders’ goals, the research goals, and the case can be useful.
As I have exemplified in Chapter 4, the perspectives can complement each other,
act as generative strategies for design, and provide tools for reflection to consider
what would change when making a different perspective the center of design and,
in the end, make the focus of the project a deliberate choice.
For situated visualization as a design approach, I suggest that design activities
should be grounded in real-world applications as situatedness can only be appropriately achieved if data visualizations are actually situated based on a real context
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of use and people that the visualization is intended for. With that, I do not mean
that lab studies cannot be done for research on situated visualization, but rather
that when taking a situated visualization design approach, then the design should
be grounded in real-world applications.
For that, a research in the wild [206] approach is useful to understand and take
into account the target domain, the people, and the structure of the place to be
designed for. To situate data visualizations in an ecologically valid context, to get
insights into how people use and appropriate visualizations and how visualizations
integrate into people’s existing spaces and lives, in-situ methods are suited to distill
these design implications. Situating design activities themselves, as in the Food
Bank, can especially be useful to distill design implications. Information visualization has widely been concerned with engaging with people and real-world cases
through visualization design studies [219] and has thus experience with grounding
research in real-world applications. Approaches like design by immersion [95] provide methods to deeply engage with a target domain and getting a comprehensive
understanding of topics in visualization projects.
Starting with and basing design activities on people and their circumstances
accounts for a diversity of perspectives and leads to nuances in design considerations such as what type of data is useful for people and where they want to see
visualizations. Focusing on people that will ultimately use the data visualizations
is essential as they are the ones that will perceive and use the data visualizations
in a situated way. To account for people’s different perspectives, as mentioned
earlier, participatory methods are a possible approach that I have used in my to
projects through co-design and collaborative workshops. Participatory approaches
center people’s interests and give them an active role in the design process to ensure that that the created technology fits their needs. Multiple public visualization
projects, for instance, use participatory methods in their design process where
there is typically a close collaboration and engagement with citizens and local
organizations [49, 136, 189]. Claes et al. [49] conduct co-design workshops for
their work on distributed public polling displays and Chemicals in the Creek [189]
applies a participatory action research approach in their two-year engagement
with community organizations in Chelsea.

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, I described a preliminary design approach for situated visualization
based on the two cases I have worked on during my PhD project. This is a first
attempt at describing situated visualization as an approach to data visualization
design and needs further conceptualization as well as explorations of case studies
and methods. When to use a situated visualization approach to data visualization
and when other visualization design approaches are more beneficial are still open
questions to be explored.

Chapter 6

Outlook and Conclusion
In this chapter, I reflect on my research work on how to approach situated visualization design, provide an overview of venues for future work, and lastly give a
summary of my contributions and conclude my work.

6.1 Situated Problems Require Situated Solutions
Situated visualization makes data visible and available where it is relevant and
with that contextualizes data, which can make it easier to interpret and understand. My two case studies have shown the value of taking a situated visualization
design approach by providing deep insights into how data visualizations can be
designed to be embedded into existing spaces and practices of people. A situated
visualization design approach provides design opportunities for the creation of
data visualizations in novel application areas by displaying data tailored to specific
spaces, people, or activities. With that, situated visualization starts with the very
specific: the places, people and application scenarios, and then grounds the design
activities in those specific environments. Starting from specific cases can be a
valuable resource for design which yields generative results. In my description of a
situated visualization design approach I have refrained from describing a step-bystep guideline on how to design situated visualization, but rather provide essential
characteristics of the design approach and potential useful methods to achieve
situated visualization. As the specific applications and cases are situated, they
require situated approaches to design that are difficult to abstract through specific
guidelines.
One question that remains is when to take a situated visualization design approach and when to choose other existing design approaches in information visualization. Situated visualization is useful when situatedness of the data visualizations,
including the space, the activities, the people acting in a place are a priority. When
developing a visualization solution that does not require taking into account situatedness, then other existing design study approaches might be more appropriate.
However, a situated visualization design approach might also be able to provide
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a different perspective on the cases commonly served by information visualization. While situated visualization has looked into cases that are not traditionally
supported by information visualization such as personal and more casual use and
non-desktop applications, for some cases it could be of value to consider what
would change when taking a situated perspective on design which might lead to
different solutions. Seeking situated solutions for data visualization in a broader
range of application areas is subject to future work.
With my description of a situated visualization design approach, my aim was
to consolidate characteristics that I considered to be important across the cases
I have worked on during my PhD. The description in Chapter 5 is preliminary
and requires further research into methods and application cases that apply a
situated visualization design approach and to further refine the characteristics
and formulate more concrete methods with which to achieve situatedness of data
visualizations.

6.2 Future Work
To further expand methods for situated visualization design and towards investigations of a design approach for situated visualization, I provide a selection of
potential venues for future work including inclusion of visualization for novices,
prototyping and authoring, and consideration of different technologies.

Including Visualization Novices
One challenge we faced in the Food Bank workshop was to engage people in the
creation for data visualizations as visualization novices. Since workers at the Food
Bank were not as familiar with sketching and data visualization, they were often
uncertain about how to translate their ideas to concrete sketches. Additionally,
understandings of visualizations and information differed between participants
and researchers, with participants often sketching displays of information such as
details about specific goods instead of data visualizations. This was less the case
in the situated self-tracking project, in which participants were all to some degree
familiar with information visualization and design activities like sketching.
The increasing interest in information visualization to include larger audiences
and explore more casual and emergent use of data visualization [109, 195] has led
to research examining questions on how to support novices in the creation data
visualization. Research has looked into how novices construct visualizations [87,
146] and approaches like constructive visualization [111] investigate how to enable
non-experts to construct data visualizations. These research efforts are part of
wider discussions on democratization of visualization [111, 252] to enable people to
design and create their own data visualizations. For situated visualization design, it
is particularly relevant how to support visualization novices in design activities and
how to integrate non-experts and novices into the design process to explore situated
aspects of data visualizations. Future work could develop methods that enable
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non-experts and visualization novices to ideate and create data visualizations in a
situated manner by, for instance, integrating token-based and tangible approaches
into design activities based on work on constructive visualization [195].

Prototyping and Authoring
Another venue for future work is the development of prototyping methods and
authoring tools for situated visualization. Based on the self-trackers we developed
in the situated self-tracking project, we presented a first step towards reusable
self-tracker templates. Further work could explore the use and development prototyping and authoring for situated visualization by leveraging research on existing
tools like MARVisT [35] or DataSelfie [131] to support people to create their own
situated data visualizations.

Including Other Technologies
In the two cases I have explored in my thesis, I focused on small displays as they
provide permanent visibility of data visualizations that do not require instrumentation and enabled both casual use for the self-trackers as well as easy integration into
work activities without requiring training. Small displays are a promising technology for situated visualization, but also other technologies such as AR or wearable
technologies and smart materials provide opportunities to show data visualizations
in-situ. Future work could explore applying methods to other target technologies
and cases such as collaborative sketching methods for situated visualization for
AR visualization. I have, for instance, explored the potential of using projection
for a spatial augmented reality sketching tool to collaboratively sketch and ideate
visualizations in-situ [24]. However, context of use and the target audience should
drive explorations of novel technologies so that technological choices are grounded
in real-world applications to not foreclose the use of more suitable technology.

6.3 Conclusion
Recent developments in information visualization towards engaging with novel application areas and technology have led to the emergence of situated visualization,
which is concerned with displaying data within spaces where data visualizations are
relevant to people. Due to the complex relationship that visualizations have with
their environment, situated visualization requires new approaches and methods
to visualization design that take into account the context of use of visualizations.
In this thesis, I addressed questions with regards to how to design for situated
visualization to account for factors such as the space, people, and activities that
visualizations are placed in. I explored strategies and methods for situated visualization design through two empirical case studies and a literature review and
perspectives on situatedness providing the following contributions:
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• Findings from sketching and ideation workshops for situated visualization
design that provide a space of design activities and methods for early-stage design for situated visualization using different sketching materials and ideation
activities.
• Findings from a long-term study on designing and living with of situated
self-tracking visualizations that provides insights into design implications for
logging and data visualizations which showcases the value and potential of
customizable situated self-tracking visualizations.
• An overview of current research in situated visualization including the use
of the concept of situatedness, common applications, technology, data and
visualization types as well as perspectives on situated visualization that go
beyond spatiality to expand the current notion of situatedness in situated
visualization.

All of this, lays the foundation for a design approach for situated visualization
that actively takes situatedness into account throughout the whole design process
and expands current design approaches in information visualization. In sum, the
work in this thesis brings together research from information visualization and
human-computer interaction and provides a resource for design to facilitate the
creation of situated data visualizations in a variety of new settings and application
areas that integrate into people’s existing environments.

Part II

Publications
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Abstract
We report on findings from seven design workshops that used ideation
and sketching activities to prototype new situated visualizations — representations of data that are displayed in proximity to the physical referents (such
as people, objects, and locations) to which the data is related. Designing
situated visualizations requires a fine-grained understanding of the context
in which the visualizations are placed, as well as an exploration of different
options for placement and form factors, which existing methods for visualization design do not account for. Focusing on small displays as a target platform,
we reflect on our experiences of using a diverse range of sketching activities,
materials, and prompts. Based on these observations, we identify challenges
and opportunities for sketching and ideating situated visualizations. We also
outline the space of design activities for situated visualization and highlight
promising methods for both designers and researchers.

7.1 Introduction
Situated visualization [246, 248] is an emerging research area in information visualization that focuses on placing data visualizations in physical spaces to support
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Figure 7.1: Sketching materials from our seven design workshops. (a) Whiteboard
sheets in different form factors from W1 (Food Bank), (b) sketches on whiteboard
sheets from W2 (Office Climate), (c) whiteboard tile from W3 (Tiles at Office), (d)
whiteboard tiles from W4 (Tiles at Home), (e) photo with annotation from W6
(Photo Annotation), (f) paper cutouts from W7 (Self-Tracker), (g) sticky note sketch
from W5 (Agriculture).

in-situ data analysis. To this end, data visualizations are displayed in proximity to
physical referents that the data is related and relevant to, such as people, locations,
or objects. This promising approach has the potential to support data-driven interaction and reflection in a variety of settings beyond those traditionally served by
visualization systems. Research has identified application areas such as public visualization [47, 236], wearable visualization [163, 180], and task support in workplaces
[103, 126, 237]. Advances in low-cost, embedded systems such as small wireless
screens and head-mounted or handheld augmented reality displays are also creating opportunities for situated visualizations in new environments. In retail in
stores and warehouses, in particular, small displays are becoming increasingly
common. These kinds of displays can make it easy to deploy situated visualizations
without substantial new infrastructure, encouraging collective awareness of siteand task-specific data. All of this makes situated visualizations extremely relevant
both in civic [49] and workplace [126, 237] contexts.
Designing new situated visualizations is complicated by their nuanced relationship with their surroundings. Beyond understanding the environment and the
context where the visualizations will be deployed, designers must identify other
practical requirements including appropriate form factors, placements, representations, and levels of detail. Contemporary visualization design exercises, including
Roberts et al.’s Five Design-Sheet Method [203] and McKenna et al.’s visualization
worksheets [166] still focus on supporting the creation of more traditional desktop
and mobile applications. However, these techniques do not address the unique
challenges inherent in designing situated visualizations. In particular, they do not
consider the opportunities and constraints posed by the visualization’s physical referents [248] or how to integrate visualizations into existing physical environments
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and tasks.
In this paper, we report findings from seven workshops examining situated visualization design: six workshops with researchers and one with end users. Across the
workshops, we examined different sketching materials and ideation activities. Our
workshops focused primarily on designing situated visualizations that use small
physical displays, both because they represent an increasingly practical hardware
platform for ubiquitous visualization and because the scenarios we considered
were set in workplaces and social environments. We detail our workshop activities
and categorize the workshops based on their focus (hardware, ideation, and task)
to outline the space of design activities for situated visualizations. Finally, we reflect
on the workshop findings and identify opportunities and challenges for researchers
and designers.

7.2 Related Work
Situated visualization is still an emerging topic with a small catalogue of examples
(including [49, 135, 172, 246]). Most visualizations are still designed to support
specialists performing data analysis on desktop computers or to enable public consumption on the web and mobile devices. Because of this, common visualization
design exercises do not specifically account for the challenges and opportunities
associated with integrating visualizations into existing physical environments, activities, and work practices. We provide an overview of prior ideation methods
for designing and sketching visualizations, the role of sketching for design and
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), and existing examples of ideation and design
activities for situated visualization.
Designing and Sketching with Data
We take inspiration from several works that discuss working with data as a “design material” to aid in visualization ideation for both designers and end users.
A number of workshop formats specifically focus on novices and teaching data
visualization design [87, 101, 112]. VizItCards [101] introduces a card game mechanic into a design workshop format. Goodwin et al. [84] examine the potential
for introducing different creativity techniques as part of a workshop focusing on
developing design concepts for energy analysts. Meanwhile, Dove & Jones [68]
use information visualizations as creative stimuli in design workshops, focusing
on how domain-relevant data and ambiguity in the information visualizations
influence the quality of the generated concepts. They find that domain-specific
data help participants generate appropriate concepts but that ambiguity can have
a negative impact on their quality. Combining this insight from Dove & Jones with
inspiration from VizitCards [101], we provided data cards in one of our workshops
(Figure 7.3c) and a sample dataset in another one (Figure 7.3d). Notably, Kerzner et
al. [130] provide a framework for creative visualization opportunities workshops,
based on a meta-analysis of their collective experience and research outputs from
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conducting 17 such workshops in different contexts. For all of our workshops, we
follow Kerzner et al.’s suggestion of having participants create physical and visual
artifacts to externalize ideas and support later documentation and analysis of the
generated ideas (see also [64]).
Our workshops are also inspired by prior work on the potential of sketching for
visualization design. Walny et al. [238] examined different approaches to sketching
data visualizations based on a specific dataset, suggesting that data sketching has
the potential to foster deeper understandings of the particular data and produce
less common representations. However, common visualization design sketching
exercises such as Roberts et al.’s Five Design-Sheet Method [203] and McKenna
et al.’s visualization worksheets [166] do not account for the unique challenges of
designing situated visualizations. As a notable exception, Keefe et al.’s VR painting
interfaces for designing scientific visualizations [128] highlight the potential for
more expressive and spatialized approaches for visualization prototyping. However,
outside of this work, mixed-reality (MR) and virtual-reality (VR) interfaces for
visualization ideation and design remain largely unexplored. This is due in part
to the fact that contemporary VR/MR systems lack the precise input and output
necessary to explore small-scale embedded and situated visualizations, particularly
those that rely on small displays integrated into physical environments.
Sketching in HCI
Sketching serves multiple roles in HCI design activities and is frequently used to
support the design process [29, 89, 149, 150, 228]. Dix and Gongora [64] discuss
sketching (and sketches) as informational, formational, transformational, and transcendental. Sketching can help designers capture and communicate ideas, shape
and give form to vague or abstract concepts, aid thinking through externalization,
and enable practitioners to see existing ideas from a new perspective. Tohidi et al.
also report on the value of sketching for user feedback [232]. We follow Greenberg
et al.’s [89] model of using hybrid sketches to focus attention on a given context.
Like Greenberg et al., we also use sketching in and on physical device mock-ups to
explore different visualization form factors (Figure 7.1).
Ideation and Design Activities for Situated Visualization
Although a number of examples of situated visualizations have been deployed [15,
47, 49, 135, 172, 246], details of their ideation and design process are rarely documented or discussed in detail. Several works on urban community visualizations
involve engaging with community members in local spaces [53, 135, 136, 227].
Work by Taylor et al. [227] and Coulson et al. [53] exemplify projects that invite
citizens to engage with data as a mode of understanding communal aspects of
data (data-in-place) and empower citizens to take action on matters of common
concern. Both projects describe community meetings, workshops, data collection, and mapping exercises. These examples take a high-level view of situating
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design activities and predominantly do so via engagement with community members, rather than specifically focusing on visualization design. Exceptions include
Koeman et al. [136] and Claes & Van de Moere [47]. Koeman et al. created initial
sketches of visualizations and discussed them with local community groups to
ensure easy interpretability. With Street Infographics, Claes & Van de Moere [47]
discuss first testing their public visualization street signs in an outdoor context to
assess robustness against harsh weather conditions.

A few cases provide more detailed insights in terms of ideation and design
activities for situated visualization. Claes et al. [49] designed spatially distributed
displays and placed them over several residential home facades with the goal of
conveying civic issues. They discuss organizing several co-design sessions on the
street where they showed participants mock-ups of the small displays. Participants
were asked how they would present a particular local civic cause on the mocked-up
public visualization displays, with ideas recorded on sticky notes and attached
next to the mock-up displays. Similarly, Vermeulen et al. [237] organized a oneday workshop with caregivers at a psychogeriatrics ward to investigate design
considerations for situated glyphs [126], small displays presenting visualizations
of task-related information for healthcare professionals. The workshop consisted
of demonstrating prototypes of the small displays as a technology probe [113]
and inquiring about caregivers’ information needs in their daily work activities.
Afterwards, the authors ran a sketching activity where participants sketched how
they would represent and visualize this information on the small displays.

In domains like health care, where it can be difficult to gain access to the sites
where visualizations will ultimately be deployed, several researchers have suggested
design strategies for designing at a distance. These include using cultural probes
to collect rich descriptions and map the homes of elderly citizens [148] or using
blueprints and small-scale card-board personas to develop scenarios for buildings
under construction [98]. In developing design proposals for a media facade for a
metro station still under construction, Korsgaard et al. [138] propose several strategies for situating design activities when an actual site is unavailable. These include
identifying and visiting existing spaces with similar properties, exploring 3D models
of buildings in a 3D cinema, and sketching design proposals by superimposing 3D
models on top of a whiteboard. This relates to the notion of employing facsimiles
as stand-ins for the original physical referent(s) [248], which may be a valuable
approach for facilitating situated visualization design.

While this prior work suggests some potential activities for situated visualization design, our reflections on seven workshops employing a variety of sketching
activities, materials, and prompts help outline a richer overall design space and
highlight new opportunities and challenges for practitioners.
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Whiteboard sheets
(A4 to 2 cm×2 cm)

Small displays

Whiteboard sheets
(A4 to 2 cm×2 cm)
Whiteboard tiles
(5
cm×5
cm,
5 cm×10 cm)
Whiteboard tiles
(5
cm×5
cm,
5 cm×10 cm)
Sticky notes

Small displays

Photos of physical
environments (A4)
Paper
display
cutouts
(4 cm×4 cm)

Small displays

Small displays

Small/large
displays + AR
Small/large
displays + AR
Small e-paper
displays

Table 7.1: Details of the seven design workshops we conducted.

7.3 Design Activities for Situated Visualization
As part of our effort to explore new situated visualization designs, we conducted
seven workshops (W1–W7) in which we tested a diverse range of sketching activities,
materials, and prompts (Table 7.1). We focused each of the seven workshops around
a set of sketching exercises intended to elicit design ideas and requirements for
site-specific situated visualizations. The workshops used a variety of different
sketching media, including sticky notes and printed images, as well as several types
of magnetic whiteboard materials. These workshops also gave us the chance to
examine situated visualization design across a variety of settings, datasets, and
application domains.
We explored different strategies in each of the workshops, including conducting
the activities in the target environment (W1–W5) and asking participants to sketch
using templates that replicated the size (W1, W2, W7) and tactility (W3, W4) of
possible situated displays. We also used sketching activities to explore the design
of augmented reality visualizations, both on-location (W5) and remotely using a
photo-sketching approach (W6).
Inspired by Coenen et al.’s [50] step-by-step methodology for their Citizen
Dialogue Kit (a set of tools for information and polling displays), we provide details
on the materials and procedures we used for each workshop in our supplementary
material and on Github1 .
1 https://github.com/hci-au-dk/situated-vis-sketching
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W6. Photo Annotation

W5. Agriculture

IDEATIONCENTERED

W4. Tiles at Home

W2. Office Climate

W3. Tiles at Office

TASKCENTERED
W1.

Food Bank

HARDWARE CENTERED
W7.

Self-Tracker

Figure 7.2: Our design activities organized based on their ideation-, task-, or
hardware-centeredness.

Activities and Objectives
The set of workshops that we conducted spanned several phases of early-stage
design, including open-ended ideation as well as more targeted task-centered and
hardware-centered activities (see Figure 7.2).
Ideation-Centered
Our ideation-centered design workshops were characterized by open-ended idea
generation, and focused on facilitating the rapid and iterative production of new
potential designs and applications for situated visualizations. In these activities,
we encouraged open-ended design sketching in the context of a specific physical
environment with less emphasis on datasets, tasks, or hardware configurations.
Task-Centered
Meanwhile, our task-centered design workshops focused on examining the design
of situated visualizations to support specific tasks. In these cases, we emphasized
design activities as a mechanism for requirements elicitation, and asked participants to actively consider the relationship between potential situated visualizations
and real-world tasks, routines, environments, and datasets.
Hardware-Centered
Finally, our more hardware-centered activities examined the design of situated visualizations based on the physical constraints of a more specific hardware platform.
Here, we encouraged participants to generate concepts that were compatible with
the form factor, display technology, and interaction capabilities of particular kinds
of systems. We focused in particular on designing situated visualizations for small,
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low-power e-paper and LED displays with limited input capabilities which could
be integrated into a variety of different domestic and workplace settings.
As Figure 7.2 highlights, many of our workshops combined these approaches.
Several (W2, W5) encouraged open-ended ideation in the context of a specific
application domain. Meanwhile, others (W4) encouraged free-form ideation with
more concrete hardware constraints or combined elements of all three approaches
(W3).

Sketching Media
To help participants more easily prototype situated visualizations for small displays,
we tested several different types of sketching media across the workshops. In
particular, we explored a variety of different kinds of magnetic whiteboard sheets
and tiles (Figure 7.1), which served as alternatives to more traditional paper and
sticky notes.
Using whiteboard material provides several advantages over paper, permitting
participants to erase, update, reuse, and reposition sketches throughout an exercise.
These sheets and tiles can more accurately simulate the size, weight, and form
factor of small lightweight displays—one of the most promising platforms for
situated visualizations [49, 91, 237]. Participants can also use integrated magnets
or adhesive putty to attach these sheets and tiles to physical objects as well as
architectural features like walls, windows, and doors. This flexibility makes it
possible to move and reconfigure sketches over the course of an activity, exploring
what new visualizations might look like at different locations in the environment.
We also explored sketching activities that used printed photographs as a medium
for sketching. This approach allows participants to quickly imagine how visualizations could be situated across a diverse range of environments. Moreover, it
provides opportunities for sketching augmented and mixed reality visualizations
which can be difficult to prototype using other kinds of sketching media.

Prompts
In a number of workshops we provided additional material to prompt ideation
during the activities. In W1 and W7, we used technology probes [113] to help
participants better understand the target display technology for their designs. In
W1, we provided three e-paper displays in different sizes—2.7" (3.8 cm×5.7 cm),
2" (2.2 cm×4.6 cm), 1.44" (2.2 cm×2.9 cm)—that displayed simple visualizations
to demonstrate the capabilities of the small displays (Figure 7.3b). In W7, we
showed participants a low-fidelity prototype of the target device (Figure 7.3a) which
included an e-ink screen and working inputs in a cardboard housing.
We also explored using sample data to encourage ideation. In W1, we used
two-sided data cards with a database class on one side and a list of data attributes
on the other (Figure 7.3c). In W2, we provided a sample data sheet to help prime
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Figure 7.3: Prompts. (a) Low-fidelity prototype from W7 (Self-Tracker), (b) e-paper
displays from W1 (Food Bank), (c) data cards from W1 (Food Bank), (d) sample data
sheet from W2 (Office Climate).

participants (Figure 7.3d). Similarly, in W7, we prompted participants to design
using various kinds of personal data.

7.4 Situated Visualization Workshops
The seven workshops (Figure 7.4) were conducted by two teams of researchers who
independently explored design activities for situated visualization. The connection
between the two initiatives occurred mid-stream as part of conversations about how
to involve people in the ideation and design of situated visualizations. The design
of the interventions was not initially coordinated across the two teams. However,
during the analysis process, all authors collaborated closely, sharing materials and
considerations from each of the workshops. We elaborate on this analysis when
we discuss our observations and findings in the Reflection and Recommendations
section.
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Figure 7.4: The workshops activities. (a) W1 Food Bank (participants who did not
give consent for the use of their pictures are anonymized) , (b) W2 Office Climate,
(c) W3 Tiles at Office*, (d) W4 Tiles at Home*, (e) W6 Photo Annotation*, (f) W7
Self-Tracker*, (g) W5 Agriculture. *Photo recreations.

W1. Food Bank
We conducted this workshop at a local non-profit food bank in Aarhus, Denmark
which distributes surplus food to social organizations. The aim of the workshop was
to explore how situated visualizations can be used to make logistics and internal
management data available in the food bank’s warehouse to support the volunteers’ and employees’ work activities. The Food Bank workshop was task-centered,
focused on sketching visualizations that support specific work-related tasks. We
provided whiteboard sheets for sketching in sizes representing a variety of small
displays, but did not focus on a specific hardware platform. The workshop was
also driven by real-world considerations of the workers rather than open-ended
ideation.
The workshop took place in the warehouse at the food bank where goods are
stored, received, and packed for distribution routes. Four participants including
two volunteers and two full-time employees from the food bank took part. Before
the workshop, we conducted a site survey at the warehouse to gain an overview of
the workplace and observed the participants both on one of the food distribution
routes and in the warehouse where they scanned and sorted goods. We provided
data cards (Figure 7.3c) of management data of the food bank based on a prior
workshop and a survey of their database.
During the workshop, we asked participants to sketch with colored markers
on magnetic whiteboard sheets in eight different form factors that were based on
common display sizes (Figure 7.1a) including: an A4 sheet (21 cm×29.7 cm), 8.9"
tablet (12 cm×19.2 cm), 5" smartphone (6.2 cm×11.1 cm), 2.7" (3.8 cm×5.7 cm)
e-paper display, 2" (2.2 cm×4.6 cm) e-paper display, 3.5 cm×3.5 cm square smartwatch,  3.5 cm round smartwatch, and 2 cm×2 cm square tile. The participants
could attach the whiteboard sheets to magnetic surfaces or place them anywhere
else in the warehouse using adhesive putty. We also provided three small e-paper
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displays (Figure 7.3b) as examples.
During the two-hour workshop, we visited several pre-selected locations based
on our prior observations. At each location, we asked the participants to select
whichever whiteboard sheets they preferred and create sketches of information
that they would like to see during their work routines. Participants then placed
the sketches in the environment wherever they wanted to have them available.
Participants first ideated individually, then presented their concepts to the group
for discussion. To wrap up, we summarized and discussed the ideas together with
the participants who voted to select their preferred ideas. After the workshop, we
coded the transcript of the workshop, sorted the photos based on ideas, analyzed
the use of different form factors in participants’ sketches, and finally created a
summary of all findings with relevant quotes from the transcripts.

W2. Office Climate
We held this workshop as a pilot before the workshop at the food bank with the goal
of evaluating the workshop format. The workshop procedure was the same as for
W1 and we provided the same sketching materials. The workshop was task-centered
and ideation-centered. It was set within the bounds of an office environment and
people’s work practices. In contrast with the food bank workshop, the ideation was
open-ended to gather ideas freely without real-world constraints.
The workshop took place in office rooms and the hallway of our department
at Aarhus University. Three participants, all HCI researchers, took part in the
workshop. Before the workshop, we selected the different locations where the
brainstorming and sketching sessions took place. We used a fictional dataset that
consisted of environmental data (light, electricity, temperature, air quality, and
noise) for every office. We provided a sample data sheet (Figure 7.3d) so that the
participants could get an impression of the data. We also allowed participants to
ideate using other data sources of their choosing.
In a 1.5 hour workshop, we visited three pre-selected locations at the office:
inside an office room, outside an office, and inside a communal meeting room.
We asked participants to generate ideas for visualizing the environmental data at
each of those locations. After the workshop, we evaluated the workshop procedure
and analyzed participants’ sketches as well as their use of the different sketching
materials.

W3. Tiles at Office
We conducted this workshop to explore opportunities for situated visualization
research in a more general set of university office environments. Participants
used tangible magnetic whiteboard tiles as sketching materials. This material
restricted participants’ ideation to small situated devices, but the capabilities of the
device were left up to each participant’s imagination. This workshop considered
a semi-defined form factor and a semi-restricted set of tasks in which we primed
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participants to both ideate and consider their current context and its restrictions.
As such, we categorized this workshop as being in the intersection of the three
focuses we have defined (hardware, task, and ideation).
We held the workshop in a large research laboratory building with multiple
different areas including office spaces, collaborative meeting rooms, hallways,
fabrication labs, and a coffee area. Fifteen participants took part, all of whom were
visualization or HCI researchers. Before the activity, we gave the participants an
introduction to situated visualization. We prompted the participants to explore
data they would find useful throughout their activities in the office.
We provided magnetic whiteboard tiles and fine-tipped dry-erase makers to the
participants. These tiles (Figure 7.1c,d) came in two sizes (5 cm×5 cm×0.5 cm and
5 cm×10 cm×0.5 cm) and had the weight and feel of an electronic display of that
size. The workshop lasted approximately one hour. We instructed teams of three
to walk around the available space and consider the different tasks they complete
in their environments, what information would be helpful to them, and how it
should be displayed. The teams then sketched their designs on the whiteboard tiles
and took pictures of each tile in-context. After the workshop, the participants took
part in an informal discussion where they shared the ideas they generated and the
different insights and challenges they discovered.

W4. Tiles at Home
We held this workshop to explore the opportunities for situated visualization research in a home environment. We prompted the participants to explore data they
would like to see in their home and aimed to generate a wide range of ideas. Like
in W3, the sketching material restricted the kinds of hardware participants could
imagine. As such, we categorized this workshop to be at the intersection between
hardware-centered and ideation-centered approaches.
Participants met for an introduction to the activity, then continued it individually at home. We included five participants, all of which had visualization research
experience and were employed as researchers at a university. We did not brief
the participants on situated visualization, but spent approximately 30 minutes
brainstorming possible uses for the tiles together prior to the at-home portion of
the activity. We prompted the participants to explore data they would find useful
throughout their activities at home. Besides this prompt, we left the data that could
be considered relatively undefined, as exploring this component was part of the
activity.
Each participant received a set of several tiles (with the same characteristics
as those in W3) and colored dry-erase makers. Once at home, participants used
these to create visualizations tailored to various domestic locations and datasets.
Throughout the week, participants updated their visualizations and moved the tiles
to support different tasks. In a follow-up meeting 7 days later, participants shared
and discussed their photos and ideas as a group.
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W5. Agriculture
This workshop aimed at exploring situated visualizations in an outdoor environment on a pick-your-own farm. The workshop was both task-centered and ideationcentered—focusing on a specific task domain but encouraging open-ended ideation.
We allowed participants to sketch using sticky notes rather than dictating a specific
form factor. This more neutral sketching medium allowed them to imagine many
different technologies that might enable visualizations in an outdoor setting.
We ran the workshop at a large pick-your-own farm, which included fields of
seasonal crops (flowers, fruits, and vegetables), barns for livestock, stands selling
pre-picked items, and a medium-sized grocery store. Fifteen participants took
part, all of whom were either researchers or students with expertise in visualization
and/or HCI. The participants had varying levels of experience with farms, including
some who had grown up on a farm and others who had never visited one. We
prompted the participants to explore data they would find useful at the farm—with
some participants taking on the role of a farm employee and others imagining
the customer or visitor experience. Beyond this prompt, we did not stipulate any
specific datasets.
Each participant had a sticky note pad, a writing utensil, and a mobile device
for capturing images of their sketches in-context. The participants self-selected
into two groups, one of which examined the barns and the store while the other
explored the fields and produce stand. The groups worked for 2 hours, completing
and documenting sketches as they went. Later, the entire group worked together to
integrate all of the sketches into an affinity diagram to distill the most interesting
themes and visualization designs.

W6. Photo Annotation
The aim of this workshop was to explore a more diverse set of situated visualization
forms across a wider range of locations by sketching on photographs. While we
limited each participant to a small set of prompts during the sketching stage—the
workshop as a whole was very ideation-centered and aimed to explore a wide range
of tasks, environments, datasets, and potential technologies.
Notably, we did not situate this activity in the target environment. Instead,
participants sketched in a large meeting room, using a variety of photographs
(containing scenes from bathrooms to dirt bike races) printed on 8 12 " × 11" paper. Again, fifteen participants took part, all of whom were researchers or students. We prompted participants to consider specific technologies (mobile devices,
small/large embedded screens, augmented reality, etc.) and motivations (recollection, reflection, decision making, etc.). Before the activity, we primed participants’
level-of-detail by showing them an example scene we had sketched beforehand.
We did not specify a dataset and allowed participants to generate their own.
Each participant received a printed photo, two prompts, and a set of colored
pens. Participants sketched for 10 minutes, then transitioned to small group dis-
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cussions to further develop their sketches and ideas. Afterward, the entire group
shared and discussed their designs, ideas, and insights while integrating all of the
sketches into an affinity diagram.

W7. Self-Tracker
We conducted this workshop to examine the design of situated tracking tools for
personal informatics. This workshop was hardware-centered and focused specifically on situated visualizations for small e-paper displays. The prompts explored a
wide range of tasks and data.
As in W6, we conducted this workshop in an office meeting room, rather than
in the target environment. Twelve participants took part in the activity, all of whom
were either students or researchers with visualization experience. Before starting,
we introduced participants to the concept of situated visualization and demonstrated a low-fidelity prototype of the target hardware. This prototype (Figure 7.3a)
consisted of an e-paper display and physical buttons inside a cardboard housing.
We distributed paper cutouts with the same dimensions as the e-paper displays
(4 cm×4 cm) to all participants, along with two colored pencils in the same colors
supported by the target display. To begin the activity, we handed out a random
example use case to each participant. We created the set of examples to cover a wide
range of possible self-tracking applications. Participants had two minutes to sketch
a design for each prompt, and repeated this step several times with additional
prompts. After these initial design rounds, we held a round table discussion in
which the participants shared their designs. We then asked participants to design
again, this time considering their own personal data. This stage of the activity was
more free-form, and we gave participants 15 minutes to generate as many designs
as they wanted. After the workshop, we analyzed the designs that participants had
generated, sorting them based on recurring design elements and organizing them
to reflect emergent design dimensions.

7.5 Reflection and Recommendations
Through conducting these seven design workshops, we explored a range of different
activities, materials, and prompts for situated visualization design. Each of these
specific workshop formats uncovered particular strengths and limitations of the
employed methods, as well as opportunities for further research. In this section,
we summarize our observations from conducting the workshops, and identify key
challenges and benefits of these design activities for situated visualization design.
We structure our reflections using the three genres of activities (ideation-centric,
task-centric, and hardware-centric) that we examined in our workshops.
We distilled these reflections based on iterative analysis of photographs, participants’ sketches, and researchers’ notes, as well as transcriptions and translations
of audio recordings (when available) from the workshops. The researchers directly
involved in each workshop first analyzed the qualitative data and artifacts from
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their individual activities. All authors then iteratively integrated findings from all
seven workshops to produce a final set of opportunities, challenges, and reflections.

Ideation-Centered Activities
Flexibility of Whiteboard Sheets & Tiles
The magnetic whiteboard sheets and tiles we used in workshops (W1–W4) proved
popular with participants and resulted in a variety of visualization designs that
integrated with existing objects and infrastructure. In workshops W1 and W2, where
we provided a variety of whiteboard sheet sizes and shapes (Figure 7.1), participants
were free to select sheets to suit their personal preference. Participants in the Food
Bank workshop (W1) mostly used larger, rectangular display sizes that simulated
tablets and smartphones (the most used form factor was the 8.9" tablet size). In the
Office Climate workshop (W2), meanwhile, participants used a more diverse set of
display sizes, and gravitated strongly towards the 3.5 cm round sheets. We speculate
that this difference may be related to participants’ level of prior experience with
various devices and interfaces, a phenomenon known as legacy bias [175]. Some
participants in W1 also mentioned choosing the larger sizes when they were unsure
of what they wanted to draw and how large it would be.
In the Food Bank and Office Climate workshops (W1, W2), we combined the
whiteboard sheets with adhesive putty to allow participants to place the sheets
on non-magnetic surfaces. For instance, in the Office Climate workshop (W2),
participants used the adhesive putty to place sketched displays around a wall clock
(Figure 7.4b) as well as attach them to walls (Figure 7.5b) and objects like plants.
In the two workshops in which we did not provide adhesive putty (W3, W4), we
noticed that the need for magnetic backing limited the locations that participants
considered. Some participants gravitated towards metal surfaces and restrained
themselves to placing sketches in those locations, rather than exploring potential
alternatives.
In general, we found that using whiteboard sheets and tiles had a number of
benefits when compared to more traditional sticky notes. The whiteboard sheets
made it easier to update sketches, since participants could erase or alter subsets
of the designs without starting over. Meanwhile, drawing on paper led to sketches
that were rarely changed or updated. In the Agriculture workshop (W5), our one
activity that involved the use of sticky notes, we observed that sketches tended to
be more simplistic, relied more heavily on text, and were unlikely to be updated. In
contrast, participants using the whiteboard sheets and tiles in workshops (W2, W3,
W4) (and to a lesser extent in W1) often updated their sketches multiple times and
remained engaged with each sketch longer.
Inspiration from the Environment
Conducting workshops in the same environment in which the visualizations are
likely to be deployed can guide design activities and help to generate new ideas.
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Figure 7.5: Whiteboard tiles and sheets. (a) Tile from workshop W3 (Tiles at Office)
on a magnetic surface, (b) sheet from W2 (Office Climate) on a wall with adhesive
putty, (c) tile from W4 (Tiles at Home) leaning on an object, (d) sheets from W1
(Food Bank) on a magnetic surface.

For instance, participants in W2 were inspired by a variety of objects in the office
and explored ways in which situated visualizations could complement them. This
included positioning sketched displays next to a power outlet (Figure 7.5b) and
alongside the office nameplates in a hallway. We also observed that participants’
familiarity with a space had an impact on the types of ideas they generated. In
W4, when participants created ideas in their own homes, the ideas were more
specific, personal, and unique to their daily tasks. In contrast, many participants in
W3 (while familiar with similar office environments) were visitors, and their ideas
focused more on generic uses of the space. We observed a similar phenomenon
in W6, where participants sketched on top of generic photographs of common
environments. Again, their ideas tended to focus on general use-cases for those
kinds of spaces, rather than specific ones.
Specificity and Constraints
We explicitly varied the specificity of the design prompts across several of the design
activities. We provided more open-ended directions in workshops (W2–W6), but
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framed W1 around existing tasks in the food bank and constrained participants
in W7 to design for a specific self-tracking device and specific kinds of data. We
observed that when we provided participants with specific prompts they generated
more concepts and established a stronger sense of initiative that led them to build
on past ideas, iterate, and explore. This meant that even when these constraints
were later lifted (as in W7, where participants were eventually freed to imagine a
wide variety of data types), the quality and quantity of ideas appeared to be much
higher than when we did not provide prompts. This aligns with past suggestions
that applying “decisive constraints”, which force decisions and instigate creative
turning points early in the design process, may help accelerate ideation and encourage innovative solutions [16]. We also observed a similar effect in the Photo
Annotation workshop (W6), where the participants who imagined very specific
use-cases in their scene and focused their design considerations on them tended
to generate more fruitful and diverse visualization concepts.

Task-Centered Activities
Unfamiliarity with Sketching or Ideation Practices
We observed that participants’ prior exposure to and confidence with sketching and
ideation activities influenced their ability to translate ideas into detailed sketches.
Our workshops showed large contrasts between participants who had a background
in HCI and visualization research and those that did not (including domain experts
like the volunteers and employees at the food bank in W1). Researchers tend to be
used to participating in such workshops and may have prior sketching experience.
The influence of familiarity with ideation and creativity methods and processes is a
common challenge in such workshops, as also noted by Halskov & Dalsgaard [97].
In the workshops we conducted with HCI and visualization researchers (W2–
W7), we observed that participants with this background had no difficulty generating many different ideas and translating their ideas into detailed sketches
(Figure 7.6a). In contrast, participants at the food bank (W1) often had difficulty
translating their idea into a visual form, and as a result, reverted to describing their
ideas as text notes rather than sketches (Figure 7.6b). While we repeatedly encouraged participants to draw what they would like to see, the set of concepts that
participants ultimately generated was much less visual and less detailed than in
the other workshops—including W2 which used the same materials, prompts, and
overall procedure. We suspect that this uncertainty may have also affected the form
factors that participants at the food bank selected. Often, these participants would
pick the largest whiteboard sheets available because they had difficultly determining how much space a visualization was likely to take, or because they wanted
additional space for taking notes. At the Office Climate workshop (W2), which
included trained researchers, this was not an issue. We observed similar behavior
in W4, where teams with less visualizations experience tended to generate more
text-based “visualizations” while teams with greater experience in visualizations
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Figure 7.6: Level of detail of sketches. (a) Recreation of a detailed sketch from W4
(Tiles at Home), (b) Text-based sketch from W1 (Food Bank).

generated more and richer variations.
Possible approaches for overcoming this lack of familiarity with ideation and
sketching activities could include starting with a warm-up exercise before the workshop, to get people acquainted with sketching and brainstorming [89]. Employing
a mix of researchers with a visualization background together with domain experts
may also prove fruitful, although there is a risk of having the researchers dominate
the ideation process.
Practical Concerns Hinder Task-Centered Ideation
Holding the sketching and ideation activities at the location in which visualizations
are likely to be deployed can increase generation of ideas relevant to those spaces.
However, we observed that it could sometimes also restrict ideation, especially
when participants were reminded of the limitations posed by existing infrastructure, rules, and work practices. For example, in the Food Bank workshop (W1),
participants’ concerns about the potential cost and robustness of displays caused
them to quickly eliminate some possible display locations, such as on pallets in the
warehouse.
A related consideration is how much the experimenters restrict the ideation
process to the actual data that is currently available. In all workshops, we allowed
participants to use both data that we provided (such as the data cards and sheets in
W1 and W2) as well as other useful data participants imagined could be collected.
While we cannot compare with activities that constrained the data participants
could use, our findings suggest that being flexible in what data can be used facilitated idea generation.
Situating Design Without Domain Expertise
In the Agriculture workshop (W5), we explored the task domain of a farm with a
set of participants who were all visualization researchers, but had varying levels
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of domain expertise. While a few had existing connections to agriculture, such
as growing up on a farm or frequenting pick-your-own farms, many had no connection to the domain. This difference in domain expertise translated into a very
wide spread of design ideas, tailored to the participants’ respective experiences.
Participants with a deeper background in agriculture designed visualizations that
supported routine farming tasks like irrigation management and pest-tracking.
Meanwhile, those with less expertise sketched visualizations tailored to visitors
and non-experts, including situated maps and views for identifying different plant
varietals.
This divergence highlights the tendency for participants in situated design tasks
to focus on designing for their own personal experiences of a space, rather than
the experiences of others. As such, including participants with a wide range of
experiences may help produce more diverse application concepts during earlystage ideation. However, including participants who represent the perspective of
the ultimate users of a system or who have a deep understanding of the target
domain is likely to be critical in task- and hardware-centered activities.

Information Visualization or Just Information?
In more task-oriented activities like W1, we noticed a tendency for participants to
produce designs that revealed small amounts of information via text labels and
color, rather than via more complex visualizations. These included designs that
displayed expiration dates on a box of goods, used a specific color to indicate that
the content of a box should be distributed to schools, or provided visual instructions
for new volunteers. One participant in W1 specifically requested that displays not
show too much information, providing quick snapshots of the data rather than
supporting detailed data analysis.
While these simpler designs may have been a byproduct of participants’ limited
visualization expertise, a similar theme also emerged in W7, in which participants
were familiar with visualization design. Again, many of the designs they created
showed data via very simple representations (counts, timestamps, ratios, etc.).
Follow-up discussions made clear that this trend was deliberate. Participants
stressed that small displays should be used to show simple information that viewers
could parse at-a-glance and felt that more complicated visualizations of the data
would be better served by more feature-rich mobile or web-based applications.
These examples highlight the advantages of situated displays that use clear,
minimalist, and glanceable encodings to communicate task-related information
while minimizing complexity. As such, we suspect visualization designers should
be cautious not to bias participants too strongly with complex visualization designs
prior to sketching, particularly when considering situated tasks that are not analytic
in nature.
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Proximity to Physical Referents
Results from the workshops showcase how placing situated visualizations close
to their physical referents (and thus reducing spatial indirection [248]) may not
always be the most practical or desirable solution. For example, in the Food Bank
workshop (W1), participants noted that placing a visualization showing frozen food
items inside the freezer room where they were stored would have been problematic
because workers spent only short amounts of time in that cold environment. Meanwhile, in the Self-Tracker workshop (W7), participants debated where to position
displays to prompt behavior changes like exercising more, eating more healthily, or
meditating regularly. Often, participants concluded that displays should be placed
in highly visible locations where they would be seen regularly, rather than in the
locations where the activity (exercise, eating, meditation) would take place. For
example, a person who hoped to cycle more might place a visualization of their
cycling activity near their car rather than near their bike, providing a reminder and
opportunity to reflect each time they chose to drive.

Hardware-Centered Activities
Limitations for Prototyping Interaction or Advanced Features
While the sketching media that we used in our workshops were useful for generating
visualization designs, they were all limited in their ability to simulate interactions
and dynamic behavior. Although these aspects can be explored in later phases of
the design process with high-fidelity prototypes, the static nature of the sketching
media may reinforce the notion that the small displays are static or non-interactive.
As a result, these media may discourage participants from brainstorming dynamic,
interactive, or context-aware visualizations. For instance, during the Food Bank
workshop (W1), participants never considered the possibility that displays could
be mobile or that they might adapt to changes in time, location, or activity. In
contrast, participants in W7—which used a combination of paper cutouts and a
low-fidelity prototype of n display with physical buttons (Figure 7.4a), generated
almost exclusively interactive designs.
Interesting future opportunities for situated prototyping include using live
video prototyping tools such as Montage [147], as well as digital sketching tools
that could permit participants to draw directly on top of active devices and small
displays. Considerable potential also exists for workshops that examine the intersection of hardware- and task-centered design, which we did not examine in any of
our activities (Figure 7.2). For example, examining a specific high-fidelity hardware
platform (such as 2.7" interactive color e-paper displays) within a task domain like
a food bank or warehouse could help encourage more concrete yet practical design
ideas.
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Sketching Mixed and Augmented Reality Visualizations
While our workshops focused primarily on situated visualizations that use small
displays as a target platform, other hardware platforms exist for situated visualization. Whiteboard tiles and sheets work well for ideation and prototyping of situated
visualizations with small displays, but do not scale well to other platforms such
as media facades, projection-mapping displays or mixed and augmented reality
systems. Moreover, immersive visualization designs created on physical sketching
media like these can be difficult to photograph and document in-context—a challenge that was especially evident in the outdoor environments in W5 (Figures 7.1g
and 7.4g).
There are a number of possible sketching and design activities for these hardware platforms that could be interesting avenues for future research. For instance,
sketching on glass, acrylic, and other transparent surfaces could help participants
explore visualization designs that overlay visualizations on top of objects and environments. By using camera- and stylus-equipped tablets, participants could
also capture images of their environment and then sketch on top of them in situ,
leveraging context and details from their surroundings while still sketching creatively. We observed several emergent examples of this behavior in W3, where some
participants took photos using an iPad and then annotated them on-location using
a note-taking app. This allowed them to explore AR/MR visualizations that layered
data on top of existing items and spaces, including soft and amorphous objects like
plants.

7.6 Conclusion
This paper represents a first step towards a collection of design methods tailored to
the unique challenges of creating situated visualizations. Our experiences suggest
benefits and trade-offs of these workshop formats and highlight opportunities for
sketching activities to support richer ideation, needs elicitation, and hardwarecentered design for situated visualizations. So far, we have primarily used these activities, materials, and prompts in the early phases of the design process. However,
many of the same concerns faced during early-stage design—including understanding the relationships between situated visualizations and real-world objects and
environments—remain similarly challenging throughout the broader design and
prototyping cycle. We look forward to extending this initial set of design methods
and hope that this work encourages others to use these kinds of activities to further
explore the space of potential situated visualization designs.
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Abstract
We explore the design and utility of situated manual self-tracking visualizations on dedicated displays that integrate data tracking into existing
practices and physical environments. Situating self-tracking tools in relevant
locations is a promising approach to enable reflection on and awareness of
data without needing to rely on sensorized tracking or personal devices. In
both a long-term autobiographical design process and a co-design study with
six participants, we rapidly prototyped 30 situated self-tracking applications
over a ten month period. Based on the experience of designing and living
with these self-trackers, we contribute findings on logging and data entry, the
use of situated displays, and the visual design and customization of trackers.
Our results demonstrate the potential of customizable dedicated self-tracking
visualizations that are situated in relevant physical spaces, and suggest future
research opportunities and new potential applications for situated visualizations.

8.1 Introduction
Throughout their history, visualization tools have predominantly aimed to communicate ideas and solve problems in professional settings. Even today, visualization
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Figure 8.1: Six of our situated self-trackers shown in situ. Clockwise from upper
left—license plate tracker 11 , tea brewing tracker 24 , clothing color tracker 14 , diaper
dashboard 21 , nightly tracker dashboard 19 , and cat tracker 30 .

and analytics systems target mainly traditional desktop and office use cases. Over
the past decade, however, a growing array of personal informatics [151] and personal visualization [109] tools have started to enable data collection and exploration
at more personal scales. Work on immersive analytics [229] and ubiquitous analytics [71] has also begun to push visualization techniques into settings beyond the
desktop.
Yet personal visualization and analysis tools have tended to focus on specific
application domains like fitness [86, 99, 254] and sleep tracking [40, 199] which
rely on automated sensor-driven data collection. Even more general personal
data collection and visualization tools like Kim et al.’s OmniTrack [133] still mainly
take the form of desktop and mobile applications that are often isolated from the
tasks and phenomena they analyze and visualize. However, new technologies
like immersive mixed reality, digital textiles, and ubiquitous low-power displays
offer the potential to integrate visualization and tracking tools more deeply and
pervasively into the fabric of everyday life. By situating dedicated visualizations
in existing environments [248], these systems can make it possible to record and
visualize data in-situ and to embed trackers into people’s existing practices to
support a multitude of everyday tasks.
In this paper, we examine the potential of dedicated visualizations, situated in
relevant physical spaces, which support lightweight manual input, and are tailored
to support unique and personal tracking. Specifically, we describe the experience
of designing, deploying, and living with 30 different situated visualizations over
the course of ten months in total, via an autobiographical design process (five
months), a co-design study with 6 participants (three months), and a period of
extended use of a subset of the designs by a smaller subset of the authors and study
participants (five months). After this extended use phase, several trackers transitioned to long-term use. Our self-trackers combine data input and visualizations
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on the same dedicated always-on displays and span a variety of application areas
including tracking morning snooze habits, communal plant watering in an office,
clothing colors, work breaks, and exercise routines. Based on these experiences,
we contribute implications for the design of situated trackers including logging
and data entry, visual design,customization of situated trackers, and adaption to
specific environments, spaces, and activities. We also identify a set of template
designs that serve a wide variety of self-tracking tasks. In summary, this paper
captures a rich longitudinal slice of the lived experience of designing and using
situated self-tracking data visualizations. Our findings highlight the potential for
customizable self-tracking visualizations that easily integrate into people’s everyday lives and allow people to track phenomena specific to their personal interests
through an ecosystem of tracking tools.

8.2 Related Work
We first review related research on personal informatics, casual visualization, and
situated visualization and tracking.

Personal Informatics
Personal informatics is a research area concerned with developing systems that
help people collect personal information to improve self-knowledge. Research in
personal informatics has been explored in a large number of domains including
health conditions [4, 167, 253], women’s health [77, 105, 251], food [43, 156], mental
health and well-being [13, 129], sleep [40, 199], activity tracking [99, 152, 254], and
productivity [132].
The area of personal informatics has seen a number of developments that
refined and extended its conceptual foundations. Li et al. [151] coined the term
personal informatics and defined a staged-based model for personal informatics
systems consisting of five stages: preparation, collection, integration, reflection,
and action. What is particularly relevant for our work is the recommendation
to allow rapid iteration between the stages and the suggestion to focus on multiple facets. Rooksby et al. [207] criticized Li et al.’s stage-based model for being
technology-centric, and only allowing reflection and action to happen once technology is in place. Instead, they suggest the term “lived informatics” to characterize
personal informatics that takes place over a range of lived activities. Rooksby et
al. emphasize a number of points that are relevant to our work: considering social
tracking over personal tracking, the need to take interweaved trackers in a broader
information ecology into account, and that data is meaningful in the context in
which it is produced and may lose that meaning if removed from that context.
Epstein et al. [75] introduce a stage-based lived informatics model, and argue that
behaviour change is not the only goal of tracking; tracking can also happen for pure
curiosity or record-keeping purposes. They also highlight a variety of common
reasons why people abandon self-tracking practices. Abandonment in personal
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informatics is particularly relevant to our work as we explore how simple situated
tools can encourage continued tracking and reflection but also permit people to
reinvent their tracking practices over time.
A number of studies have found that manual tracking created more awareness and engagement and gives people full control over their data [39, 41, 152].
However, manual tracking can be tedious and may cause data-gathering fatigue
[157]. Choe et al. [41] argue for semi-automated approaches that combine the
benefits of manual and automated tracking. Examples of such tools include OmniTrack [133], which allows people to semi-automatically gather personal data,
Reporter [114], a mobile app that provides timed questionnaires for data gathering,
and Dreamcatcher [190] a situated semi-automated tracking project for families to
track sleep data. DataSelfie [131] is another questionnaire-based tool for data collection that supports mapping personal data to custom visualizations and Trackly [7]
allows customizable self-tracking of multiple sclerosis self-management through a
pictorial-based approach. In our design process, we decided to focus on a manual
tracking approach which allowed us to simplify the prototyping, installation and
customization process, and easily support privacy with local data storage. It also
enabled us and our participants to track personal and subjective data that cannot
easily be captured by sensors.

Personal and Casual Visualization
There have been several research initiatives within the information visualization
community that examine how to facilitate visualizing data for non-experts. Pousman et al. [195] proposed the notion of “casual information visualization” to characterize visualizations intended for non-expert users and non-work applications.
Casual information visualization typically includes personally-relevant rather than
work-motivated data and supports insights that are not necessarily analytical. A
related research topic is personal visualization and personal visual analytics. Huang
et al. [109] provide a taxonomy of design dimensions for personal visualization and
analytics systems, and characterize a variety of existing personal tools based on
their context, data, and insights.
At the same time, design paradigms like Huron et al.’s “constructive visualization” [111] have emphasized providing simple physical or digital building blocks
that empower novices to create novel data visualizations, often with an emphasis
on personal data. Thudt et al.’s exploration of personal physicalizations in domestic
settings [231], in particular, highlights how self-tracking using simple data physicalizations can support self-reflection and insight. Other relevant examples include
Cairn [85], a physicalization for situated data collection in FabLabs, Physikit [107],
a system that supports the creation of physical ambient visualizations of environmental data in the home, and Karyda et al.’s [125] work on data objects for
reflective self-tracking. Our work expands on this area by offering a focused exploration of the design and use of situated visualizations for self-tracking through an
autobiographical and co-design study.
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Situated Visualization and Tracking
Recent visualization research has begun to envision applications beyond the desktop [118, 202], which can support visualization and visual analytics everywhere [71,
162]. This includes a growing emphasis on situated visualization [246, 248], which
focuses on visualizing data in proximity to physical referents, such as people, places,
or objects, that the data is related to. The key premise of situated visualization is to
support interaction with and reflection on data in settings beyond those traditionally supported by visualization systems, leveraging the benefit of having the data
available in-situ. Research on situated visualization includes several application
areas such as public and urban visualization for the general public [47, 49, 136, 227],
tools for urban planners [246], and wearable visualizations [163], and supporting
reflection in domestic settings [222]. Researchers have also explored different
ideation, sketching and prototyping approaches for designing situated visualizations and displays [25, 51, 69, 237].
Research on ambient and pervasive displays [54, 183] has focused on displaying
content on contextually situated displays like InfoCanvas [224] or the Hermes office
displays [38]. Building on this prior research, our work focuses on small situated
displays that integrate into the environment and surface data visualizations that
focus on self-tracking. A variety of emerging interaction technologies and technology platforms have the potential to facilitate situated visualization, including
solutions that rely on augmented or virtual reality [162, 246]. Another promising
approach is the use of small wireless information displays that can be placed in
a wide variety of locations. For example, work on situated glyphs has examined
small displays that provide contextual task-related visualizations to workers in
a healthcare facility [126, 237]. Small e-paper displays have also been used as a
platform for public polling displays to gather and show data relevant to urban
communities [49, 51, 52]. Several projects have explored the use of small displays
to provide in-situ information, without specifically focusing on data visualization.
For instance, Grosse-Puppendahl et al. [91] created situated energy-neutral e-paper
displays in a sticky note form factor. Meanwhile, CloudDrops [184] integrate contextual information on stamp-sized displays into personal and work environments
and PostBits [186] use small displays to show blocks of information in a home
setting.
In recent years, it has also become easier to embed small displays in textiles
as battery-free e-paper displays [63] or LED displays [163]. A notable example
is Project Jacquard [194], which explores the integration of electronics in textiles
to support interactivity and low-resolution displays through thermochromic pigments [59]. Going forward, these technologies will likely make it much easier
to enable situated visualization and self-tracking in everyday clothing, furniture,
vehicles, and domestic spaces. The mobile device displays we use allow us to explore a future in which such small displays are further miniaturized, inexpensive,
energy-efficient, and easy to deploy at large scales. They also allow us to gain insights into the opportunities and potential challenges of living with ubiquitous data
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visualizations.

8.3 Design Process and Approach
Before embarking on our autobiographical design process, the three authors (A1,
A2, and A3)—all of whom are HCI and visualization researchers—decided on a
shared technical infrastructure and target platform. Our overall objective was to
support rapid design and creation and allow us to explore a wide variety of manual
self-trackers that were dedicated, situated, and easy to customize. We motivated
our process via four design goals:
DG1 Trackers should be dedicated and persistent. We chose to focus on designs
that display a single persistent visualization and support glanceable and
peripheral use. Using trackers with dedicated always-on displays allowed us
to streamline the data entry process compared to logging in an application
on a personal mobile device. Interactions that might require additional time
in traditional mobile apps like Reporter [114] (including time to unlock the
device and load the app) can often be reduced to just one or two touches on
dedicated self-trackers. Additionally, always-on, persistent displays can also
prompt reflection on the tracked data and remind people to track.
DG2 Trackers should be relevantly situated. To examine the impact of situating
designs close to relevant physical referents, we chose to focus on designs that
could be placed close to a location, object, task, activity, or phenomenon.
DG3 Trackers should support lightweight manual input. Rather than relying on
sensors or automated tracking, we designed all of our trackers to support
simple manual inputs. This decision made it possible to capture a diverse
range of lived experiences that might otherwise be difficult to instrument
and also reduced the overhead and complexity often associated with (semi)automated tracking. We aimed to minimize the effort of entering data,
typically requiring only a single button press to log a new data point.
DG4 Trackers should be easy to adapt, iterate, and personalize. To be able to
experiment with a broad range of potential applications, we focused on
simple, modular, and customizable tracker designs. Our objective was to be
able to prototype new self-trackers, repurpose existing ones, or iterate on
previous designs in only a few hours.
Based on these design goals, we chose to prototype our trackers and visualizations using web technologies and display them using off-the-shelf mobile
phones, tablets, and e-readers. This allowed us to rapidly prototype visualizations
using a diverse set of development tools and deploy them wirelessly to devices in
multiple locations. We implemented the majority of our visualizations (14) using
Vega-Lite [210] and Bootstrap, and used D3.js [23] (2) or plain HTML, CSS and
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Figure 8.2: Timeline of our design process. We started with autobiographical design
(duration: 5 months), and after two and a half months, we began integrating additional people into our design process with a co-design phase (duration: 3 months).
Afterwards, there was a period of extended use of a select set of visualizations, both
by ourselves and by our participants (duration: 5 months), followed by long-term
use of a selection of trackers (remained in use at the time of submission).

JavaScript (14) for the rest. All self-trackers share a common codebase and utilize
the same underlying data structure to record the author, version, cycle, name, and
timestamp for each tracking event. We extended this basic data structure with
additional attributes to suit the unique data captured by each of our individual
self-trackers. We served these web apps directly to devices from a remote GitLab
repository but stored all data locally on the devices using the browser’s local storage.
We displayed trackers using the device’s web browser in full screen mode and the
display set to be always on. We managed battery life either by constantly connecting the device to a power supply or by charging them at night. However, because of
the lightweight nature of the applications, the large battery capacity of tablets and
phones, and their energy efficiency when connecting via Wi-Fi, they were often
able to run unplugged for more than 24 hours.

Design Process
We created our self-tracking applications over the course of ten months in an
autobiographical design process and a co-design study with six participants (see
Figure 8.2). For the first two and a half months, we employed a structured and
iterative autobiographical design process. For approximately the next three months,
we continued our autobiographical design while integrating six additional people
into our design process using a co-design approach. For the last five months, we
and some of our participants continued to use and more gradually evolve a subset
of our designs. The last phase consisted of long-term use of a set of the trackers
that remained in use at the time of submission.
Autobiographical Design: Creating Our Own Trackers
In the first part, the three authors designed and prototyped self-trackers for themselves following an autobiographical design process [56, 177] and used each of
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the trackers themselves and together with colleagues and family members. Autobiographical design [177, 249] is a first-person research method in HCI that is
characterized by extensive self-usage of systems built by researchers themselves.
Autobiographical research and autoethnographic methods are particularly suited
to gain deep insights into long-term usage of technology in personal and intimate spaces [56], including systems for self-tracking [60, 106, 249] and domestic
use cases [57, 58, 102]. Autobiographical design blurs the lines between research
and private life [56] and generally produces generative results rather than broadly
generalizable ones. To ensure academic rigour, we followed the five tenets of autobiographical design [56, 178]. In particular, our design process originated out
of (1) “genuine needs” – one of the authors had a strong interest in and extensive
prior experience with self-tracking and building tools for self-tracking, the other
two authors were interested in exploring the experience of living with situated selftracking visualizations. The systems we developed were (2) “real systems”– they
were functional and interactive so that they could be experienced and integrated
into our real-life experiences. We employed (3) “fast tinkering” – we designed and
built the prototypes with continuous refinement and iterative design in mind. We
followed a structured approach to ensure (4) “record keeping and data collection” –
documenting the design process for each tracker, along with weekly logs, pictures,
iterations, and reflections in a shared cloud storage folder. Finally, while we abandoned some of the trackers to explore new designs, we followed this design process
for ten months to ensure (5) “long-term usage” that would lead to a holistic understanding of the impact of the self-trackers and the design variations. Our approach
was also inspired by recent initiatives in the information visualization community
which emphasize the value of structured reflective practices in visualization design
studies [169] and researcher participation in target domains through “design by
immersion” [95].
We rapidly prototyped self-trackers in weekly design cycles and used a diary
study [33] approach to reflect on our designs and the process of creating and using
them. Two of the authors (A1 and A3) created self-tracking applications over the
course of ten months and the third (A2) joined for eight months of the process.
During the first five months of the design process, we created our self-trackers
in design cycles, each with structured planning, prototyping, use, and reflection
phases. Each design cycle lasted approximately one week, although their exact
length varied depending on availability and time constraints of the authors. In
some cases, we chose to stop using the trackers at the end of the design cycle and
pursue new designs. However, we also continued to use and reflect on many of the
trackers long after the end of their initial cycles.
Planning. We started each new planning phase with a group meeting where we
discussed our experiences from the past cycle and our plans for the next one. We
discussed initial concepts for any new self-trackers, typically focusing on how our
next round of trackers could explore new kinds of data or address issues observed
in the previous rounds.
Prototyping. After planning our next designs and updates, we implemented
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the self-trackers using our common code base and shared repository. Each tracker
took approximately 30 minutes to one day of work to complete, with many requiring
only a few hours. Where possible, we reused code from previous iterations to speed
up prototyping. Our early iterations prioritized simple visualizations like bar charts,
which we implemented using Vega Lite [210]. However, as we continued and began
to explore more visually distinct visualizations, we increasingly used D3, HTML,
CSS, and pure JavaScript.
Use and Reflection. Once each prototype was operational, we started using the
new self-tracker and continued using updated self-trackers from the previous cycle.
While using the trackers, we reflected on our experiences regarding tracking, visual
design of trackers, and the prototyping process and recorded these reflections using
shared diary documents in a cloud storage service. For each tracker, we started
with a high-level description of the tracker, then authored regular diary entries to
capture our ongoing observations. We did not set strict update intervals between
diary entries and relied on updating diaries when we made notable observations.
We also took screenshots and photos of the self-trackers that we incorporated into
our reflections. When we finished using a self-tracker, we transferred all data logged
on the devices to our shared cloud storage. At the end of each cycle we redesigned,
adapted, or retired unsuccessful designs and incorporated our observations into
the next iteration. However some successful designs remained in longer-term use
up to 12 months after their creation.
Co-Design: Creating Trackers with Participants
After two and a half months of self-experimentation, we integrated additional
people into our design process to generate a wider variety of designs and to investigate the usefulness of design elements and the reusability of our initial set of
self-trackers. We used a co-design approach [21, 209] in which end-users actively
participate in the design process in a collaborative process to develop end-results
that meet their needs. We retained the same three-phase design cycle and data
collection practices that we used during our autobiographical design. In each phase
of the design cycle, we collaborated with the participants to create trackers that
allowed them to record and reflect on phenomena and practices that interested
them. We also added an additional brainstorming session in the beginning and a
debriefing interview at the end of the process. Our study obtained approval from
our ethics review committee.
Participants. We recruited 6 participants (P1–P6; 5 female; 1 male, aged 26-35)
who designed either one or two situated self-trackers each. The participants were
from our extended work and social network and all had prior research experience
in human-computer interaction or information visualization. We intended for the
co-design participants to complement our autobiographical design process, rather
than for these participants to be representative for the general population. Our
participants included five students and one university professor. Four reported
having prior experience tracking personal data including tracking fitness (n=3),
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sleep (n=1), and diet (n=2) either manually (n=4) or using automated tools (n=3).
While we intended to recruit additional participants, the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic forced us to limit our co-design iterations since the situation did not
allow for close collaboration with participants.
Planning. We started the planning phase with a brainstorming and sketching
session where we discussed the participant’s initial ideas and sketched a possible
design for the self-tracker. Participants chose what they wanted to track themselves
using the trackers from our autobiographical design cycles as sources of inspiration.
Prototyping. Based on participants’ designs, we implemented trackers using
our framework. We had an additional meeting with each participant during the
development to show them the prototype and adapt the design if needed.
Use and Reflection. Once participants took ownership of their tracker, they
deployed it in the location of their choice. As in our autobiographical design,
we asked participants to write reflections in diary entries on their use and take
photos of the self-trackers in situ. Instead of the the 1-week cycles we used in the
autobiographical study, co-design participants could continue to use the trackers
for longer periods of time. At the end of the process, we organized a final meeting
with each participant in which we conducted a short semi-structured debriefing
interview (see supplemental material). We also provided participants with their
data and the code for the self-trackers so that they would be able to continue to use
the tracker if they liked to.

8.4 Situated Self-Tracking Designs
During our design process, we created a total of 30 designs (see Figure 8.3, Table 8.1,
and supplemental material). These included 21 trackers from the autobiographical
design stage (numbered with white bubbles 1 ... 19 ) and 9 from the co-design stage
(numbered with grey bubbles 22 ... 30 ). Over the course of ten months, we recorded
a total of 2941 data points across all designs, with the total number per tracker
ranging from 6 to 442 (additional data points from long-term use are marked in the
table). The most-used tracker recorded data points on 209 different days, while the
least-used included only a single day. For consistency, we report only days in which
the tracker recorded new data. However, this under-counts some trackers like the
productivity tracker 27 , which P1 used for over three months and which served
as a regular source of reflection, despite relatively few interactions. At the time
of submission, three of the trackers remain in use, including one of the trackers
designed by participants.
Most (21) of our self-trackers were for personal use while 9 of the trackers were
used by multiple people. The number of people using the group trackers varied
from around 10–15 people in an office for the door shock tracker 3 , door shock
tracker v2 25 , and plant tracker 26 , four people for the license plate tracker 11 and
two people for the cookie tracker 5 , fluid intake tracker 17 , bathroom dashboard 20 ,
diaper dashboard 21 , and tea brewing tracker 24 .

Cookies eaten
Alarm snoozes per morning
Conversations by person & topic
Interruptions during work
Consecutive days of exercise
Daily expectations vs. reality
License plates spotted
Amount of exercise per day
Tasks done/skipped each morning
Color of clothes worn
Consecutive days of cycling
Consecutive days of rain
Types of drinks per person
Consecutive days of [flossing]

Cookie Tracker

Snooze Tracker V2

Conversation Tracker

Interruption Tracker

Streak Tracker

Expectation Tracker

License Plate Tracker

Timeline Bubble Tracker

Morning Task Tracker

Clothing Color Tracker

Cycling Streak Tracker

Rain Streak Tracker

Fluid Intake Tracker

Customizable Streak Tracker
Dashboard with both
Daily exercise, floss, vitamins, etc.
Diaper ointment, vitamins, etc.
Thesis progress by chapter
Water kefir fermentation process
Tea brewing process
Times shocked/not by door
Plants watered in an office
Hours of productive work
Time between morning tasks
Tea consumption preferences
Cat movement in apartment

Nightly Tracker Dashboard

Bathroom Dashboard

Diaper Dashboard

Thesis Progress Tracker

Fermentation Tracker

Tea Brewing Tracker

Door Shock Tracker V2

Plant Tracker

Productivity Tracker

Morning Routine Tracker

Tea Preference Tracker

Cat Tracker

18

Intervals between eating

Interval Tracker

&

Times shocked/not by door

Door Shock Tracker

12

Breaks skipped/taken

Work Break Tracker

Data
Alarm snoozes per morning

Name

Snooze Tracker

Desk in apartment

Next to tea shelf

On bed

On apartment wall

Next to sink

Next to office door

Next to tea pot

Next to kefir jar

Desk & bag

Diaper station

Bathroom counter

Personal tablet

Personal tablet

Above coffee maker

Next to window

Front door

Next to closet

Bedroom

Office desk

Car console

Phone in bag

Countertop

Office desk

Office desk & bag

Bedroom

Next to cookie jar

Phone in pocket

Next to office door

Office desk

Bedroom

Location

Creator
P6

P5

P3

P1

P4

P3

P2

P2

P1

A3

A3

A3

A3

A2

A2

A2

A1

A1

A3

A3

A1

A3

A3

A1

A1

A3

A3

A1

A3

A1

Adapted from

23
26
26

23

19
20

9

9
9

6

4

4

1
1

1

1

1

1

10–15

10–15

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

10–15

1

1

# Users

Social

Personal

Mobile

Stationary

* (+153)

5
209

35
13
209

31

442

15
22 * (+37)
11

103

35
8

28

44 * (+63)

32
129

98

10
397

7

13
95

1

12

73
23 * (+162)

146

–

299

–

51

21

21

57

15

15

* (+832)

12
20

67

16

7

32

3

7

8

25

63
6

6

2

105

19

6
130

4

257

12

* (+153)

Unique days used

12

99

Data points

Table 8.1: Details of all 30 self-trackers we created. Trackers marked with an asterisk (∗) saw long-term use after the end of the
10-month study (additional days and data points indicated in parentheses) and remain in use at time of submission. Numbers of users
for 3 , 25 , and 26 are estimates. More comprehensive descriptions of each tracker and tracking goals can be found in the supplemental
material.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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Figure 8.3: All 30 visualizations created and used in our design explorations.
First row—snooze tracker 1 , work break tracker 2 , door shock tracker 3 , interval tracker 4 , cookie tracker 5 . Second row—snooze tracker v2 6 , conversation
tracker 7 , interruption tracker 8 , streak tracker 9 , expectation tracker 10 . Third
row—license plate tracker 11 , timeline bubble tracker 12 , morning task tracker 13 ,
clothing color tracker 14 . Fourth row—cycling streak tracker 15 , rain streak
tracker 16 , fluid intake tracker 17 , customizable streak tracker 18 , nightly tracker
dashboard 19 . Fifth row— bathroom dashboard 20 , diaper dashboard 21 , thesis
progress tracker 22 , fermentation tracker 23 , tea brewing tracker 24 , door shock
tracker v2 25 . Sixth row—plant tracker 26 , productivity tracker 27 , morning routine
tracker 28 , tea preference tracker 29 , cat tracker 30 . For details on each tracker, see
Table 8.1. Further information on the trackers including goals, design, and use is
available in supplemental material.

The data we and the participants tracked spanned a variety of different application areas. Six of the trackers dealt with tracking food intake and cooking related
data which included the interval tracker 4 , cookie tracker 5 , fluid intake tracker 17 ,
fermentation tracker 23 , tea brewing tracker 24 , and tea preference tracker 29 . Four
trackers were concerned with tracking work related habits and productivity, including the work break tracker 2 , interruption tracker 8 , thesis progress tracker 22 ,
and productivity tracker 27 . Three of the trackers were used to track exercise routines including the streak tracker 9 , timeline bubble tracker 12 , and cycling streak
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tracker 15 . Two focused on family health and hygiene (bathroom dashboard 20 ,
diaper dashboard 21 ). Other application areas included tracking static shocks in
an office (door shock tracker 3 and door shock tracker v2 25 ), logging routines and
tasks in the morning (morning task tracker 13 , morning routine tracker 28 ), and
monitoring snooze patterns (snooze tracker 1 , snooze tracker v2 6 ).

Visualizations
Our tracker designs used a variety of visual representations.
Bar charts. We created six bar chart visualizations including the snooze tracker 1
and cookie tracker 5 and stacked bar charts like the work break tracker 2 and door
shock tracker 3 . These charts typically showed counts by weekday ( 1 , 3 , 2 ) or
counts per person ( 5 , 17 ) with stacked bars showing additional data attributes (like
shocked/not shocked by a door for the door shock tracker).
Timeline and calendar visualizations. Six of our designs visualized logged
events sequentially in timelines or calendar grids. These included the timeline
bubble tracker 12 which showed a single data point per day, the morning routine
tracker 28 which showed parallel timelines for a seven-day period, and the fermentation tracker 23 and tea brewing tracker 24 which displayed multiple aligned
timelines. Meanwhile, the bathroom dashboard 20 and diaper dashboard 21 each
used parallel timelines for tracking multiple different items including medications
and diaper changes.
Image-based visualizations. We also created three image-based visualizations,
in which users could draw data points at 2D coordinates on top of an underlying
diagram or photo. The plant tracker 26 and cat tracker 30 each use a floor plan to
allow users to indicate points in space (indicating where in the office a plant had
been watered or where in the apartment the participant’s cat had slept). The tea
preference tracker 29 , meanwhile, incorporates a photograph of a shelf with teas,
allowing P5 to directly add ratings on top of individual tins.
Dot plots. We built three trackers (the conversation tracker 7 , morning task
tracker 13 , and door shock tracker v2 25 ) which used dot plots to display smaller
numbers of discrete data points. The door shock tracker v2, for instance, shows
each static shock with an orange circle and each non-shock with a blue circle for
the last two days.
Heatmaps. We created two trackers (the expectation tracker 10 and snooze
tracker v2 6 ) that display tracked data with saturation-varying color scales. The
snooze tracker v2 uses a calendar heatmap to show snooze counts for each day,
while the expectation tracker displays expectation and reality ratings of each day in
two parallel rows.
Number-based designs. Four of our visualizations do not include charts or
other abstract representations of data, and instead display only numbers. The
productivity tracker 27 displays a count of the productive hours P1 spent working on
their thesis. The four streak trackers ( 9 , 18 , 15 , 16 ), meanwhile, use large numerals
to show the number of consecutive days an event has been recorded.
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Figure 8.4: Left—fermentation tracker 23 situated next to water kefir jar. Middle—
work break tracker 2 situated in an office space. Right—plant tracker 26 situated
near an office sink.

Emojis and icons. Finally, six of our trackers use emojis and icons in their
visualizations and input elements. The morning task tracker 13 and tea brewing
tracker 24 , for instance, use emojis as individual data points to mark events on
a timeline. Other trackers include emojis and icons in a descriptive way to label
buttons and text on the tracker ( 15 , 16 , 17 , 29 ). Emojis and icons were particularly useful for specifying data attributes and labeling interface elements without
cluttering the visualization with text labels.

Tracker Placement and Physical Referents
We designed each tracker with the intention of placing it in a relevant location
where it could support regular tracking and provide visual feedback for tasks and
decisions associated with that location. However, as Willett et al. highlight [248],
situating visualizations next to a relevant physical referent can be complicated,
especially when multiple different referents exist for a visualization.
Situating near objects. Some of our trackers related directly to a specific physical object (tea brewing tracker 24 →teapot, fermentation tracker 23 →water kefir
jar). In these cases, placing the trackers either on or immediately adjacent to the
object ensured that they were visible and manipulable when performing related
tasks. P2, who designed the tea brewing tracker 24 , remarked that it could be useful
to visually link trackers with their physical referents, for instance by marking both
with the same color to make their connection clearer.
Situating in spaces. Others, like the work break tracker 2 and license plate
tracker 11 were difficult to situate immediately next to a relevant physical object.
However, they could be easily left in accessible locations (like an office wall or car
dashboard, respectively) in which relevant events or observations were likely to
take place.
Situating to support tasks. In other cases, we chose to situate trackers in
locations that were far from their specific referents and instead place them in
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locations relevant to the broader task or activity. For example, P4’s plant tracker 26
took the form of a single display located near an office sink, rather than displays
located at each of the individual plants around the office. Similarly, A3 chose to
display the nightly tracker dashboard 19 at a single central location in the house
that supported easy nightly reflection but was not physically collocated with the
activities (like exercise and flossing) that it tracked. P1, who created the productivity
tracker 27 , placed it centrally in a highly visible spot in their apartment where
it would be visible during the day as they worked from home. The rain streak
tracker 16 was situated near a large window in the kitchen to facilitate tracking when
noticing that it was raining. In other cases, the connection between the tracker
and referent was more abstract. For instance, A1 intended to use the conversation
tracker 7 to track daily conversations in a variety of settings. This entailed either
physically carrying the device throughout the day or keeping it in locations that
could be frequently accessed.

8.5 Findings
We distilled our findings based on the material we collected during our autobiographical and co-design studies. These included diary entries from authors and
participants, researchers’ notes, photographs and screenshots of trackers, and
notes from interviews with our participants. We used an ongoing and iterative
reflective process in which all authors discussed and compared their experiences
and observations with the trackers in weekly design cycle meetings during the autobiographical design phase. All authors iteratively identified and refined themes
after the first phase of the design process. Each author first reflected on experiences
individually in the diary entries, then read the other authors’ diary entries to extract
additional themes. We then synthesized and refined our observations through
group discussions involving all authors. For the co-design phase, participants were
directed to keep diary entries documenting their experiences. Based on the diary
entries from individual co-design participants, A1 prepared targeted questions
and a set of general questions for the semi-structured debriefing interviews for
all participants (see supplemental material). A1 interviewed all participants and
took notes. All authors analyzed the diary entries and notes from participants’
interviews by reading participants’ diary entries individually, discussing them, and
then conceptualizing themes. Subsequently, all authors matched themes from
the autobiographical design process with the themes from the co-design process
by combining and grouping similar themes to distill the final set. Based on these
experiences, we highlight observations, challenges, and opportunities related to
prototyping situated visualizations—with particular emphasis on data entry, the
impact of situated and persistent displays, and customization.
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Logging and Data Entry
Projects like SleepTight [40], DataSelfie [131], and Reporter [114] have previously
shown the merits of manually tracking data. Our observations further confirm the
value of manual data entry, which made it possible to create a rich and flexible
range of tracking experiences. In addition, we found that features like back-filling,
error-correction, and visual feedback emerged as important additions in nearly
all of our applications, and are likely to be essential for streamlining data entry in
future situated trackers.

Manual Data Entry
Our designs skewed towards tracking domains in which the phenomena of interest
are largely subjective (satisfaction with exercise, daily expectations, etc.) or directly
connected to real-world actions or observations. By relying on simple manual
inputs and situated displays, our prototypes allowed us to log and examine a
variety of phenomena that would have been difficult to track in an automated
or semi-automated way. This decision to eschew automated tracking in favor of
manual approaches also highlighted several other advantages of relying on loweffort human inputs. For example, most of our trackers took just a few hours to
design, implement, and deploy—in stark contrast to some of our own prior tracking
projects which relied on sensors and automation. This rapid prototyping process
enabled us to explore many possible designs. Lightweight manual trackers can also
be easier to tailor and repurpose for new domains, since there is no need to adjust
sensors, calibrate thresholds, or change automation routines.
Because we focused on lightweight manual input (DG3), most of the trackers we
created required a very small number of touches to enter data. Many (such as the
door shock tracker 3 or the clothing color tracker 14 ) include just a single button for
logging events. Others, including the conversation tracker 7 , expectation tracker 10 ,
and fluid intake tracker 17 , required an additional selection before pressing the log
button. The license plate tracker 11 , plant tracker 26 , and tea preference tracker 29
meanwhile, supported flexible touch input directly on the visualizations themselves.
The fermentation tracker 23 and tea brewing tracker 24 offered more customizable
data entry with the option to enter text as a label for each data entry with quick
access to previously used labels by tapping existing data points.
However, automated or semi-automated approaches may still hold promise for
future situated self-tracking tools [41]. Some of our trackers like the snooze tracker 1
and streak tracker 9 could readily be automated by instrumenting existing devices
like an alarm clock or exercise app or by connecting them to existing personal
data streams. Situated displays could facilitate development of (semi-)automated
self-tracking systems, making it simpler to see and correct tracking results in realtime. Similarly, situated displays could be advantageous for many kinds of existing
personal informatics data, like diet logs or screen time trackers, allowing them to
surface data in more relevant locations.
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Figure 8.5: Left—Menu with undo functionality we integrated in all of our trackers.
Middle—Rewinding time to back-fill data in the customizable streak tracker 18 .
Right—Elapsed time counter used in the interval tracker 4 and many other subsequent designs.

Back-Filling Missed Entries
As a general design principle, we recorded events when they happened and relied
on timestamps from the data entries to drive the visualizations. This helped streamline logging, but posed problems for visualizations where data entry could easily
be skipped or forgotten. For instance, when using the morning task tracker 13 , A1
forgot to enter data for two days which led to missing data points in the visualization. These kinds of omissions were especially problematic for visualizations like
the streak tracker 9 where missing a single data entry could break the entire visualization. To address this, the customizable streak tracker 18 introduced a back-filling
interface (Figure 8.5-middle) that allowed users to “rewind” the visualization and
enter data points for times in the past. We later incorporated this functionality
into several other trackers ( 15 , 16 , 17 ). Similarly, the late-stage diaper dashboard 21
incorporated streaks into a timeline that showed several weeks of data and made
back-filling daily values easy.
Correcting Errors
All of the trackers included a simple undo functionality (Figure 8.5-left) to correct
immediate mistakes. We found that this was sufficient most of the time because the
relative simplicity of most of the trackers made errors easy to detect at entry time.
However, we observed that for the some of the more complex trackers, including the
image-based visualizations ( 26 , 29 , 30 ) and the license plate tracker 11 , accidental
presses often went unnoticed and became difficult to correct later. More finegrained error correction for editing individual data points afterwards could be a
valuable addition to trackers that require data entry of multiple attributes or manual
text entry like the fermentation tracker 23 . In fact, when designing the trackers, the
authors often used implementations and strategies specific to trackers to make
corrections like downloading and reloading data or creating temporary custom UI
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elements to delete specific data objects. A3’s timeline-based visualizations ( 12 , 20 ,
21 ) similarly circumvented this problem by allowing users to touch and update the
values of individual days at any point.
Visual Feedback
We found that providing clear visual feedback whenever a data point was added
also helped detect errors, especially for more visually complex designs. For instance, in A1’s door shock tracker 3 , seeing small changes in the bar charts became
increasingly challenging as people added more and more data. This often made it
difficult to determine whether an input had registered and discouraged subsequent
logging. The door shock tracker v2 25 addressed this issue by showing a smaller
slice of data (only two days) and by replacing the stacked bar charts with individual
dots, making new entries more visually apparent. Likewise, early versions of the
fluid intake tracker 17 showed seven days worth of data, but for subsequent versions A2 chose to visualize only a single day—reducing visual clutter and providing
clearer visual feedback. Starting with the interval tracker 4 , we also included a
small elapsed-time counter (Figure 8.5-right) in many of our designs to highlight
the amount of time that had passed since the last entry. These counters often
served as reminders to record data or take action based on it, and also offered visual
feedback that helped verify when presses had been recorded and detect accidental
touches.

Situated and Persistent Displays
Tracking data on dedicated displays that were always on and situated in relevant
locations facilitated regular tracking habits and often served as a reminder to reflect
or take action based on the data.
Trackers as Reminders
We found that situating the self-trackers at relevant locations helped encourage
regular logging. For instance, placing the cookie tracker 5 next to a cookie jar and
the door shock tracker 3 on the wall next to an office door spatially tied those trackers to the relevant activities and actively encouraged logging. Similarly, the cycling
streak tracker 15 positioned near A2’s front door acted as a reminder and nudge to
take the time to go for a bike ride. The experience of seeing the display turn green
after returning from a bike ride and entering the data was seen as something to
look forward to and could sometimes be a goal in itself. P1’s productivity tracker 27
also highlighted the value of situating their tracker in a central location in their
apartment, where it served as a “physical reminder” to work on their thesis. This
contrasted strongly with their earlier thesis progress tracker 22 which was not situated and remained forgotten in their bag on many occasions. This aligns with
findings from Choe et al.’s SleepTight [40] where visually prominent widgets on
mobile phones served as reminders to track data when using that device. Our
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results suggest that situated displays in physical environments can similarly serve
as reminders that encourage participants to track data.

Trackers in Social Settings
Tracking data with multiple people requires special considerations for their visual
design and the social role of trackers. We designed several of our visualizations,
including the cookie tracker 5 and the fluid intake tracker 17 , to directly encode
information about the person tracking data to explicitly support use by two people.
For example, the fluid intake tracker included a selection widget for indicating
which member of the couple each new entry corresponded to. While A2 designed
the tracker so that each person could log their own fluid intake, in practice the pair
often added data on behalf of one another (such as when making coffee for two).
We observed a similar behaviour with the tea brewing tracker 24 , where the couple
using that tracker voluntarily added identifying information to timeline entries,
marking whose teacup had been filled and when. In all of these cases, we noticed
that tracking together as a pair provided social reinforcement. Encounters of social
traces (traces of tracking by the other user) [191] served as encouragement to track
data regularly.
On the other hand, we observed that ambiguous visual encodings were often
desirable for individual trackers that were displayed in shared spaces. For example,
P1 noted that they displayed the productivity tracker 27 in their public living space,
but that even their domestic partner did not know what data the tracker was showing. A3’s initial timeline bubble tracker 12 and streak tracker 9 also spent most of
their time in public living areas, but lacked any explicit label that might reveal what
data they were showing. In these cases, the users felt this lack of explicit labels or
encodings struck a satisfying balance between visibility and privacy.
However, displays like the door shock trackers ( 3 , 25 ), which targeted more
public spaces and larger numbers of people, incorporated more explicit labeling.
We added captions and instructions to each—prefixing both door shock trackers
with a direct question (“Did this door shock you?”). Similarly, the plant tracker 26
featured a short imperative sentence (“Touch the floor plan to indicate where you
watered a plant.”). We also primed these displays by adding some initial data,
making it easier for passersby to understand the visualizations and encouraging
participation.
All three of these more public visualizations saw extensive use by other people
in the communal spaces, accumulating hundreds of data points from people other
than the authors and co-design participants. These displays highlight the potential
for shared tracking to facilitate discussion within those broader groups. The initial
door shock tracker 3 lead to numerous conversations between people around the
issue of static shocks in the office and how to mitigate them. People in the office
started multiple initiatives based around the tracker, including collecting suggestions for mitigating shocks on a nearby whiteboard, putting a wrapper around the
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door handle, and creating a sign with instructions on how to not get shocked. This
ongoing discussion also led P3 to design and deploy the follow-up tracker ( 25 ).
Similarly, the plant tracker 26 acted as a communal reminder to water the
plants in the office, helping P4 (who designed the tracker) and others in the office
distribute the load of watering plants and build an awareness of watering practices.
Roughly two weeks (18 days) after we deployed the tracker, the office space closed
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. At this point, the plant tracker became an
even more explicit asynchronous coordination mechanism for the few people who
continued to access the space. As administrators allowed only a dwindling number
of people to enter the office, the tracker allowed them to coordinate and ensure
that plants were still watered, while also providing a strong sense of shared activity.
After the office closed, the tracker remained in ongoing use for several months.
Our observations highlight the sociality of tracking—especially co-present tracking
among families, friends and co-workers—in the context of lived informatics [207]
and the importance of designing for shared tracking experiences.
Where Situated Persistent Displays Pose Challenges
Based on our design goals, we developed each visualization with the expectation
of displaying it on a dedicated device with an always-on screen. As highlighted
by the examples above, we found that these always-visible visualizations often
provided useful reminders to track and reflect. Yet over time we found that several
specific visualizations ultimately proved just as useful on our personal phones or
tablets as on the dedicated displays. This was especially evident in situations like
the nightly tracker dashboard 19 —where personal mobile devices were already part
of an existing routine (such as plugging in a tablet or phone before going to bed)
which aligned well with the tracking behavior (in this case recording flossing and
daily exercise). Similarly, A3 continued to actively use the license plate tracker 11 on
their personal phone even after re-purposing its dedicated display for use with a
later visualization. Here, the act of seeing an out-of-state plate (rather than looking
at the visualization) was the primary trigger for using the tracker. Moreover, the
author’s personal device was almost always accessible both in the car as well as
when walking, which created more opportunities to track. As a result, we found
that this visualization actually saw more use on a personal device than on the
dedicated one. Bressa et al. [25] similarly point out that placing visualizations close
to physical referents might not always be the most desirable solution since some
visualizations are more useful in highly visible and accessible places. When the
tracker could not be directly situated with a task or activity, we also saw examples
of “pre-logging” where both authors and participants reported entering data prior
to completing a task. Interestingly, these pre-logged entries often served as a commitment device [27]. For example, P3 placed the morning routine tracker 28 next
to their bed. However, multiple tasks that were part of their morning routine, like
making breakfast, took place in other parts of the apartment. Here, P3 emphasized
how logging created a sense of accountability and encouragement to complete the
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Figure 8.6: Left— The dark-themed snooze tracker v2 6 . Middle— The brightlycolored productivity tracker 27 . Right—Customized titles on the nightly tracker
dashboard 19 .

task: “you logged the data, you made the commitment”.
In a few cases, like with the conversation tracker 7 , tracking data was not connected to a routine or action that included a personal device and the tracking itself
was difficult to situate anywhere but on the author themselves. Here, tracking
data regularly proved to be more challenging, with A1 often forgetting to track
conversations and having to back-fill data from memory. This particular application (and others like it) may lend themselves more readily to more subtle wearable
tracking tools such as electronic textile displays. Finally, some tracking phenomena simply didn’t call for persistent displays. During a long sequence of dry days,
A2 decided to reconfigure the rain streak tracker 16 to have the display turn off
automatically—rather than continually displaying the same information with no
data to log.

Visual Design and Customization
The visual design of situated trackers impacts their saliency and usability across
settings as well as their potential for adaptation and reuse.
Tailoring Visualizations to Everyday Settings
The evolution of our prototypes highlighted the importance of adapting visualization designs to the environment in which they are situated. We created many of our
designs for use in domestic settings like bedrooms and living areas where backlit
displays proved overly bright and distracting, especially at night [127]. In response,
we adjusted the majority of our designs to use dark color schemes that allowed
them to integrate more naturally into these environments (Figure 8.6-left).
However, we found that light color schemes worked well for those visualizations
that we created for highly illuminated office environments—like the door shock
trackers ( 3 , 25 ) and plant tracker 26 . In these cases, the bright displays helped
attract attention to displays that were situated in uncommon locations near doors
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and in an office’s communal kitchen. Meanwhile, the trackers we deployed on epaper displays with adjustable backlights ( 20 , 21 ) provided the best of both worlds,
allowing us to tune the visibility of the display in both day and night. For the
diaper dashboard 21 , this even made it possible to use the display itself as a subtle
nightlight for nighttime diaper changes (Figure 8.1), further integrating the tracker
into the space. These experiences suggest that low-power e-paper displays [63, 91]
with adjustable illumination could be a good platform for future situated trackers,
requiring less power than LCD or LED displays and adapting more easily to low-light
conditions.
Across our designs, we also explored the use of color as a mechanism for drawing attention and differentiating visualizations. We created several visualizations—
including the streak trackers ( 9 , 15 , 18 ) and productivity tracker 27 —that used bright
full-color backgrounds to draw attention and serve as reminders to track or perform the task that was being tracked. A3 also found color especially useful as a
mechanism for differentiating visualizations from one another and creating associations between the displays and their referents. A number of visualizations—such
as the work break tracker 2 and door shock tracker 3 —shared very similar implementations. Here, using different color schemes and labels allowed us to create
visualizations that felt conceptually distinct and better suited to their unique tracking tasks.
In other cases, we used colors solely for aesthetic reasons. The orange color
for the productivity tracker 27 was a "cheerful, fun, pop of color" in P1’s apartment
(Figure 8.6-middle). Similarly, A1 changed the background color of the clothing
color tracker 14 from black to yellow when moving to a new apartment, so that the
tracker would match the interior and yellow flowers on their table. For P5, designing
the tea preference tracker 29 required careful consideration of both the design and
colors choices, since the tracker would be visible in their apartment for a longer
period of time. P5 noted that “if this was/is [sic] gonna be a long-term thing, I’d
prefer it to function as a decoration as well.” This aligns with Rodgers and Bartram’s
observations of domestic energy feedback visualizations [204] and highlights the
potential value of creating aesthetic coherence between visualizations and the
surrounding environment.
Customization and Reuse
Our set of self-trackers includes a wide range of different designs, some of which
were uniquely tailored to more specific tasks or domains while others were more
general in their visual appearance. Our most generic designs could be repurposed
without any interface modifications. Designs like the timeline bubble tracker 12
and streak tracker 9 emphasize time intervals and counts without domain-specific
details and can be reused to track a wide variety of phenomena (as evidenced by
the cycling streak tracker 15 and rain streak tracker 16 ). The customizable streak
tracker 18 and the three tracker dashboards ( 19 , 20 , 21 ) embrace this reusability
more explicitly, allowing end-users to dynamically change the visualizations’ labels
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and formatting so that the trackers can be repurposed without changing any code
(Figure 8.6-right). The fermentation tracker 23 and tea brewing tracker 24 , meanwhile, use exactly the same underlying code, but were easy to re-use for different
kinds of tracking because of their support for custom annotations.
Many of our other designs were only lightly tailored to specific applications and
could be reused by re-labeling input and output elements. Visualization designs
like the snooze tracker 1 , and cookie tracker 5 can be adapted just by changing the
axis labels or button text. Our image-based trackers that use photos or maps to
mark points in a space ( 26 , 29 , 30 ) were tailored to very specific tasks and locations.
Yet these can also be easily adapted to other applications simply by replacing the
underlying image. Ultimately, our experience suggests that a small vocabulary of
templates can support a diverse set of tracking practices (see Table 8.2). Many
of our other designs, like our bar chart visualizations, could also be easily templated. Adding lightweight end-user support for customizing time intervals, colors,
button labels, and other simple visual elements could greatly extend the versatility of a small set of designs, similar to how a small set of reconfigurable physical
visualization cubes supported a variety of different use cases in Physikit [107].
Template Image
type

Applications

Tracker examples

Tracking data by adding
points in a 2D coordinate
space on top of an image

plant tracker 26
tea preference tracker 29
cat tracker 30

Streak

Tracking events in consecutive time intervals
(days, hours, etc.)
to
show streaks and gulfs

streak tracker 9
cycling streak tracker 15
rain streak tracker 16
customizable
streak
tracker 18

Timeline

Visualizing the sequence
of data entries and the
elapsed time between
them

fermentation tracker 23
tea brewing tracker 24
morning routine tracker 28

Imagebased

Table 8.2: Details on tracker templates from our self-tracking visualization designs.

8.6 Discussion
Our explorations revealed strengths and weaknesses associated with prototyping
personal situated visualizations on existing mobile devices, while also highlighting
the value of simple, expressive, and adaptable designs and the potential of new
hardware platforms and data sources.

Prototyping Situated Visualizations on Smartphones
Using smartphones and tablets as our primary prototyping platform provided a
number of advantages, allowing us to quickly design, develop, and deploy new
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visualizations using web technologies. However, the power requirements of these
devices made them harder to use in some locations. Because devices needed to
be plugged in at least once every 1-2 days, we tended towards use cases where
the phones could remain connected to an electrical outlet or could be routinely
recharged. These power issues, along with the relatively high cost of even entrylevel smartphones also made it more challenging to prototype complex tracking
applications that might span larger numbers of screens. However, concerns about
the durability of these devices kept us from examining more extreme use cases in
locations like kitchens and outdoor spaces where humidity and temperature might
damage the hardware. However, our experiences in using e-readers for several later
trackers suggest that inexpensive and self-powered e-paper displays [91] along with
new low-power touch-sensing and wireless hardware can help address many of
these issues in future production systems.

Design Simplicity, Adaptability, and Expressivity
When we were creating situated self-trackers for ourselves and with participants,
simplicity was key to defining what data to track and how to design visualizations
and data entry. When designing visualizations for smartphone and tablet-sized
displays that were integrated into different personal and public spaces, we found
it especially important for designs to be simple, lightweight, and visually clear to
provide glanceable information and enable situated reflection on data. Designing
for simplicity required a careful balance of capturing and visualizing enough data
to gain useful insights, while not complicating data entry or visually cluttering the
interface of the trackers.
Simple designs also allowed us to easily adapt, repurpose, and reuse previously
created trackers (see 8.5) without investing time in prototyping new designs from
scratch. The simplicity and modularity of our designs allowed us to perform more
active and iterative prototyping which incorporated considerable real-world use.
Our trackers were closely intertwined with people’s personal habits, practices, and
the settings in which the trackers were deployed. Here the lightweight nature of
our designs made them much easier to tweak and adapt to accommodate different
routines and environments. These short cycles also made it easy to explore alternative ways of situating trackers and allowed us to quickly adapt, iterate, or abandon
designs that did not prove useful or interesting. Adaptive, flexible, and expressive
visualization design approaches like these are especially relevant in the context of
self-tracking, where prior work has identified numerous reasons why people tend to
abandon their tracking practices [76, 144]. A combination of personal investment,
how well tracking activities could be situated in spaces, and how well our trackers
integrated into existing routines influenced our abandonment and long-term use.
While some of our trackers are still in use, abandonment was an essential part
of our design process and allowed us to more quickly converge on trackers that
actively supported both short-term and long-term tracking goals. More broadly,
relying on simple, adaptable, and easily-deployable designs helped us engage in a
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more active and evolving process of “lived informatics” [207] rather than fixating on
specific visualization designs or tracking hardware. This highlights the importance
of considering adaptation, customization, and abandonment as part of the natural
lifecycle of these tools and designing trackers explicitly to accommodate them.
As such, our trackers and design process highlight the potential for future
research into authoring tools that enable expressive and rapid creation of selftrackers. Examples like our image-based trackers ( 26 , 29 , 30 ) hold particular promise
and could likely be adapted to replace a number of our other designs. Related tools
like DataSelfie [131] and research on self-tracking with paper bullet journals [3, 8]
also emphasize the potential of expressive and customizeable self-tracking and
may serve as a promising source of inspiration for new situated visualization design
platforms.

New Platforms and Data Sources
We expect displays with form factors similar to those we used in this study to become increasingly inexpensive and widespread. Full-color flexible e-paper displays,
in particular, seem likely to provide improvements in energy efficiency while also
enabling more seamless integration of visualizations into a wide range of environments. Technologies like digital wallpaper and textiles also present compelling
(albeit considerably more distant) opportunities for integrating data in domestic
spaces. Advances in lightweight augmented reality, meanwhile, may soon permit purely digital situated visualizations that can inhabit an even wider range of
environments and could be quickly disabled to reduce distraction.
However, as noted in 8.5, a number of our trackers focused on logging activities
or phenomena that were not tied to a particular routine, space, or setting. Situating
these trackers via a persistent display in a particular physical location did not
make sense, since tracking often happened on-the-go, forcing participants to backfill data. In these situations, wearable tracking tools for data entry on existing
devices such as smartwatches or through subtle interaction [192] via e-textiles
(such as Pinstripe [124]) may be a compelling direction for further research. Simple
wearable data displays [194] integrated into clothing could also support these
tasks—although visualizing personal data on publicly visible garments presents a
variety of potential design challenges. Alternative input technologies like speech
and gesture recognition could also complement the manual self-tracking tools
we explored. For example, many of the types of data entry we explored with our
trackers could be conveniently entered with short commands through a voice
assistant (“Log that I had a cup of green tea” or “I snoozed three times this morning”)
or via gestures directed towards the display.
More broadly, our findings and insights may also inform the design of situated
persistent displays for other kinds of less-personal data. For example, situated
displays could be well suited to integrate outside data of interest into spaces that
are part of personal routines or habits. For instance, spatially-relevant data from
community data sources (such as air quality [108], noise [159], or pollen counts
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in the area) could be displayed in a location that is relevant to one’s morning
routine, such as near the breakfast table in the kitchen. Situated displays could also
allow people to easily view less-personal sensor data (such as per-room air quality
or humidity measurements) in the locations where it is most relevant. Future
research focusing on these kinds of applications could build upon insights from our
design process as well as from other in-situ data displays such as CloudDrops [184],
PostBits [186], and Physikit [107].

8.7 Conclusion: Data in the Fabric of Everyday Life
Our examples illustrate just a few of the myriad ways in which situated visualizations can already be used to quantify and visualize phenomena, activities, and
observations that span daily life. Yet as inexpensive and immersive display technologies become ever more pervasive, introducing visualizations into these kinds
of everyday environments will become even easier. The presence of increasingly
ubiquitous information displays will undoubtedly create more opportunities for
visualizations to support communication, serve as external memory, increase productivity, and help us better understand our environments and ourselves. Despite
numerous point examples of personal, social, and domestic visualization tools designed for everyday settings, the visualization community has yet to deeply consider
the implications of truly ubiquitous data displays. Increasing numbers of personal
and situated visualizations bring with them the potential for distraction and information overload, and raise questions about the degree to which data should
command our attention and drive our everyday decision-making. While our trackers showcase some possible applications for increasingly ubiquitous visualization,
they also highlight the importance of giving individuals control over what they track
as well as how and where they visualize it. Moreover, our experience emphasizes the
need for situated visualization platforms and design methodologies that carefully
consider the physical, social, and cognitive environments in which data will be
surfaced. Given the growing risk of visual and cognitive saturation, future tracking
tools will likely need to place even greater emphasis on minimalism—creating
“silent” visualizations that can recede into the background [11] and helping individuals opt out or modify their practices when those tools become a burden or a
distraction. Ultimately, we must help ensure that these everyday visualizations
augment our understanding of the world and complement our own observation
skills, rather than short-circuiting them.
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Abstract
Situated visualization is an emerging concept within information visualization, in which data is visualized in situ, where it is relevant to people. The
concept has gained interest from multiple research communities, including
information visualization, human-computer interaction and augmented reality. This has led to a range of explorations and applications of the concept,
however, this early work has focused on the operational aspect of situatedness
leading to inconsistent adoption of the concept and terminology. First, we
contribute a literature survey in which we analyze 39 papers that explicitly use
the term “situated visualization” to provide an overview of the research area,
how it defines situated visualization, common application areas and technology used, as well as type of data and type of visualizations. Our survey shows
that research on situated visualization has focused on technology-centric approaches that forefront a spatial understanding of situatedness. Secondly, we
contribute five perspectives on situatedness (space, time, place, activity, and
community) that expand on the prevalent notion of situatedness in the corpus. We draw from six case studies and prior theoretical developments in HCI.
Each perspective develops a generative way of looking at and working with
situatedness in design and research. We outline future directions, including
considering technology, material and aesthetics, leveraging the perspectives
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for design, and methods for stronger engagement with target audiences. We
conclude with opportunities to consolidate situated visualization research.

9.1 Introduction
In the last decade, situated visualization [defined in 172, 246, 248] has emerged as a
research area and a concept that continues work initiated in the area of ubiquitous
computing (Ubicomp) and human–computer interaction (HCI) [88, 214, 225, 240].
The central idea is to bring data visualizations into their context of use, to places
and people by connecting data with the physical environment or physical referents
that the data refers to [246, 248]. The area of situated visualization follows a strand
of research agendas in visualization that are concerned with moving beyond traditional desktop applications [202] such as “Ubiquitous Analytics” [71], “Immersive
Analytics” [9], or “Situated Analytics” [72, 229]. The literature on situated visualization spreads across multiple communities and research areas including humancomputer interaction, information visualization, augmented reality, ubiquitous
computing, and urban computing, as well as subtopics such as public visualization
and data physicalization. This wide appropriation of situated visualization as a
research concept has led to a disconnected terminology, implications, and visualization design, creating a highly fragmented and inconsistent research landscape.
As a result, interpretations on what situatedness and situated visualization is and
how the concept is understood in the current literature remains unclear.
To bring conceptual clarity to situated visualization and to investigate how the
research community has adopted and used the concept, we present a two-fold
literature review and case study analysis. We contribute an analysis of the literature
that explicitly uses the term “situated visualization”. We discuss and reflect on how
these papers define situated visualization, the methodology and technology they
use, the application domains of proposed situated visualizations, and the type
of data and type of visualization. From an analysis of the corpus, we conclude
that work within information visualization and visual analytics using augmented
reality technology to place visualizations within the physical environment and
using that environment as a direct visual reference is the most prevalent way of presenting situated visualizations in the corpus. A smaller strand of research focuses
on community-oriented research within human-computer interaction by engaging with and displaying information within a community where data is collected.
This illustrates the breadth of situated visualization research and the different
ways of approaching and implicitly considering the role and importance of ‘situatedness’ and ‘visualization’ respectively. However, upon closer analysis, we find
that while situated visualization combines concepts and approaches from humancomputer interaction and information visualization, current work has adopted
and operationalized a mostly spatial understanding of situatedness lacking deeper
engagement with other aspects of situatedness.
We address this gap in the second part of the paper through a case study analysis
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that we use to present and exemplify five perspectives on situatedness that expand
on the initial analysis and understanding of situatedness for situated visualization.
We introduce a set of six case studies of situated visualizations that stem from
the corpus and from examples we have selected to fill in the blanks and push
the research community to think more systematically about broader concepts of
situatedness. Building onto concepts from Ubicomp and HCI, we then present
five perspectives of situatedness: space, time, place, activity, and community. We
exemplify these perspectives on situatedness using the six case studies to question
the aforementioned assumptions on situatedness and to enrich the prevalent use
of situated visualization in the corpus. We show how these perspectives expand on
the dominant discourse around situated visualization, most notably by including
aspects of the situation in which the visualization is shown beyond spatiality alone
and considering a wider set of possible technologies beyond augmented reality.
We end with future directions and discuss how to leverage the five perspectives
and consider methods for stronger engagement with target audiences, design
considerations around technologies, material and aesthetics, and conclude with
research opportunities to further strengthen the area of situated visualization.

9.2 Approach
The goal of this paper is to clarify the concept of situated visualization by using a
two-fold approach. In a first stage, we examine the literature that currently selfidentifies as situated visualization through a keyword-based literature survey. In
the second stage, we look at the broader literature and analyze a selected set of
case studies on situated visualization that, while they may not directly use the
term, can be classified as concerning situated visualization and expand on the
notions of situated visualization as covered in the corpus from the first stage. We
use these case studies to exemplify five perspectives on situatedness that are based
on concepts from Ubicomp and HCI.
Given the variety and spread of the literature, we considered two strategies to
analyze the literature on situated visualization: an open-ended interpretive approach and a keyword-based approach [70]. An open-ended interpretive approach
examines research and examples based on the authors’ knowledge of the research
area and may include articles that could be analysed and interpreted as concerning
situated visualisation without necessarily being published with that focus. While
this approach generates a broad and exploratory corpus, it also introduces subjective and less obvious inclusion and exclusion criteria and may introduce selective
bias early in the process, as well as imposing a characterisation that is not that
particular publication’s intended focus. A keyword-based approach is inclusive
towards papers published under the theme of situated visualization and provides a
clear cutoff. However, in topics that are new and emerging or cut across multiple
communities with different terminology, it can yield a relatively small initial corpus
and it is subject to trends and competition in keywords. To combine the strengths
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of both approaches, we have applied a keyword-based approach in the first stage
(the literature survey) and apply an open-ended interpretative approach in the
second part (the case studies).
For the second stage, we selected case studies based on our findings in the
literature survey of the first stage. Our analysis of the current literature on situated
visualization resulted in several themes, for example, in terms of applications, technologies, and definitions of situated visualization. We then curated and selected
case studies that further broadened, expanded upon and provided contrasting
perspectives on these themes to arrive at a broader categorization of situated visualization and identify possible new directions for this emerging topic. The use
of a curated set of case studies and notable examples to characterize and map
out an emerging research area is a valuable approach that has been used before
for casual information visualization [195], anthropographics [55], personal information visualization [109], and data physicalization [119]. The perspectives we
develop are based on our analysis of the corpus as well as theoretical developments
in HCI and Ubicomp that we have selected to broaden the current understanding
of situatedness for situated visualization.

9.3 A Survey of Situated Visualization Research
We survey a set of representative papers from a range of different research communities based on a keyword-based literature search and give an overview of current
research in situated visualization.

Corpus
To build our corpus of papers, we collected a list of 39 core papers with the following
inclusion criteria.
Keyword search: we performed a keyword search in the ACM Digital Library, IEEE
Xplore, and Google Scholar for papers that contain the term “situated visualization”.
We focused our keyword search on one search term to get an overview of research
that self-identifies as “situated visualization” and to find out how different fields
currently use the term.
Archival publications: we included full or short archival conference papers, journal and magazine articles, and book chapters. We excluded posters and workshop
papers to focus on mature research contributions. Due to the broad list of communities in which situated visualization research is published, we did not restrict
papers to particular venues. Therefore, our corpus includes a broad range of venues
(including among others CHI, VIS, AVI, DIS, and ISMAR).
Relevance: We excluded papers that only showed up in the keyword search because
they cite papers with “situated visualization’ in the title, and do not otherwise
mention situated visualization in the paper. We also excluded papers that only refer
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to situated visualization briefly in related work and do not further engage with the
concept.

Analysis
We analyzed and coded the corpus in several iterations. First, we started by determining initial coding categories based on coding a subset of representative
examples of the corpus. After this first iteration, all authors collectively discussed
the coding schema and the corpus of papers. We identified additional dimensions,
and merged and subdivided existing dimensions where relevant. Next, all authors
engaged in focused coding on all the papers in our corpus, iteratively refining and
revisiting the coding schema where necessary. After collectively coding all the
papers in our corpus, we ended up with five dimensions that we use to categorize
each of the papers (Table 9.1). Similar to Fonnett et al.’s [81] survey on immersive
analytics, we included dimensions such as technology, data, and evaluation methods. Based on the coded papers in the corpus, we distilled a set of findings where
we discuss how the term situated visualization is currently used in the literature,
the technology and methods employed, the range of different domains in situated
visualizations, and visualization and data types.

Findings
The corpus consists of a total 39 papers that we analyzed based on a set of five
primary dimensions (see Table 9.1). The dimensions include situated visualization
definition, technology, type of data, methodology, and type of visualization. We further describe our findings of the coding to map out the space of current research on
situated visualization. Regarding publication venues, the corpus covers 27 different
venues. We can categorize these and their respective communities in the following
broad groups: Visualization and Visual Analytics (e.g. IEEE VIS, IEEE TVCG, Information Visualization, PacificVis, AVI, Journal of Visual Languages & Computing),
HCI and design (CHI, DIS, Graphics Interface, Int. J. Human–Computer Studies),
Augmented Reality (AR) and 3D User Interfaces (3DUI, ISMAR, Handbook of Augmented Reality), Pervasive Displays, and Architecture. This illustrates that several
academic communities engage in research on situated visualization, with the visualization and visual analytics, HCI and design, and the AR and 3DUI communities
being the most prominent.
Definitions of Situated Visualization
The papers in the corpus can be split into papers that either define or expand the
notion of situated visualization (column “Own definition” in Table 9.1) and papers
that cite prior papers that defined situated visualization to frame their research.
We categorized the papers based on which papers they cite and what definitions
they use for situated visualization (see Table 9.1). While some papers cite multiple
papers that contain definitions of situated visualization, we only considered the
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Year

Title

Authors

Venue

■

■

White and Feiner/ White et al.

■

Vande Moere and Hill

■

Situated analytics
(ElSayed et al./ thomas et al.)

■

Tatzgern

■

Bressa et al. & Ducrox et al.

Total:

■
■
■
■

■

6

■

■

■

4

■

■
■
■
■
■
■

■

■
■
■
■

■

■

15

■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

■

■
■

■

■

14

1

■
■

■

5

■

■

2

1

■

Schmalstieg and Höllerer

1

Other

4

⬢

26

⬢

⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢

⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢

⬢
⬢

⬢
⬢

⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢

⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢

AR

⬢
⬢
⬢

6

⬢

⬢
⬢

⬢

⬢
⬢

Analog

6

⬢

⬢

⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢

Physicalization

⬢

⬢

⬢

⬢
⬢
⬢

⬢

Display

7

⬢

⬢

⬢

⬢

VR

4

★

★

★

★

★

Unclear

5

★

Environmental

★

★

Science

★

★

Consumer

★
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Table 9.1: The core corpus of 39 papers coded by the categories situated visualization definition, technology, type of data, technology,
and type of visualization.
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papers that were used to explicitly refer to situated visualization. For example,
papers referring exclusively to the system contribution in SiteLens [246] are not
categorized as using the definition.
The two most prevalent definitions of situated visualization cited in the corpus
are White and Feiner’s definition [246] (in some cases also White et al. [244]) and
Willett et al.’s definition [248]. A total of 22/39 papers cite either White and Feiner
(7/39), Willett et al. (9/39) or both definitions (6/39). White and Feiner offer a broad
definition of situated visualization as a visualization that “is related to and displayed
in its environment” [246]. Willett et al. build on the work of White and Feiner by
introducing the concept of a physical data referent, which the data is displayed
in proximity to [248]. They make the distinction between situated and embedded
visualizations and data representations. The key difference here is that embedded
visualizations position presentations of data as close as possible to the physical
referent, whereas situated visualizations, in Willet et al.’s definition, “place the entire
visualization in a relevant location, but do not necessarily physically align individual
data presentations or visual marks with their corresponding referents”[p.464 248].
Hence, the distinction between situated and embedded, and the defining difference
for both, are details regarding distance between referent and representation, and
accuracy and fidelity in this relation. However, Willet et al.’s refinement of the
definitions is rarely engaged with in depth in the corpus.
In addition to these two prevailing notions of situated visualization, five papers
in the corpus refer to situated visualization as part of situated analytics [72, 229].
Situated analytics leverages AR together with visual analytics to support situated understanding, sense- and decision-making [72] and builds upon White and Feiner’s
work on situated visualization by offering a technology-centric view on situated
visualization. Schmalstieg and Höllerer (1/39) similarly describe situated visualization in the context of AR and refer to White and Feiner while pointing out that
situated visualizations have a semantic meaning in the real world. A small number of papers (2/39) refer to Tatzgern [226] to refer to situated visualization who
provides a more open extension of White and Feiner, where “situated visualization is this connectedness of the information to the real world” [226, p.8]. Vande
Moere and Hill [172], cited by one paper in the corpus, offer a definition of situated
visualization in the context of public and urban visualisation. Just as previous definitions, situated means that the visualization is embedded in a real-world, physical
environment [172, p.41]. However, where White and Feiner and Willett et al. focus
on the physical features of the environment, Vande Moere and Hill focus on the
broader meanings of the location along three dimensions defining situatedness as
contextual, local, and social.
Apart from the above mentioned papers that are cited as definitions of situated
visualization, there are a number of papers in the corpus that further engage with
the term situated visualization and the concept of situatedness including Büschel
et al. [28] who outline the concept of reality-based information retrieval, Lobo and
Christophe [154] who extend the concept of a physical referent with a geographical
referent, and José et al. [122] who define six dimensions of situatedness for public
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displays, focusing on public signs and displays rather than situated visualization.
Type of Technology
We coded the corpus based on what type of technology is used to show situated
visualizations. Notably, several papers mention or include multiple technologies,
for instance, papers with theoretical contributions like Willett et al.’s [248] paper
on embedded data representations mention a range of technologies. As with the
definitions of situated visualization, there is a similar dominance of AR work (26/39),
with the remaining papers in the corpus looking at and developing more traditional
display-based examples, e.g. within work on public displays, and applications of
analog and physical representations.
The close relationship between AR research and situated visualisation can be
attributed to several possible reasons. First, the defining work by White et al. [244–
246] has had some influence on subsequent work, not only in how the definition is
used, but also in how SiteLens [246] has become a common example and use-case
to refer to [e.g. 160, 239]. Second, within the AR and immersive analytics research
communities, situated visualization is often seen as a use case for AR or a (motor)
theme within AR [see 123, 220, 256] and perhaps not as a research area in its own
right. Hence, multiple works use situated visualization as part of making technical
contributions to AR research [e.g. 197] and/or immersive analytics [e.g. 247]. Third,
there is work on situated visualization in which AR satisfies specific requirements
for the use case, such as the ability to superimpose information about structures
within the built environment [239], underground utility infrastructure [213, 246],
support for mobility [153, 244], search and access to task related information [e.g.
28, 30, 247], or visualization of a phenomena close to an object, e.g. visualizing
electromagnetic fields close to the object generating it [93].
Moving outside of AR-centric work, there is a broader catalogue of examples
that include different technologies. A number of papers in the corpus (7/39)
take an interest in exploring situated visualizations using more traditional display technology and another group (5/39) take an interest in mobile devices. This
includes several projects with a focus on displaying visualizations within semipublic and public spaces to engage people within proximity around locally collected data [51, 122, 201, 236]. Another part of the corpus, focuses on showing
data through an analog medium (6/39) or as data physicalizations (6/39). Two of
the projects present designs where the visualization is part of a physical object: a
custom clock [55] and coasters [221] that show visualizations of people’s activity. In
these examples, the visualization is designed to fit the physical object and vice versa.
Hull and Willett [110] use wood to integrate data into architectural modelling and
Perovich et al. [189] use lanterns to visualize pollution violations in a local creek.
These projects in the corpus focus on situating visualizations with and through objects and with consideration towards the place and more ephemeral engagements
with the visualization. In addition, the work takes on a technologically inclusive
perspective where it is the place that is instrumented, rather than the people (e.g.
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not requiring the use of head-mounted displays to view the situated visualizations).
Finally, an important point in several of these projects that do not rely on AR is
to make data public which in turn suggests technologies that can be viewed by
everyone within proximity so that the visualization can become part of a shared
reflection or public debate [52, 172, 189].

Type of Data and Application Domains
The type of data column in Table 9.1 provides an overview of what data is most
prominent for situated visualization. It also gives us insights into application
domains in which situated visualizations are commonly used.
One group of papers pertains to science and engineering applications. This
includes engineering data (10/39) such as Building Information Modeling (BIM)
and maintenance data [197] or data on environmental corrosion in large structures
such as bridges [239]; environmental data (7/39) such as air pollution [246] or water
permit violations [189]; and science data (6/39) such as honey bee behaviour [73]
or geological science data [247].
Another cluster of papers deal with situated visualizations of data for the general
public (18/39). This includes civic data such as public visualization of urban and
locally-relevant data [51, 172, 236] and public data installations [46]; personal data
such as visualizations in domestic settings [221]; and consumer data in domains
such as shopping [201]. Related to this cluster of papers are a number of articles
that specifically focus on visualizing activity data, either of people in the home [221]
or in workplaces [55].
Finally, there are data types and application domains that only occur a few times,
which we grouped in the other category (12/39). This includes GIS data [153, 256],
medical data [123, 229], education [35], sports [6], business data such as logistics
data in warehouses [25, 82] and instructions for DIY tasks [243].
Note that for several articles in the corpus, the type of data or target application
domain was unclear (5/39). These articles often present multiple possible applications [122] or domain-agnostic techniques [30, 168, 198, 245]. Overall, our analysis
shows that situated visualization has been explored for a wide variety of data from
different application domains and for different settings. However, the level of depth
in engaging with a particular domain varies widely. Some papers in the corpus
engage in depth with a particular target audience and application domain, through
initial engagement with a domain (e.g. through ideation workshops or formative interviews), iterative prototyping and design, and a real-world deployment. However,
this is rather rare, as most application domains are primarily used as illustrative
examples of the visualization technique. As seen in the Methodology column (Table 9.1), the majority of the corpus uses lab studies (17/39), with a number of field
studies (9/39) and only a handful of papers that involve co-design (2/39), design
probes (1/39) or workshops (2/39).
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Type of Visualization
In terms of the type of visualization used, we found that a large number of papers
in the corpus provide little to no reflection on their visualization design rationale.
For about a quarter of the papers (column N/A: 12/39), it would be a stretch to
categorize them as a deliberately designed data visualization. Instead, these papers
often only visualize single data points in-place. An example of this is Zollman et
al. [256], which only shows text labels for buildings. As a notable exception to this,
the work of Morais et al. [55], discusses in detail how the data is represented and
how the (custom) visualization was designed.
The most common visualizations are what we have referred to in Table 9.1 as
Standard visualizations–those that can be easily generated using common tools
such as spreadsheets. The majority of the corpus (23/39) rely on such standard
visualizations such as line charts, bar charts, or heat maps. The second largest
group (12/39) in the corpus use Custom visualizations–handcrafted or custom
designed visualizations specific to the application domain, the context, target
audience or the data that is being visualized. A small number of papers rely on
what we categorized as Artistic visualizations (5/39)–visualizations that show data
in a an aesthetically pleasing way, where the data visualization remains in the
periphery when it is not the primary focus of attention for exploration and analysis.
This category is related to ambient displays, and is inspired by Redström et al.’s
informative art [200] and Stasko’s information art [224]. Examples in the corpus are
Chemicals in the Creek [189], TimeTurner [221] and Valkanova et al.’s Gurgle water
fountain display [236]. For example, in TimeTurner, data is visualized on physical
drink coasters augmented with LEDs. While the coasters can be used to explore the
data, the visualization was designed to invite curiosity and not be visually obtrusive
or attention-grabbing. Finally, some papers in our corpus are surveys or cover a
wider design space and discuss several visualizations and thus provide multiple
visualization types [174, 248].
In summary, the corpus shows limited engagement with how the data is visualized. Few papers deliberately discuss how the visualization was designed and
how it represents the data. The majority of papers in the corpus either use standard visualizations or only visualize single data points (35/39). This could indicate
that the area of situated visualization relies on prior innovations in information
visualization by leveraging well-known and standard visualizations, and rather
focuses on how the data visualization is situated instead of on its representation.
On the other hand, this may also point to a lack of concern for how the visualization
should be designed to be presented in a situated manner. Indeed, some of the
counterexamples (e.g. [55, 189, 221]) employ a carefully designed visualization to
ensure appropriateness for the intended target audience and context of use.

Summary of Findings
In what follows, we summarize our key findings from the literature survey.
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Limited engagement with definitions. We observed that few papers in the corpus
engage deeply with the existing definitions of situated visualization (Sect. 9.3). Most
papers merely cite one of the prevailing definitions (White & Feiner [246] or Willett
et al. [248]), but do not discuss in detail how they understand situatedness and
situated visualization.
Limited engagement with how data is represented. We found that there is limited
engagement with how data is represented and visualized in the corpus. Additionally,
the majority of the corpus use standard visualizations, visualization as single data
points or only information, or use visualizations as exemplars to showcase technical
contributions. This may be also partly due to the view of almost any AR application
being synonymous to situated visualization (e.g. ElSayed [72] and Schmalstieg and
Höllerer [215]).
Limited engagement with target audience. There is limited engagement with and
consideration of the target audience for the visualization that are described in the
papers in the corpus. This ties back to the prominence of lab studies as the most
common way to study situated visualization in the corpus. Only a quarter of the
papers in our corpus rely on field studies, and an even smaller set uses multiple
methods, such as initial engagements through workshops or deployments and field
studies.
AR as the dominant technology. From a technology perspective, the vast majority
of papers in our corpus relies on AR, with the rest of the corpus utilizing other
technologies such as larger displays, mobile devices, or physicalizations.
A spatial understanding of situatedness. There is a close relationship between
situated visualization and AR which has influenced the field and emphasizes technical contributions. The leads to a prevailing notion of situatedness in the corpus
as a spatial one that emphasizes spatial properties and the relationship between
visualizations, objects and locations.

9.4 Emerging Perspectives of Situatedness
Our survey confirms that articles discussing situated visualization conceptualize
situatedness primarily as a set of properties related to space and proximity between
the visualization and objects or features of the environment.
Starting with applying and operationalizing known features - in this case location and spatial organization – before exploring additional perspectives, is a
common strategy in research. For instance, early work within context-aware and
mobile computing started by investigating location tracking to provide novel applications and services. However, the community quickly realized that “there is more
to context than location” [217]. When exploring ‘situatedness’ beyond location and
spatial relations, Dourish [66] made an important point: understanding context
(and similarly situatedness) as a matter of spatial organization and cataloguing
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objects and relations reduces context and situation to a representational problem
where information and (material) stability take precedence over the relational and
dynamic aspects. Instead of being a product of metrics and spatial features, context
arises from activity, in the sense that what meaningfully counts as context is what
matters to the activity. This observation applies to understanding situatedness as
well.
Suchman made a related argument earlier when discussing the ability to model
humans plans and reasoning [225]: people can plan their activities but action is
contingent on the conditions and environment in which it unfolds. Instead of conceptualizing use and action as carrying out intentional plans and following precise
scripts, people act based on establishing a coherent and mutual understanding
of action and meaning in unique material and social circumstances (situations).
Suchman emphasizes language and social interaction as a primary mechanism for
organizing activity. From this perspective, what ‘is’ the situation is a continuous
achievement of social interaction. This is referred to as the practical objectivity
of situations: when engaged in activities and social interactions we pay attention
to what is important to the activity and interaction above less important aspects
and things. Hence, what makes the situation mutually intelligible to the people
involved in the activity is a product of how people make sense of activities and
action through social interactions and language.
Based on these discussions on examinations of the additional factors and aspects of the context, and social and material circumstances that influence how
visualizations can be considered situated, we introduce five perspectives of situatedness: space, time, place activity and community. We have selected these because
we see them in broader (theoretical) discussions on situatedness (Dourish [67]
on place and activity theory [18] for activity) and in parts of the reviewed corpus
in a somewhat underdeveloped or implicit state, including time [see 221, 247] or
community [see 51, 189], and not developed fully in relation to situatedness. By
introducing six cases (C1–C6), we illustrate how these perspectives—that we base
upon related theoretical discussions from HCI, CSCW, and Ubicomp—can be used.
The individual perspectives will be elaborated and discussed with the cases as
examples.

Exemplars of Situated Visualizations: Six Cases
We will analyse six cases (C1—C6) from the literature we find to be good exemplars
of situated visualizations to illustrate the different perspectives on situatedness we
have identified. While these cases may not all use the term “situated visualization”
explicitly, we introduce them to expand on the key concepts developed in the works
of our initial corpus.
C1 Corsican Twin [197] is a VR authoring tool for designing situated and embedded AR visualizations remotely for building management. Based on the concept
of digital twins that are digital replicas of real-world objects and spaces, the tool
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enables authoring of AR visualizations for large or difficult to access environments
in a remote setting. People can create visualizations in VR in a 3D model of the
interior of the target environment and afterwards view the created visualization in
AR in the physical space through a head-mounted display.
C2 Situated Glyphs are small context-aware displays that show activity-specific
information [126, 237] to support work activities of healthcare professionals. The
project explored the use of small wearable, mobile, or fixed displays that show
relevant information to support interleaved activities involving multiple individuals
and different types of equipment in the context of healthcare work.
C3 Cairn is “a tangible apparatus that enables situated data collection, visualization and analysis” of FabLab activities [85]. Its creators present it as an alternative
to questionnaires and data collection techniques, while also materializing FabLab
activities and fostering reflection on them. Cairn’s physicalization consists in tokens
visitors stack on a tabletop to record and display the type of activity they conducted
in the FabLab, what resources it involved, what they learned and taught, and how
much time they spent in the lab. The project has been implemented in a FabLab in
Paris and has been adapted in the NYU Makerspace [141].
C4 Chemicals in the Creek [189] is a community-based physicalization in the
form of an interactive installation. The project consisted of deploying connected
lanterns representing water quality violations by industrial facilities during a public
event. The installation itself was the result of two years of collaboration between
researchers, citizens and activist networks, assembling data, deciding how and
when to display it, and debriefing the event with the public afterwards.
C5 Activity Clock [55] is a wall clock that integrates data on the number of people
typically present in a cafeteria of a research laboratory over a day. The visualization
is made out of paper inside a plastic wall clock and has been deployed over the
course of the week.
C6 Public Polling Displays [49] is a project on public visualizations on small distributed public polling displays that present a civic issue through data driven narratives. In collaboration with a neighborhood committee in Antwerp, the researchers
distributed multiple small e-ink displays on house facades of residents that presented perspectives on local issues consisting of a visualization of air pollution
levels based on PM25 sensor data, a public polling question and results from the
hosting resident, supporting infographics or textual annotations, and a personal
statement of the hosting resident.

Perspectives
To expand the concept of situatedness, we discuss five key perspectives (space,
time, place, activity, and community), that build upon past scholarship in HCI,
Ubicomp and CSCW. We use the case studies to forefront theoretical and design
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considerations. While these five perspectives are complementary and could be
considered for each of the case studies, we highlight selected case studies that are
more prominent and relevant for particular perspectives than others.
Space
The spatial perspective is implicit to most works reviewed in Section 9.3, which
focuses on the spatial organisation and relationship between the physical environment and situated visualizations. Framing situatedness as a problem of spatial
representation implies that the unit of analysis is the placement of visualizations
with regards to spatial properties and features in a three-dimensional environment
(e. g., location, proximity, distance, and physical structure). This spatial perspective
resembles many similar attempts to sense and represent context in context-aware
computing and recently within proxemic interaction [90].
The space perspective is explicitly represented in the key definitions by White
and Feiner [246] and Willet et al.[248], in particular, in Willet et al.’s concept of
physical referents. They approach situatedness as a relationship between physical
referents and physical representations of data. They position this relationship
within an extension of the data visualization pipeline that includes both a physical
and logical world where physical referents are a “physical object or physical space
to which the data refers”[p.462 248]. The emphasis, thus, lies on the proximity
between data representations and physical referents which is used to distinguish
between situated and embedded visualizations and to determine the level of “spatial indirection”.
While space, by definition, plays a role in all the cases, there are cases where
it is a particular useful perspective to apply that can help us examine aspects of
situatedness. C1 (Corsican Twin) is a good example in which spatial situatedness is
key in understanding the connection between the physical space, the visualization
and the activity it is intended to support. In C1, visualizations about the equipment
and the site are situated by pairing equipment with data streams from associated
sensors. The visualizations, as overlays, create a direct relationship between data
(such as volume in a tank, and physical referents (the machinery). For this kind of
information, it is crucial that the spatial relationship is mapped as accurately as
possible. But as we further discuss in the Activity perspective (9.4), in other cases
closeness is not desirable from a design point of view. For instance: when there is
no direct spatial relationship to physical referents, or when the visualization blend
different data from different referents - direct spatial closeness might not be the
best solution.
The Situated Glyphs project C2 distinguishes between three types of spatial
placement of glyphs in the hospital: entity-centric, activity-centric and spacecentric. Inspired by Pederson’s situative space model [188], these three variations
consider space beyond only physical distance between the visualization and the
entity of interest, and recognize that users’ activity and context of use are important
elements to consider.
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Going beyond purely spatial relationships between data and physical referents
that focuses on displaying data where it is produced, Willett et al. [248] touch upon
the concept of a semantic relationship between data and physical referents which
introduces the importance of tasks and observational goals of the viewers and
the meaning people put into situated visualisations. In the following sections, we
expand on the spatial perspective on situatedness by introducing the additional
perspectives of Time, Place, Activity, and Community to better consider how people
make sense and interact with their environment, drawing upon our selection of
cases and theory to broaden the concept of situatedness for situated visualization.
Time
Taking a temporal perspective puts the emphasis on the relationship between when
data is recorded and when it is presented. The projects reviewed in our survey
tackle time in various ways, ranging from displaying only live data, to historical
or cumulative visualisations. Willett et al. [248] note that, as for space, one can
consider temporal indirection, defined as the distance “between the moment in time
a physical presentation is shown and the original time it refers to”. In Newtonian or
naïve physics this corresponds to the notion of a linear and directional flow of time,
leading to a global ordering, and to observers sharing the same time reference [208].
Adopting linear time-flow perspective means that to be situated, visualizations
should minimize temporal indirection [248], i.e. display data as it is captured.
This is a particularly strong design constraint, which is relaxed in most situated
visualizations. Since one cannot physically go back in time, it is rather cumulative
data that is displayed.
Yet temporal data can be structured and thought of in a variety of alternative
non linear ways [5]. In C5 (Activity Clock), the situated visualization adopts a
circular 12 hours clock view to represent the average number of people in a cafeteria
at a given time of the day [55]. With data spanning three years aggregated in a
static clock-like visualization, is it the daily cyclical rhythm of the cafeteria that is
conveyed rather than a linear evolution. By setting up the display in the cafeteria,
the authors situate the visualization in space, yet the interviews of observers also
reveal that they interpreted the visualization reflecting on their temporal knowledge
of local routines, of their individual habits, and of the social temporality of the
cafeteria.
The question of temporal relevance, changes and synchronicity, has been important to social sciences scholarship. As sociology was defining itself as a discipline, in the early 20th century, “social time” [94] became a central object of inquiry.
This involved a switch to consider time as qualitative rather than evolving, quantitative, or cumulative [94]. This concept accounts for social aspects of time which can
be seen in mutually agreed upon temporal structures. A simple distinction would
be between time used locally to coordinate (e.g. a family gathering) and macro
structures of time (e.g. related to religious events or sports) Social time can still
be found in metrics, for instance, in agreed upon time zones, or shared 24h time-
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frames, rather than reliance on solar time. Taking into account social time leads to
another perspective on temporal situatedness. Temporal relevance (rather than
proximity) relates to activities people are engaged in, the upcoming ones they are
planning, or past ones they are reflecting upon. Linearity becomes less of a relevant
property, replaced by shared interest or shared temporality. Temporal situatedness
being constructed through the interactions between individuals, groups and their
objects of interest.
For instance, in Cairn (C3), the primary physicalization strategy consists of
stacking tokens to represent events happening in a FabLab, the most recent being
on top [85]. The time of data capture and the time of visualization are blended, as
the visualization is created by manually capturing events. But more importantly,
the physicalization creates a shared temporality inside the FabLab, as the manual
assembly procedure can also provoke encounters or discussions about recent
events or distant ones, that resurface and become “present” through stories told
around the table.
This aspect of shared experience is also important in C4 (Chemicals in the
Creek). While the visualization is ephemeral, lasting only one evening, it exists
within multiple time frames: the public event that lasts one evening and the lifelong
experience of pollution of inhabitants of the area. With the physicalization being
created for this specific event, temporal situatedness could be considered high
although the data captured is several months old. Moreover, as environmental
pollution unfolds over very long time scales, the notion of indirection may not be
the most relevant to assess the situatedness. The pollution sensed months ago may
still be present in the environment years in the future.
A linear or cyclical perspective on time considered as an objective non-reversible
arrow, where “time flows equably without regard to anything external” [208] can be
useful. Yet in many cases, temporal situatedness has more to do with the way data
connects to the temporal experience of the viewers.

Place
Taking a place perspective means paying attention to a location while breaking away
from a purely spatial perspective and representational approach. A place is shaped
by its history, its local identity and the meaning it has for its inhabitants [235].
Hence, visualizations become situated if they fit within and represent not only
relevant data, but the unique aspects of a particular place, such as data collected by
the inhabitants or local cultural heritage.
Several papers discuss aspects of situatedness in relation to and with reference
to places. For instance, Vande Moere & Hill [172], Valkonava et al. [236], and José et
al. [122] all discuss aspects of place, local identity and culture in relation to situated
visualizations. The meaning of place is usually contrasted with the meaning of
space. Whereas space is the spatial structure of the world, a space becomes a place
by gaining meaning through living in it, the people occupying the space, and its
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historical context. Harrison and Dourish describe the difference as “we are located
in space, but we act in place” [100, p.69].
Examinations of place are frequent in HCI that build upon various traditions
but share a common focus on how we experience place [45], place as a unit of
analysis [80] and the challenges in designing for places [137]. All of these works
introduce place as more than a simple backdrop or ‘context’ for activity, but as
a meaningful relation people have to a locale through its socially and culturally
embedded meaning.
In C6 (Public Polling Displays), the concept of place plays a role in how the
displays are situated and how data is collected. To engage with the public polling
displays, to vote on the presented local issues, and to understand displayed data,
only makes sense if the person viewing the visualizations has a relation to the
place in which they are deployed. People who have a relationship to the place are
residents, neighbors, visitors, and daily commuters to that particular neighborhood
who interpret the visualizations in hyper-contextual ways. These polls and displays
have a dual role: they collect and display local information about the place, but
they also define what is of local relevance, i. e. what is a place. It is through this
interaction that the place takes its shape and the visualization becomes situated.
We find similar principles in Chemicals in the Creek (C4). Here the data visualized is important to the place where the installation is presented. While the
data is not directly related to the dock where the installation and event took place,
the place of the event created an opportunity to make people aware of how water
permit violations influence the creek, the people, businesses, and homes. The
project had the goal of increasing community ownership over the waterfront and to
create a place for communication within the community. It is through the event, in
a given location, with people sharing a matter of concern by creating an ephemeral
place, that the physicalization becomes situated.
With C5 (Activity Clock), people’s collective presence in the university cafeteria
as well as general activity patterns in terms of coming and going are visualized on
a wall clock. This visualization was also designed for collective reflection and to
support social engagement, which fits well with the character of the place in which
it was deployed – a place that people frequent to get a drink and often socialize
in. People’s interest in the data displayed was tightly coupled with the attachment
to the place of deployment in the cafeteria, situating the visualization by creating
meaning to the locale.
Overall, the place perspective emphasizes situating data in within places that
are relevant to people through their embedded socio-cultural meaning which
provides opportunities to create meaningful relations between data and places.
Activity
From an activity perspective, situatedness implies that visualisations are not used
in isolation but are embedded and connected to a wider set of human activities of
target audiences. As visualizations move into our everyday environments, designers
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need to consider why people conduct certain activities, how visualizations can
meaningfully mediate these activities, and how they relate and connect to broader
activities conducted across spaces, over longer time spans, or via collaborations.
These considerations of socio-cultural aspects of design have been developed
in depth in HCI research through Activity Theory [1]. Activity Theory describes ’activity’ as a complex relationship between a person and their goals that is mediated
by socio-cultural and historical context and tools – such as an interactive device.
Because of this mediating function of technology, Bødker [18] noted that people do
not act with but rather through computer interfaces. Interactions with computers
are done to support or mediate real-life activities that involve shared practices
with multiple people and different tools. The importance of people’s activities in
the situation at hand means that designing and evaluating situated visualizations
requires a deep understanding of people’s activities in a specific context as the relevant activities determine the appropriateness of particular designs, representations,
placements, or technologies that are considered for the situated visualizations.
As an example, the Corsican Twin project C1 [197] takes into account common
work activities of Building Management System (BMS) engineers and maintenance
technicians when designing the situated visualizations. Examples of these activities
include analyzing the current state of the system or analyzing the temporal evolution of specific variables. An initial study showed several benefits of the situated
visualizations such as the usefulness of only showing localized information, showing documentation in-situ, and the ability to customize the visualization depending
on the person’s role. However, later expert feedback highlighted how the activities
of workers impacted spatial aspects of the situated visualization. For instance,
some participants wanted to place visualizations near the sensors rather than near
the equipment as that is where technicians would focus their attention first. Data
about distant systems was also deemed useful to bring into the site for comparison
and context. Several participants tended not to place visualizations on objects, but
rather placed visualizations in 2D on nearby walls and surfaces to make the data
more manageable. This shows how the work activities of people in different roles
within the space guided the ways in which it was useful for them to situate data and
visualizations which, in turn, influenced the placement of visualizations.
Similarly, Situated Glyphs (C2) [126, 237] are visualizations that are designed
for a work context, in this case to assist nurses in a hospital setting. While the entitycentric, activity-centric and space-centric placements were informed by initial
fieldwork in the ward, when conducting studies in the hospital with nurses and the
prototypes, a number of additional issues emerged. The nurses were very positive
about being shown overviews and information relevant to the activity at hand, and
appreciated automatic documentation of performed activities. However, it was
clear that the specific constraints of the workplace and the activities performed in
it influenced many aspects of the design, in particular display placement. Entitycentric glyphs were not deemed to be very useful due to concerns about safety and
practicality of wearable displays or displays that were fixed to objects or individuals.
While hands-free operation was useful, there were many issues with placement of
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displays around equipment that would often be moved around (e.g. when displays
were placed in-between or close to beds). The most promising and flexible solution
seemed to be a hybrid mobile system that could be carried around and placed in
an appropriate location while performing activities, such as a display that could
be attached to a wall with hook-and-loop tape. Additionally, it was crucial to
remain in control and be able to cope with unexpected situations and emergencies
(e.g. to pause and resume tasks later due to interruptions such as having to assist
another nurse). This case shows that a variety of aspects surrounding individual
and collaborative activities as well as shared practices in the workplace determine
the appropriateness of certain technology, placements, and visualizations.
Overall, these two cases illustrate that there are several aspects of situatedness
related to people’s activities – such as shared work practices, social and safety
protocols, unexpected situations and interruptions – that go beyond spatial aspects
and can have an important influence on the suitability of different spatial layouts.
These case studies highlight that a deep understanding of people’s activities is
important so that the technology and visualizations can be properly appropriated
and integrated with people’s existing activities.

Community
Taking a community perspective places the emphasis on how people capture data,
construct visualizations, and make sense of them together within a community
centered around local issues and shared concerns. Existing work on situated visualization that considers a specific group or community as the audience of situated visualizations focuses on “anchoring” the situated visualization within a specific community, most prominently seen with the Chemicals in the Creek project (C4) [189]
in our corpus. Focusing on how a particular community uses and appropriates
technologies in their activities is a common topic in HCI research [22, 32], including
work that explores engaging with (urban) communities and local issues[53] as well
as research within public visualization [172, 218, 236]. The community perspective
is closely related to the place and activity perspectives as a place gets its meaning
over time with and through a community and the activities that are happening
within that community.
The perspective of community is concerned with initiatives that focus on supporting a community in its activities, and using technology to support coordination around a shared concern. In projects that focus on supporting communities
through situated data visualization such as C4 (Chemicals in the Creek) or C6
(Public Polling Displays), community members are involved throughout the design
process, starting with early engagements to understand matters of concern, and
then transitioning to activities that actively involve community members in the
design of the technology, typically using participatory design or co-design methods.
In the context of public visualization, Schoffelen et al. [218] discuss how visualizations can reveal the backstories behind facts from different perspectives, which –
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when carefully designed to be readable and transparent – can allow for engaged
discussions and reflections within a community.
In C6 (Public Polling Displays) [49], the situated visualizations were designed to
address shared concerns around local issues that the community members found
important, and were placed on homes’ outward facing windows. In the study of
the system with a neighbourhood committee for a street in the city of Antwerp, the
shared concern was air pollution, with the neighbourhood committee aiming to get
the street blocked for non-local traffic. The displays visualized data from sensors
and from open data repositories and allowed passersby to react through voting.
Community members who hosted displays with visualizations on their facades
could add their own backstories to the visualizations to support community-driven
dialogues. The spatial location of the visualizations had an impact, but the social
aspects of that location were just as important. For example, Claes et al. [48]
found that the perception of and trust in the visualized data was affected by the
social relationship between the passerby and the visualization-hosting community
member, either in a positive or negative way, depending on the hosting member’s
social standing with the passerby and in the community at large.
For C4 (Chemicals in the Creek) [189], the shared concern was raising awareness
of spills and pollution in the Chelsea creek. The community that the researchers
engaged with was GreenRoots: an environmental justice organization in Chelsea,
Massachusetts, and their youth group. The researchers created a one-time performance to foster trust and connection among community members on the topic of
water quality violations. The performance consisted of putting floating lanterns
equipped with LEDs in the creek, each of which represented a pollution event. The
performance acted as a ceremonial event for witnessing data that supported shared
reflection and recollection about the spills. Here the situated visualization and
the community build on each other: the visualization is situated partly because it
relates to a shared community concern, and the visualization fosters community
development.
In the Cairn project C3 [85], the physicalization targets the community around
a FabLab in Paris and this community’s shared concern is a reflection on and
documentation of the activities that happen in the FabLab over time. Gourlet et
al. [85] note that Cairn enables “new collective reflections” and allows community
members to discuss what they “are as a community in front of a landscape that
describes our practices [i.e. Cairn] and with an experienced, thus, negotiable code.”.
Thus, Cairn acts as a facilitator around a shared interest of the members of the
FabLab community involving the individual community members in the data
collection process.
To sum up, the community perspective emphasizes situating data in relation to
communities of people to support engagement with local issues and concerns by
often involving community members in a participatory process.
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9.5 Discussion
The perspectives we presented in the previous section are complementary ways
of approaching situatedness. Space – as the most prominent perspective in the
corpus of research we reviewed – is a useful starting point when designing situated
visualizations as it provides the foundations for placing visualizations in the world.
However, considering other perspectives on situatedness should enable designers
to take into account broader considerations into their design, and improve the
experience of situatedness for observers or users of the visualizations. Reflecting
on our survey and the perspectives, we discuss technology, material and aesthetics,
leveraging the perspectives for design as well as methods for stronger engagement
with target audiences.

Technological Considerations
Norman controversially stated: “technology first, needs last” [179], arguing that
technological innovation often leads to new conceptual inventions, and the development of potential use cases. Our survey suggests that we may be witnessing a
similar movement in situated visualization. A new wave of commercially available
Augmented Reality technology is sparking an interest for the development of situated visualization, which may lead to novel use cases. It is reminiscent of how
the advent of wireless and mobile computing in its time led to the emergence of
ubiquitous computing.
While novel technology can enable novel use cases, it should, however, also
not foreclose the use of alternative, sometimes more appropriate technologies.
Although AR may be well suited to personal and private situated visualizations,
collaborative AR technology is still in its infancy. Public displays may be better
suited for collaborative, shared or public situated systems as such systems already
support spontaneous interactions, do not require personal equipment, and can be
used collaboratively. Static posters or data physicalizations do not need power, and
can be made sturdy enough to be left alone for long time periods. E-ink displays
have low power requirements and can be integrated inconspicuously into a variety
of different environments, while chalk facilitates lightweight updates and local
adoption because of its transience.
Work on situated visualization would benefit from engaging in deeper discussions on technological choices related to the case or target domain, without
defaulting back to one technology of choice or another. Technology alone, whether
it is AR or chalk on the street, does not make a visualization situated, solely on the
basis that it displays data in proximity to its source. To situate visualizations into
an environment, technological choices should consider the target audience and
the context of use of situated visualizations.
Moreover, these technological choices are conditioned by the underlying infrastructure that is available. To work smoothly, AR requires robust computer vision
techniques and indoor location tracking in order to determine its location and
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recognize surrounding objects. As demonstrated in C1 (Corsican Twin), having
access to richer building and object models enables much finer augmentations and
situatedness. Likewise, public displays often require a wireless and electric infrastructure to be in place in order to be installed without problems. In other projects,
such as Mill Road [136], constraints on not touching the city infrastructure led to
picking chalk rather than a more durable medium. Situated technologies, whether
AR, public displays, or lower-tech, cannot be thought of without also considering
how they will interface with the environment and the technical infrastructure they
should fit in.

Material and Aesthetic Considerations
In addition to considering which technology to use, when fitting a visualization
within a place, material properties also have to be considered. In C3 (Cairn), for
instance, the artefact itself is fabricated in the FabLab so its material properties
match with the surrounding space. In the area of public visualization, Street Infographics [47] integrates demographic information about a street into in the form of
an addition to a street sign which uses the existing urban infrastructure to present
information. Similarly, in projects like Mill Road [136] and Tidy Street [15], visualizations are drawn with chalk on the pavement and street, which integrates the
visualizations with the urban environment. Fitting a visualization within the environment is not only a matter of the choice of technology or medium, but also
of the visual representation itself. Rodgers and Bartram’s [204] energy feedback
visualizations show the value of an artistic and aesthetically pleasing representation
of data that is designed to fit within a home environment to match with people’s
personal preferences. Similarly, C5 (Activity Clock) highlights the importance of an
aesthetic fit for visualization designs within the space the data is displayed in. This
is line with work on ambient displays [250], aesthetic requirements for information
visualization [143] and projects on public information displays [236] that all show
that material and aesthetic aspects are important considerations when designing
visualizations that are to be situated and fitted within a specific environment. While
there is a balance between choosing a technology and visual representation that
offers the functionality needed and a good material fit within the environment, considering materiality is an important lens for choosing how to display and visually
represent situated visualization.

Leveraging the Perspectives for Design
Our perspectives do not suggest to simply examine new types of referents [248]
for designing situated visualizations, such as, for instance, for the community perspective replacing physical objects as referents with community elements (actors,
places, matters of concern). Rather, we argue that the different perspectives of
situatedness expand research stances on situated visualization and are beneficial to
develop situated visualizations that are driven by their context of use. We position
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these perspectives as vantage points that supplement each other from a theoretical,
methodological, and design angle. They play a role as starting points in design
– who to talk to, where to go, what to consider – and act as deliberate generative
strategies throughout the process. They invite participants and researchers to ask –
what would be important to consider in terms of situating visualizations if space,
time, community, activity or place is the primary unit of focus? Each perspective
foregrounds different aspects of situatedness and focusing on one should be a
deliberate choice in the design process. To account for the different perspectives
on situatedness when designing for situated visualization, new approaches and
research in design methods are necessary.
To broaden the view on situatedness beyond spatial aspects alone, it is important to expand on methodological approaches. Table 9.2 shows the methods used
in each of the exemplar cases. While lab studies are used to gain an understanding
of how people interact with and perceive situated visualizations, in order to design
and account for situatedness in all its richness (across the perspectives), it is essential to engage with the context and the audience the visualization is intended
for. This often starts early on in the research process, by engaging in fieldwork to
understand the target audience and the environment in which the visualization
would be deployed, as we observe in several of our case studies (e.g. C4 [189] and
C6 [49]). The realism of lab studies can also be improved by conducting them in an
environment that closely resembles the eventual deployed environment, as with
the on-campus research space with sensor data in Corsican Twin (C1) or studies in
the hospital ward in Situated Glyphs (C2).
An ecologically valid methodology that situated visualization researchers could
consider is “research in the wild” [206], i. e. creating and evaluating new technologies in-situ, observing how people react to the new technology and how they change
and integrate the technology into their lives. Beyond evaluating a visualization
design, many design constraints will also only become apparent by taking into
account the environment in which the visualization will be deployed. This requires
the use and further research into developing in-situ (and participatory) design
tools and methods, which some researchers have started exploring [25, 49, 69, 237].
For example, Bressa et al. [25] explored the use of several situated design and visualization sketching exercises, including the use of magnetic whiteboard sheets
and tiles mimicking the form factor of small displays. Ducros et al. [69] similarly
Case
C1 Corsican Twin
C2 Situated Glyphs
C3 Cairn
C4 Chemicals i/t Creek
C5 Activity Clock
C6 Polling Displays

Methods Used
lab study (simulated), co-design
formative study, co-design
research through design, deployment
formative study, co-design, deployment
deployment and interviews
formative study, co-design, deployment

Table 9.2: The methods used in our case studies.
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explored situated design exercises and tools, where being in-situ provided tacit
knowledge about the place and what goes on in it, enabling designers to leverage
design opportunities such as spatial features, objects, and social activities that were
taking place. Additionally, in several of our cases (e.g. C1 and C2), the need for
flexibility in use and spatial placement of the visualizations emerged. Without the
use of in-situ methods in an ecologically valid context, it is difficult to understand
how the final target users will appropriate or reuse the situated visualizations, or
how the visualizations may need to account for flexibility to be resilient towards
unexpected circumstances.

9.6 Conclusion
Situated visualization is grounded in a long history of visions and ideas in computing. Kruger’s [140] responsive spaces (1977), Weiser’s [240] ubiquitous computing
(1992) and Fitzmaurize’s [79] situated information spaces (1993) were early influential visions. Projects like Prante’s Hello.Wall [196], Tollmar’s virtually living together
lamps [233], the MIT Tangible Media Group’s ambient displays [250], Columbia
University’s work on the Touring Machine [78], and Situated Documentaries [104]
are situated visualizations done under different themes and concepts. Similarly,
arguments within the visualization community to move “visualization beyond the
desktop” [202] and focus on opening up the domain for casual information visualization [195] and personal visualization [109] suggest an important focus in situated
visualization moving forward.
The surveyed corpus, selected cases and historical examples within the research
communities highlight “motor themes” [see 139] that are useful for discussing
and identifying research areas that span the broader literature and research gaps
in narrow topical surveys. Expanding on the understanding of situatedness is
an important motor theme here, but our work identified additional themes that
motivate and inform future work. We emphasise exploring technologies for situated
visualization that take the presented perspectives into account, paying attention to
the aesthetic and material fit when developing situated visualizations and multiple
design considerations ranging from identifying and developing methodologies that
fit the perspectives to examples of end-to-end design processes that can better
inform design and practitioners. These present fruitful avenues for future research
and new applications that can drive situated visualization forward.
Situated visualization as a topic and research area sits at a sweet spot between
technical work, conceptual work, and empirical studies of use. Given the variety
of underlying technologies and theoretical traditions to build upon, it has the
potential to develop as a welcoming area at the intersection of multiple research
communities that share a common interest in bringing visualization into people’s
everyday environments.
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Workshop

W1. Food Bank & W2. Office Climate

Duration 1–2 hours
Small group (4–6 people)
Sketch ideas for situated visualizations at
preselected locations (3-5) on magnetic
whiteboard sheets in different form factors
and attach the sketches to surfaces in the
environment.

Sketching Material Form Factors

Procedure

20×20
mm

35×35 mm

⌀ 35
mm

57×38 mm

210×297 mm

46×22
mm

1.

Introduction: Explain the sketching
material and the procedure.

2.

Sketching: At each location
• Sketch individually and place
sketches in the environment.
• Present sketches to the
group.
• Discuss presented sketches
and possibly refine the ideas
or create new ones.

3.

Discussion: Summarize and discuss all
ideas and pick the best ones.

Materials
• Magnetic whiteboard sheets in
different form factors. Multiple sheets
for each form factor should be
available.

192×120 mm

111×62 mm

• Adhesive putty.
• Colored whiteboard markers.
• (Optional) physical prototypes and
technology probes to show to
participants at the beginning of the
workshop.

W3. Tiles at Office & W4. Tiles at Home

Workshop
Duration 1-2 hours
Small to Medium group (3-15 people)
Explore the environment in groups of 2 or
3, until members of the group find a
physical location they are inspired by.
Sketch and place visualizations around the
space. Take photos, trying to capture the
visualization and its context.

Sketching Material Form Factors

Tile Creation

50×50 mm
(front)

1. Use kitchen tiles that are the size and weight you would like
● Note: Try to avoid tiles with a mesh back as this is typically made of
fiberglass (otherwise wear gloves when handling).

(side)

2. Apply whiteboard paint to the tile surface.
● Note: Whiteboard paint typically consists of two solutions which
must be mixed before application. Once combined, they must be
applied within a short period of time and can take up to 3 days to
cure.

50×100 mm
(front)

Procedure
1.

Introduce participants to the sketching
material and the procedure.

2.

Allow the groups to wander and
explore various locations. Set a time to
meet back up.

3.

Reconvene as a group and share the
ideas, photos, and visualizations
imagined. Create an affinity diagram.
Discuss trends and outliers.

3. Attach magnets or other adhesive material to the back of the tiles.
(side)

Materials
• Magnetic whiteboard tiles. Several tiles
should be available to each participant.
• Colored whiteboard markers and
erasers.
• (Optional) Cameras to take photos of
the visualizations in context.
(Participants may also use
their cell phones.)

Workshop

W5. Agriculture

Duration 1-2 hours
Small to Medium group (3-15 people)
Explore the environment in groups of 2 or
3, until members of the group find a
physical location they are inspired by.
Sketch and place visualizations around the
space. Take photos, trying to capture the
visualization and its context.

Sketching Material Form Factors

Procedure
76×76 mm

76×76 mm

76×76 mm

76×76 mm

76×76 mm

1.

Introduce participants to the sketching
material and the procedure.

2.

Allow the groups to wander and
explore various locations. Set a time to
meet back up.

3.

Reconvene as a group and share the
ideas, photos, and visualizations
imagined. Create an affinity diagram.
Discuss trends and outliers.

76×76 mm

Materials
• Sticky notes. (Try to give each person a
different colour.)
• Colored pens.
• (Optional) Cameras to take photos of
the visualizations in context.
(Participants may also use
their cell phones.)

Workshop

W6. Photo Annotations

Duration 1-2 hours
Small to Medium group (3-15 people)
Hand out photos of different scenes,
technology prompts, and motivational
prompts. Have participants sketch and
annotate the photos.

Sample Photos
(We used several dozen photos, each printed on an A4 sheet with
~20 mm margins.)

Example Prompts
Technology:
•
•
•
•
•

Cellphone
Small embedded display
Large embedded display
Augmented reality headset
Physically embedded
information displays

Procedure
1.

Introduce participants to the sketching
material and the procedure.

2.

Allow the participants time to sketch
individually.

3.

Create small groups to discuss ideas
and build on concepts.

4.

Initiate a full group discussion, where
interesting ideas are shared and
discussed further.

Motivation:
•
•
•
•
•

Recollection
Reflection
Decision making
Persuasion
Planning

Materials
• Photos. (We recommend increasing the
image brightness so that colored pens
will be more visible.)
• Colored pens.
• Additional prompts to constrain the
design space of ideation.

Workshop

W7. Self-Tracker

Duration 1-2 hours
Small to Medium group (3-15 people)
Handout template sheets and prompts.
Sketch ideas for situated visualizations on
paper.

Sketching Material Form Factors

40×40 mm

40×40 mm

Example Prompts

Procedure

1. You have just bought the most beautiful
potted plant for your living room. This
particular plant needs water every 3 days.
You set up a situated visualization next to
your plant to track every time you have
watered it.

1.

Introduce participants to the sketching
material and the procedure.

2.

Pass around physical prototype of the
self-tracker. Describe its functionality
and constraints.

3.

Several rounds of short sketching
periods, each with a different prompt.
Conclude this segment by sharing
designs and rationales.

4.

A longer sketching period where
participants imagine their own
use-cases for the system and design
for them. Again, finish this segment by
sharing and discussing ideas.

2. You have recently fallen and broken a bone.
You have to manage your pain medication
carefully. If you don’t take enough you will be
in pain and if you take too much you could
damage your liver. You place a situated
visualization near your pill bottle to track
when you take your medication.
3. You are a new parent and you want to
monitor your baby closely to ensure all is
well. You are primarily concerned with your
baby’s sleep schedule. You place a situated
visualization next to your baby’s crib to keep
track of the time and duration of sleep.
40×40 mm

40×40 mm

4. You want to prove you love your dog more
than your sibling does so that when you move
out you can take the dog with you. You place
a visualization above the dog food to show
who cares for the dog more.

Materials
• Template sheets (with room
around the display constraints for
participants to add annotations).
• Prompts.
• Colored pens.
• Technology probe of a small e-ink
display with buttons for input.

Appendix B

Self-Tracker Details
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1

Snooze Tracker
Author 1 created this visualization to track how
many times they hit the snooze each day in the
morning.
Design. The tracker includes one button to
capture one snooze event in the morning. The
visualization is a bar chart showing the count of
snooze events for each day for the last seven
days.
Use. A1 placed the visualization on the wall over
their bed attached with velcro so that the tracker
could be taken off the wall and attached again
easily. The first version used a light design color
scheme (lower left), but the author changed this
so it would not be too bright and distracting in the
bedroom.

2

Work Break Tracker
Author 3 created this visualization to track every
time they took or skipped a break when their onscreen repetitive stress break timer sounded.
Design. The tracker includes two buttons – either
“Skip” or “Break” – to capture their reaction to the
timer,
encourage them to actually take the
breaks, and help them reflect on how they were
really using the timer. The visualization is a
stacked bar chart showing the number of breaks
taken (light grey) and skipped (dark grey) for each
day of the week.
Use. A3 placed this visualization on their office
desk directly below their monitor. Early versions of
the design (lower left) used a dark-on-light color
scheme, but after the first few days of use, the
author changed this to use a light-on-dark scheme
(lower right) to make it less visually distracting.

3

Door Shock Tracker
Author 1 created this visualization to track the
number of times people received a static shock by
one of the doors in an office space. In the office,
there has been a lot of discussion why and when
static shocks happen to people, so A1 decided to
build a tracker for it.
Design. The tracker includes two buttons “yes”
and “no” to answer the question “did this door
shock you?”. The visualization is a stacked bar
chart that shows the relation between shocks and
non-shocks in yellow and blue for each weekday,
displaying the last seven days.
Use. A1 placed the visualization on the wall next
to the office door that seemed to shock people a
lot. The tracker was used by approximately 10-15
people that were working in the office space.

4

Interval Tracker
Author 3 created this visualization to help them
better track intervals between events.
Design. The tracker uses a single “Log” button to
record events and visualizes them using a plot in
which each dot shows the date and time of an
event in the week surrounding the last entry. The
tracker also includes a large “Last entry:” counter,
showing the amount of time that has elapsed
since the last entry was logged. The counter
reports the elapsed time using either minutes,
hours, or days depending on the length of the
elapsed interval.
Use. A3 initially used this on their desktop below
their monitor as an alternative work tracker, but
later repurposed it to track snacking behaviour on
their personal mobile device.

5

Cookie Tracker
Author 3 created this tracker to count their cookie
consumption during the Thanksgiving holiday.
Design. The visualization is a bar chart that
displays two running counts of cookies
consumed. This tracker (as well as many
subsequent designs) also incorporates the “last
4
entry” counter from the interval tracker ------.
Use. A3 placed this tracker next to a cookie jar
throughout the extended holiday week. This
visualization began as a single-user tracker.
However, after a family member expressed
interest in also using the tool, A3 updated the
design to add a second logging button and bar.

6

Snooze Tracker V2
Author 1 created this visualization to track how
many times they hit the snooze each day in the
morning. This visualization is the second version
1
of the snooze tracker ------.
A1 created a second
version of the snooze tracker to be able to show
more data.
Design. The tracker includes one button to
capture one snooze event in the morning. The
visualization is a heatmap for one calendar month
that shows for each day the snooze count based
on a color scale.
Use. A1 placed the visualization on the wall over
1 .
their bed, like the snooze tracker ------

7

Conversation Tracker
Author 1 created this visualization to track
number of communications they had with people
during one week.
Design. The tracker includes two rows of radio
buttons to select the type of person (family,
friend, retail, stranger, university) and the
communication type (in person, telephone, text).
The visualization is a dot plot showing the number
of conversations for each weekday. The color
represents the type of person and the shape of
data points the communication type.
Use. A1 carried the phone during the week of
tracking data. When A1 was at their desk at work,
they placed the tracker next to their monitor.

8

Interruption Tracker
Author 3 created this visualization to try to
improve their awareness of little things that impact
their focus during the workday. A3 hoped to
create a simple visualization would increase their
awareness of the number of times their work was
interrupted either by other people or by tasks like
checking email.
Design. Pressing the “Log” button registers an
event. The visualization is a bar chart showing the
number of events logged in each of the last six
hours. The example at left shows two
interruptions in the last hour and one option three
hours ago.
Use. A3 placed this visualization on their office
desk directly below their monitor.

9

Streak Tracker
Author 3 created this tracker1 to help log
activities across multiple consecutive days and
draw attention to multi-day streaks or gaps.
Design. The tracker includes a single “Log”
button for registering events. The visualization
displays a large counter with a colored
background that shows either:
●
A green “streak” count showing number of
days in a row an event has been logged
(the length of the current streak).
●
A red “gulf” count showing the number of
days since an event has been logged.
Use. A3 used the tracker to record their exercise
while on vacation and encourage themself to run
every day. During the vacation, A3 left the tracker
on the counter at their in-laws’ home as a semipublic display. This made the tracker easy to see
at various points during the day and served as a
strong reminder of the streak.

Based on a design described in:
W. Willett and L. Oehlberg. Visualizing Gulfs and Streaks Peripheral Support for Goal-Setting & Habit-Forming in Personal
Informatics. In CHI 2013 Workshop on Personal Informatics in the
Wild: Hacking Habits for Health & Happiness. ACM. 2013.
1

10 Expectation Tracker
Author 1 created this visualization to track their
expectations and reality rating of a day with a
rating ranging from 1–7.
Design. The tracker includes two rows of radio
buttons, one row with the rating from 1-7 and the
other with expectation/reality. The visualization is
a heat map with two rows. The first shows the
expectation rating and the second row the reality
rating. The dates are from the tracking period
from 24.12.2019 to the 08.01.2020.
Use. A1 placed carried the visualization with
them. A1 would also take notes on their personal
device and then backfill the data.

11 License Plate Tracker
Author 3 created this tracker to support a license
plate spotting game their family often plays on
road trips.
Design. The visualization incorporates a tile grid
showing all US states and Canadian provinces.
Each states/province is a button that illuminates
when pressed and adds that state or province to
the log. Each can only be pressed once.
Use. A3 and several family members used the
tracker on two separate family trips including a 2week trip in the southwestern US, and a 10-day
trip in California. The tracker encouraged A3 and
their family members to be even more vigilant
than usual in search of new out-of-state plates.

12 Timeline Bubble Tracker
Author 3 designed this tracker to log a single
quantitative value on a 1-10 scale on a daily
basis. A3’s goals for this design included:
●
Developing a tracker that was less overtly
chart-like and might recede more naturally
into domestic environments.
●
Examining a design that easily supported
back-filling of data from previous days.
Design. The chart shows a scrollable list of dates
extending backward from the current date. Each
date serves as a button, which can be tapped to
enter a number between 1-10 for that day. A
bubble around each date also encodes the 1-10
value. A3 chose to map the value to the bubble’s
diameter (rather than area), which more strongly
emphasizes large values. Because it shows past
days, this tracker makes it easy to back-fill logs
and correct missed data in a way that isn’t
possible in most of our previous examples.
Use. A3 used this
for a large fraction
alone tracker and
tracker dashboard

design to track their exercise
of the study both as a standlater as part of the nightly
19 .

13 Morning Task Tracker
Author 1 created this visualization to track how
task they wanted to fulfill each morning to
establish a better morning routine.
Design. The tracker includes two rows of radio
buttons to select the task (tea, yoga, breakfast)
and whether the task was completed (done/not
done). The visualization is a dot plot with three
rows for each task. The y-axis shows the days of
the month. The circles in in two colors signify
whether a task has been done (orange: done,
grey” not done) .
Use. A1 placed the visualization on their bedside
table in their bedroom. A1 planned to use the
tracker for a duration of 30 days, but gave up after
about a week.

14 Clothing Color Tracker
Author 1 created this visualization to track what
color of clothes they are wearing each day.
Design. The tracker includes one row of buttons
in different colors, signifying the colors of a piece
of clothing. A1 specified the color as the most
dominant color of their top piece of clothing. The
visualization shows one stripe in the respective
color for each day.
Use. A1 placed the visualization on the wall next
to their closet. After returning home from a stay
abroad, A1 placed the tracker on their dining
table, located centrally in the apartment. The first
version of the tracker had a dark design with a
black background. After changing apartments, A1
changed the background color to yellow to fit the
interior of their apartment.

15 Cycling Streak Tracker
Author 2 created this tracker to track the number
of days in a row when they had cycled.
Design. The visualization is a lightweight
adaption of the streak tracker 18 . As in that
tracker, a green background is shown when
cycling has happened a few days in a row, and
red when there have been several days without
cycling. The main difference is that the labels and
buttons were slightly changed to specifically track
cycling
streaks
together
with
a
large
FontAwesome cyclist icon.
Use. A2 designed this tracker to keep track of
when they commuted to work by bicycle, with the
goal of nudging them to cycle to work more often
instead of using public transport or commuting by
car. Due to the COVID-19 lockdown, the tracker
was moved to A2’s apartment after a few weeks,
which changed the initial purpose of the tracker.
The tracker was installed near the front door of
the apartment. Instead of tracking cycling for
commuting purposes, the tracker was now used
to track cycling as a form of recreation and to
remind A2 to cycle regularly to stay active during
the lockdown.

16 Rain Streak Tracker
Author 2 created this tracker to track the number
of days in a row when it rained, after a particularly
rainy couple of weeks.
Design. The visualization is a lightweight
adaption of the streak tracker 18 . As in that
tracker, a green background was shown when it
had rained several days in a row, and red when it
had not rained for several days. However, since
no rain was preferable, the red/green colors were
reversed. As with the cycling streak tracker ------15
the original streak tracker was slightly changed
with new labels and buttons to specifically track
rainy days, together with a large FontAwesome
raincloud icon.
Use. A2 designed this tracker to keep track of
rainy days, with the goal of confirming whether it
really was raining all the time (which was their
subjective experience). Due to the COVID-19
lockdown, the tracker was moved to A2’s
apartment after a few weeks. It was installed near
a window to easily monitor when it rains. The
purpose of the tracker did not change when
moving it to A2’s apartment, but due to a mostly
dry period it was not used as much (as there was
no information to enter).

17 Fluid Intake Tracker
Author 2 created this tracker to track their and
their partner’s daily fluid intake, together with the
types of drinks.
Design. The visualization shows a stacked bar
chart for each person, with different colours for
each of the drinks. Buttons are used to select the
person and enter the type of drink. Every time a
button is pressed, one instance of that particular
drink (1 unit = 1 glass) is added to the data. The
tracker initially used a chart with a white
background, but that was changed to better blend
into the rest of the design and the environment.
Use. A2 designed this tracker to keep track of
their daily fluid intake. They wanted to reflect on
whether they drank enough water every day and
how much coffee they drank during the day. A2’s
partner also expressed interested in tracking their
fluid intake, so the tracker was designed to
support tracking of fluid intake for two people. The
tracker was installed in A2’s kitchen near the
coffee machine. There was shared upkeep of the
tracker. For instance, if A2 or their partner made
coffee for themselves and the other, they logged a
cup coffee for each of them.

18 Customizable Streak Tracker
Author 3 created this design as an updated
version of the streak tracker
9 . This version
adds support for backlogging data and custom
titles to address sources of frustration with the
initial tracker.
Design. Like the streak tracker, it shows either:
●
A green “streak” count showing number of
days in a row an event has been logged
(the length of the current streak).
●
A red “gulf” count showing the number of
days since an event has been logged.
The design also includes:
●
Support for backfilling old data. An
interactive date picker makes it possible to
“rewind” time to enter data for previous
days or times.
●
Customizable titles. An editable text area
above the “Log” button can be dynamically
updated using the onscreen keyboard to
add a title, legend, or other message to
customize or repurpose the tracker.
Use. A3 used this tracker (as part of the nightly
tracker dashboard 19 ) to track their dental
flossing habits.

19 Nightly Tracker Dashboard
Author 3 created this dashboard to explore how
multiple trackers could be combined in a single
display suitable for a larger tablet-sized device.
Design. This dashboard incorporates two of the
most generic and reusable visualizations (the
18
customizable streak tracker
and the
12
timeline bubble tracker
) and also adds
customizable titles above each that can be
dynamically edited using the device’s on-screen
keyboard.
Use. A3 positioned this display first in a bathroom
and later in a central position in their home and
used it to track their flossing behavior and daily
exercise over several months.

20 Bathroom Dashboard
Author 3 designed this dashboard to track
important daily activities including flossing,
exercise, etc. on a calendar grid.
Design. This tracker builds on the visual design
12
of the timeline bubble tracker
and the
nightly tracker dashboard 19 . The dashboard
includes multiple calendar-based visualizations
12 .
that use the same design principles as
Each shows a six-week calendar in which each
day can record data either via a binary toggle or a
1-10 scale. Each of the individual trackers feature
customizable titles and support easy back-filling
of data for missed days.
Use. A3 displayed this dashboard on an e-reader
mounted near the sink in their bathroom. This
display replaced the earlier nightly tracker
dashboard 19
for recording flossing and
exercise and also added two additional trackers
for prenatal movement and vitamins.

21 Diaper Dashboard
Author 3 designed this dashboard to track diaper
changes, medications, and other data related to a
newborn child.

customizable titles
calendar day

bar chart encoding
daily count

area encoding
streak length (in days)

checkbox encoding

manual “skip” option to continue
streaks acrossed missed days

Design. This visualization represents an evolution
of the design of the previous bathroom
dashboard
reducing each tracker to a
20
single line and providing more flexible
customization of the individual trackers. Each
tracker can have its own binary or numerical
scale, can include differing numbers of days, and
can use one of several different visual
encodings—including bars, circles, and X’s.
Trackers can also include small bubbles attached
to dates that indicate the length of streaks—
incorporating the elements of the customizable
streak tracker 18 .
Use. A3 displayed this dashboard on an e-reader
mounted next to their diaper-changing station.
Here, the backlit e-reader made it easy to track
medications and other diaper-related activities, as
well as activities like flossing that they previously
tracked using 20 . The display also served as
a nightlight for nighttime diaper changes.

22 Thesis Progress Tracker
Participant 1 collaborated with Author 1 to design
this visualization to track the progress on their
thesis chapters.
Design. The tracker includes six buttons, one for
each chapter. Pressing a button changes the
status of the chapter. The circle next to each
button shows the status of a chapter on a color
scale from red to green in five steps.
Use. P1 carried the tracker around in their bag.
P1 ended up not using the tracker much since
they never felt that they had reached a point
where a chapter could switch status to the next
stage.

23 Fermentation Tracker
Participant 2 collaborated with Author 3 to design
this visualization to track different stages of the
fermentation process to make water kefir.
Design. The visualization consists of multiple
timelines that show the time passed between
entered data points, When selecting “new” a new
timeline is started and when selecting “log” data
points are added to the current timeline. The
tracker includes a text field at the top to specify
the label text of each new data point. Previous
points can also be tapped to copy their label text
and create a new entry (which was useful when
logging the same general fermentation process
multiple times).
Use. P2 placed the tracker next to their water kefir
jar on a stand made out of Lego.

24 Tea Brewing Tracker
22
Participant 2 collaborated with Author 3 on this
visualization to track different stages of the
process of brewing tea.
Design. The design of this tracker was identical
to the the fermentation tracker 23 . After using
that tracker for several weeks, P2 added a second
copy running on its own dedicated phone which
repurposed the same visualization to instead
track their household’s tea brewing and drinking
habits.
Use. P2 placed the tracker next to the teapot.
Since the teapot moved around, the tracker would
move together with the tea pot. After realizing the
labels used in the fermentation tracker were too
long, P2 came up with a notation scheme
consisting of emojis and characters to specify
different stages of the tea brewing process.

25 Door Shock Tracker V2
Participant 3 collaborated with Author 1 to design
this follow-up to the earlier door shock
tracker 3 which visualized the number of times
people received a static shock from one of the
doors in an office space.
Design. The tracker includes two buttons “yes”
and “no” to answer the question “did this door
shock you?”. The visualization consists of a row
of dots for the current day and the last day. Each
shock event is represented by one circle that is
colored either orange for shocked or blue for not
shocked.
Use. P3 placed the visualization on the wall over
on the wall next to the office door that seemed to
shock people a lot. Participant 3’s redesign built
on discussions with and feedback from many of
the other people who had used the original
tracker and sought to show patterns of shocks in
a more intelligible. Like the original, this tracker
was used by approximately 10-15 people that
were working in the office space.

26 Plant Tracker
Participant 4 collaborated with Author 1 to create
this visualization that supported communal
tracking of plant watering in an office setting.
Design. The tracker shows the blueprint of an
office. A green dot signifies a plant that has been
watered at that location. The dots fade over the
course of three days. A green dot can be set my
touching the blueprint.
Use. P4 placed the visualization on the wall over
on the wall next to the sink in the kitchen area in
the office.
The tracker was used by
approximately 10-15 people that were working in
the office space.

27 Productivity Tracker
Participant 1 collaborated with Author 1 to design
this visualization to track the number productivity
hours they spent working on their thesis.
Design. The tracker includes one buttons to track
a productive work hour. The visualization consists
of two numbers. The left number shows the total
productive hours tracked and the right the
productive hours of the current week.
Use. P1 placed the visualization on a wall that
was centrally located in their apartment. After P1
did not use the thesis progress tracker a lot, P1
designed this productivity tracker instead to track
work progress on their thesis.

28 Morning Routine Tracker
Participant 3 collaborated with Author 1 to design
this visualization which they used to track different
steps of their morning routine.
Design. The tracker includes ten buttons with
different emojis that stand for different steps in
P3’s morning routine, for instance !:waking up or
": taking a shower. The visualization shows a
timeline each for the last seven days. Each
timeline displays the time between the different
morning routine steps.
Use. P3 placed the visualization on their bed. For
steps in the morning routine that did not take
place in the bedroom, the participant logged the
data before doing a task

29 Tea Preference Tracker
Participant 5 collaborated with Author 1 to design
this visualization to track ratings of their teas after
drinking to get an overview which teas of their tea
collection they actually enjoy.
Design. The tracker includes two buttons in
orange and blue. Orange stands for enjoyed the
tea and blue stands for did not enjoy the tea that
much. The visualization consists of a photograph
of P3’s tea shelf. P3 placed dots on the teas they
had been drinking in the two respective colors.
Use. P3 placed the visualization underneath the
tea shelf on a microwave (right photograph). Later
P3 changed the location of the tracker to next to
their office desk since that was where P3 actually
drank the tea.

30 Cat Tracker
Participant 6 collaborated with Author 1 to design
this visualization to track the the locations where
P6’s cat sits and sleeps in the apartment.
Design. The tracker includes two buttons “awake”
in orange and “asleep” in blue for indicating two
different cat states. The visualization shows a
blueprint of P6’s apartment. A dot can be placed
by touching the blueprint. When touching the
same circle again, it increases in size.
Use. P6 placed the tracker on a desk centrally
located in their apartment..
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Recording

Future

Can I record this conversation?
(If you don’t want your video being recorded, you should turn it off)
I will also take some notes while we are talking

●

General/Start

●
●

●
●

●

Do you think the visualization was successful for you? (in what you were
trying to achieve)
Do you want to continue using the visualization?
●
If not, why?
Are there other things you would want to track in the future?
Is there anything you would change about the visualization?

How did it go with the self-tracker?
How was your experience with the tracker?
Instruction on how to run self-tracker

Tracking
●
●
●

How long did you track data?
How frequently did you track data?
Did you regularly track data?
●
If not, what were difficulties?

Social/Personal
●
●

●
●
●

Data
●
●

How many people used the tracker?
If personal: did other people see the tracker? Did that influence you?
●

Situatedness
●
●
●
●

Where did you put your tracker?
Why did you put the tracker there? (situated with respect to what)
Did you keep it at the initial place the whole time or did you change the
location?
How did the location where you placed the tracker influence the tracking?
●
Track more/less regular
●
Look at the visualization for reflection

Runs in any browser
Open html site locally or with the gitlab url
Smartphone, tablets, laptops etc.

JSON object array
Each data object is a tracking event
●
Contains timestamp
●
Meta information like name of the visualization, author, version
and cycle
HTML and data are in Google Drive
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